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Precision orbit determination (POD) for the Ice, Cloud and land Elevation 
Satellite (ICESat) relies on an epoch-state batch filter, in which the dynamic 
models play a central role. Its implementation in the Multi-Satellite Orbit 
Determination Program (MSODP) originally included a box-and-wing model, 
representing the TOPEX/Poseidon satellite, to compute solar radiation forces. 
This “macro-model” has been adapted to the ICESat geometry, and additionally, 
extended to the calculation of forces induced by radiation reflected and emitted 
from the Earth. 
To determine the area and reflectivity parameters of the ICESat macro-
model surfaces, a high-fidelity simulation of the radiation forces in low-Earth 
orbit was first developed, using a detailed model of the satellite, called the 
“micro-model”. In this effort, new algorithms to compute such forces were 
adapted from a Monte Carlo Ray Tracing (MCRT) method originally designed to 
 ix 
determine incident heating rates. After working with the vendor of the Thermal 
Synthesizer System (TSS) to implement these algorithms, a modified version of 
this software was employed to generate solar and Earth radiation forces for all 
ICESat orbit and attitude geometries. Estimates of the macro-model parameters 
were then obtained from a least-squares fit to these micro-model forces, applying 
an algorithm that also incorporated linear equality and inequality constraints to 
ensure feasible solutions. 
Three of these fitted solutions were selected for post-launch evaluation. 
Two represented conditions at the start and at the end of the mission, while the 
third comprised four separate solutions, one for each of the nominal satellite 
attitudes. In addition, three other sets of macro-model parameters were derived 
from area-weighted averaging of the micro-model reflectivities. They included 
solar-only and infrared-only spectral parameters, as well as a set combining these 
parameters. Daily POD solutions were generated with each of these macro-model 
sets, for eight-day intervals in four different ICESat mapping campaigns. As a 
group, the fitted parameters slightly outperformed the averaged parameters, 
based on a variety of metrics. Their impact on POD accuracy, however, was 
limited to the sub-millimeter level, as measured by independent satellite laser 
ranging (SLR) residuals. As a result, no change to the nominal macro-model 
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1.1 The ICESat Mission 
In January 2003, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) successfully launched the Earth Observing System (EOS) Ice, Cloud, 
and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) into its near-polar orbit. Designed 
primarily to characterize the spatial and temporal variations in the topography of 
the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, it carries onboard a single instrument, 
the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS). Although the use of a satellite 
laser altimeter to measure ice-sheet elevation changes was originally suggested 
more than twenty-five years ago (Campbell et al., 1979), ICESat is the first 
operational satellite dedicated to this objective. 
Its realization is due, in large measure, to the experience gained during the 
design and development of the Mars Observer Laser Altimeter (MOLA). The 
original version of this instrument (MOLA-1) was lost in 1993, along with the 
Mars Observer spacecraft. Using spare components from this effort, NASA 
assembled the experimental Shuttle Laser Altimeter (SLA), which was 
successfully operated during two Space Shuttle missions in 1996 and 1997, 
demonstrating the feasibility of spaceborne laser altimetry in Earth applications 
(Garvin et al., 1998). Also in 1996, the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) spacecraft 
left Earth for Mars, carrying the improved MOLA-2 instrument, and 
subsequently conducted a comprehensive topographic mapping of that planet 
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between 1999 and 2001. Building on the heritage of these programs, in both the 
design of the GLAS instrument and the architecture of the ground-based data-
processing systems, ICESat commenced its own altimetry mission with the first 
on-orbit firing of one of its lasers on February 20, 2003. 
By developing a time series of precise topographic maps for the two 
terrestrial ice sheets, changes observed in their surface elevations can be used to 
infer their mass balances (Zwally, 1975). Such estimates are critical to predicting 
the impact of global climate change, particularly in forecasting sea-level rise 
(National Research Council, 1990). The mass balance is simply the difference 
between the mass added to the ice sheet and the mass removed from it over some 
interval of time. Additions in mass stem largely from precipitation, primarily in 
the form of snowfall, but also, occasionally, as rainfall. The removal of mass takes 
place through: (1) the direct evaporation of ice, or sublimation; (2) the runoff of 
water generated by melting at the base, and along the surface, of the ice sheet; 
(3) the often spectacular discharge of an iceberg into the ocean, known as 
calving; and (4) the transfer of uncompacted snow off the ice sheet by wind 
(Zwally and Brenner, 2001). 
Various techniques have been used to determine the rates at which these 
mechanisms operate, including in situ measurements and numerical modeling. 
The advent of satellite-based radar altimetry in oceanographic missions during 
the 1970s also opened the door to the application of geodetic methods to ice-sheet 
topography. These early missions, however, with their focus on the global oceans, 
often limited their geographic coverage to latitudes below those needed for 
thorough ice-sheet surveys. Furthermore, while radar is well suited to the slowly 
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varying topography of the mean sea surface, interpreting the signals returned 
from ice proved to be considerably more complex. In particular, the required 
spatial and temporal averaging of multiple pulses with large (10-km diameter) 
beam-limited footprints, and the volume scattering associated with surface 
penetration, limited the accuracy of the derived elevation data (Ridley and 
Partington, 1988). Despite subsequent advances in the design of these radar 
systems and the introduction of retracking algorithms in the processing of the 
individual waveforms, residual uncertainties in the resulting rate estimates, along 
with those produced by other methods, have led to the suggestion that mass 
imbalances as large as ±25% remain undetectable, which, in terms of sea-level 
contributions, correspond to ±1.4 mm/yr for Antarctica and ±0.4 mm/yr for 
Greenland (Warrick et al., 1996). 
During 1993 and 1994, NASA flew a laser altimeter, known as the 
Airborne Oceanographic Lidar (AOL), aboard an aircraft over regions of the 
Greenland ice sheet previously surveyed using satellite Doppler techniques 
(Krabill et al., 1995a). The small (1-m diameter) footprint of the laser pulse and 
its limited penetration into the surface helped to overcome the principal 
limitations of the radar-based systems. The surface elevations obtained during 
this period have been shown to have a root-mean-square (RMS) accuracy of 10 
cm or less (Krabill et al., 1995b). While this represented a significant advance in 
the accuracy of ice-sheet topography, the long-term and geographically 
comprehensive monitoring needed to characterize mass balance accurately can 
best be accomplished from a satellite platform. 
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In its three to five year mission, ICESat is expected to produce surface 
elevation profiles with a RMS accuracy of 15 cm, but with a spatial density and 
temporal frequency that allow inter-annual and long-term elevation changes to be 
determined with an accuracy of 1.5 cm/yr, averaged over 100 km × 100 km 
regions of the ice sheets (Zwally et al., 2002). Long-range plans call for NASA to 
conduct additional follow-on missions, extending the potential data set to fifteen 
years or more (Schutz, 1998). Simulations by Wahr et al. (2000) predicted that 
the uncertainty in sea-level contribution stemming from a mass imbalance in the 
Antarctic ice sheet could be reduced to ±0.22 mm/yr with a data set of this 
length. They also investigated using gravity measurements from the Gravity 
Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission to remove contributions 
from post-glacial rebound — the ongoing response of the solid Earth to the 
melting of ice since the last ice age — and found that this uncertainty could be 
reduced even further, to ±0.17 mm/yr. 
1.2 Surface Elevation Measurements 
The accuracy of the surface elevation profiles used to estimate the mass 
balances of the ice sheets depends on the individual measurements that comprise 
them. During the ICESat mission, the altimetry measurements are made 40 times 
per second, and each begins with a 6-ns, 1064-nm (infrared) pulse generated by 
one of the three redundant neodymium-doped yttrium-aluminum-garnet 
(Nd:YAG) lasers in the GLAS instrument. Once emitted, this pulse travels to the 
surface of the Earth, producing a 65-m diameter spot, from which a significant 
number of the incident photons are reflected back to the satellite and captured 
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by the GLAS receiver telescope. The instrument records digitized waveform 
representations of both the transmitted pulse and the returned signal. Subsequent 
ground-based analyses, made by the ICESat Science Investigator-led Processing 
System (I-SIPS), apply Gaussian fits to these waveforms to identify the transmit 
time Tt  and the receive time Rt  for each pulse centroid (Brenner et al., 2003). 
With this information, and knowledge of the position and the orientation 
of the instrument, the location of each laser spot centroid on the surface of the 
Earth — and the elevation at that point — can be determined. For ICESat, this 
geolocation process relies on a one-way, or instantaneous, range method detailed 
by Schutz (2002). Summarized here, it avoids the computational intensity 
inherent in iterative, two-way range algorithms (see, for example, Luthcke et al., 
2000), while producing comparable results (Tapley et al., 2004b). 
First, the difference between the receive time and the transmit time, 
R Tt t− , represents the round-trip, or two-way, travel time for an individual 
pulse. Halving this difference, and multiplying the result by the speed of light c, 
yields the approximate one-way scalar range to the Earth, 
 ( )2R Tt tcρ −=  (1.1) 
The pulse reaches the surface at the bounce time Bt , 
 ( )2R TB T t tt t −= +  (1.2) 
which is defined to be the time of the instantaneous range ρ . Figure 1.1 
illustrates how this range is next combined with the instrument’s position instr  















Figure 1.1.  One-Way Range Geolocation Geometry 
The instrument position information comes from ground-based processing 
of onboard Global Positioning System (GPS) data, using precision orbit 
determination (POD) techniques (Rim and Schutz, 2002). The resulting solution 
consists of Cartesian position and velocity vectors in the non-rotating, geocentric 
International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF). The instrument position vector 
is interpolated from this ephemeris at the bounce time, 
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The orientation of the instrument, or more specifically, the laser pointing 
direction, is computed at Tt  for each pulse through ground-based processing of 
the onboard star-tracker and gyro data, using precision attitude determination 
(PAD) techniques (Bae and Schutz, 2002). Each solution is a unit vector 
















in which the angles α, β, and γ are measured with respect to the ICRF 
coordinates axes. Multiplying this laser-pointing direction by the scalar range 
















The vector sum of Equations (1.3) and (1.5), as suggested by Figure 1.1, 
uniquely determines the ICRF position vector of the laser spot centroid, which, 
by definition, occurs at Bt : 
 ( ) ( ) ( )icrf icrf icrfB B Tspot instR t r t tρ= +  (1.6) 
Since the location of the spot on the surface of the Earth is desired, this 
ICRF position vector must be rotated to the International Terrestrial Reference 
Frame (ITRF). The transformation between the two frames itrficrfT  depends on 
several factors, including precession, nutation, Earth rotation and polar motion 
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(Webb, 2002). After evaluating itrficrfT  at Bt , the ITRF position vector of the spot 
is given by 
 ( ) ( ) ( )itrf itrf icrfB B Bspot spoticrfR t T t R t=  (1.7) 
Using the TOPEX reference ellipsoid (Tapley et al., 1994), with a mean radius 
6378136.3 ma⊕ =  and an inverse flattening coefficient 1 298.257f = , this 
vector can be resolved to yield the geodetic latitude dϕ , the longitude λ  and the 
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 (1.9) 
This position and elevation are approximate, since the range of Equation 
(1.1) has not been corrected for path delays within the instrument or through the 
atmosphere. The former combine to produce an effective range bias biasδρ , which 
was calibrated prior to launch (Martino, 2002). The atmospheric — or more 
specifically, tropospheric — delay depends on the refractive index along the path 
traveled by the pulse. In their model for the corresponding range correction 
atmδρ , Herring and Quinn (1999) relate this delay to surface pressure and 
precipitable water vapor, computed at the bounce time and at the approximate 
location of the laser spot centroid. Thus, the corrected range cρ  becomes 
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 ( ), , ,c bias atm B dt hρ ρ δρ δρ ϕ λ= − −  (1.10) 
With this new range value, the geolocation process is repeated, beginning with 
Equation (1.5) and yielding a corrected set of geodetic coordinates ( ), ,d hϕ λ′ ′ ′ . A 
final correction to the elevation is made to remove the effects of solid Earth tides 
(McCarthy, 1996), ocean loading (Yi et al., 1999), and where applicable, ocean 
tides (Bettadpur and Eanes, 1994). 
1.3 Precision Orbit Determination 
The instrument position vector constitutes a critical component of the 
geolocation algorithm. To achieve the desired accuracy of the surface elevation 
profiles, errors in its knowledge must be limited to 5 cm in the radial component, 
and 20 cm, horizontally (GLAS Science Team, 1997). Specifically, this vector 
defines the ICRF position of a designated laser reference point (LRP) within the 
GLAS instrument, icrflrpr . At any time t, it can be expressed as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )icrf icrf icrf icrf scs scscom scs lrp cominst lrpr t r t r t T t r r t⎡ ⎤≡ = + −⎣ ⎦  (1.11) 
where scslrpr  and scscomr  are the position vectors of the LRP and the satellite center 
of mass (COM) in the body-fixed Spacecraft Coordinate System (SCS), 
respectively. Although the LRP remains stationary in this frame, the COM 
moves throughout the mission, primarily as a function of propellant expenditure 
(Iacometti, 2002). As illustrated in Figure 1.2, the vector difference represents the 
offset of the LRP from the COM in the SCS. This offset can be rotated to the 
ICRF using the transformation icrfscsT , which is the transpose of the satellite 



















Figure 1.2.  SCS and ICRF Position Vectors for Satellite Center of Mass (COM) 
and Laser Reference Point (LRP) 
Errors introduced by the second term in Equation (1.11) tend to be 
comparatively small (< 1.5 cm), as discussed in Appendix A. Consequently, the 
errors in the ICRF position of the LRP are essentially the same as those in the 
ICRF position of the COM. Knowledge of the latter is acquired through POD, 
















ICESat mission, these GPS measurements are transmitted from the satellite to 
ground stations in Alaska and Norway, as part of the X-band science downlink. 
This high-rate telemetry flows directly from these sites to the EOS Data and 
Operations System (EDOS) at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), 
where the raw GPS tracking data is extracted and distributed (Laboratory for 
Atmospheric and Space Physics, 2003). 
After receiving these binary data files, the University of Texas Center for 
Space Research (UT/CSR), in Austin, converts them to Receiver Independent 
Exchange (RINEX) format. POD solutions for ICESat are computed daily with 
the Multi-Satellite Orbit Determination Program (MSODP). Originally designed 
by UT/CSR to support GPS-based POD for the TOPEX/Poseidon mission, 
MSODP employs the dynamic method of orbit determination (Rim, 1992). 
Although other strategies have been developed in recent years, including reduced-
dynamic (Wu et al., 1987) and purely kinematic (Byun, 1998) techniques, the 
dynamic method remains the dominant approach, particularly for altimetry 
missions (Davis, 1996). Its basic elements are outlined in the following sections. 
1.3.1 Dynamic Modeling 
The motion of a low-Earth orbiting satellite is governed by a second-order 
non-linear differential equation, based on Newton’s Second Law and modified to 
account for the effects of general relativity, 
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Each of the perturbing forces (per unit mass) in Equation (1.12) can be modeled 
as a function of the position r  and/or the velocity r  of the satellite. Both Davis 
(1996) and Rim and Schutz (2002) describe the implementation of these models 
in MSODP. As will be discussed in Section 1.4, the modeling of the solar and 
Earth radiation pressure perturbations — S  and E , respectively — in ICESat 
POD was the subject of this research. 
Ideally, these mathematical models would completely, and accurately, 
characterize the forces acting on the satellite in its dynamic environment. Given 
the appropriate initial conditions at time 0t , the position and the velocity at any 
time 0t t>  could then be determined by numerically integrating Equation (1.12). 
In practice, however, uncertainties in the initial conditions, and in various 
mathematical model parameters, introduce errors into the integrated solutions, 
causing them to deviate from the true position and velocity of the satellite at any 
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given time. To compensate for these effects, orbit determination strategies 
incorporate observations of the satellite to correct the trajectory predicted by the 
differential equation of motion alone. 
1.3.2 Observation Modeling 
The observations reported in the RINEX files include the differences 
between the phases of the L1 and L2 carrier signals received from a GPS satellite 
and that of a reference carrier generated by the receiver (Hofmann-Wellenhof et 
al., 1997). In preparation for POD, these two phase measurements are combined 
to mitigate the frequency-dependent effects of the ionosphere. The resulting 
ionosphere-free phase observables are converted to ranges, or more specifically, 
pseudoranges, as they are biased by errors in the clocks of both the GPS satellite 
and the receiver. The ionosphere-free, phased-derived pseudorange ρ , between a 
receiver and a single GPS satellite, can be modeled as 
 r t t r cor ambr r c t c tρ δ δ δρ δρ= − − + + +  (1.13) 
where c represents the speed of light. In Equation (1.13), the subscripts r and t 
differentiate the positions r , and the clock errors tδ , of the receiver and the 
transmitting GPS satellite, respectively. The last two terms represent a range 
correction corδρ , discussed later, and a phase-range ambiguity ambδρ , which stems 
from the frequency-dependent integer ambiguity of the phase measurements. 
Differencing phase-derived pseudoranges from two different receivers to 
the same GPS satellite allows the clock errors ttδ  associated with that satellite to 
be eliminated. For POD, a single-difference high-low (SDHL) measurement is 
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typically formed using a receiver u onboard the “low” satellite (e.g., ICESat), a 
ground-based receiver w, and a “high” GPS satellite p, 
 SDHLp p puw u wρ ρ= −  (1.14) 
Similarly, another SDHL measurement is formed for the same two receivers and a 
different GPS satellite q, 
 SDHLq q quw u wρ ρ= −  (1.15) 
The clock errors rtδ  for each of the two receivers remain in both 
Equations (1.14) and (1.15). By differencing these single-differences, those errors 
are eliminated, and a double-difference high-low (DDHL) measurement is 
obtained, 
 DDHL SDHL SDHLpq p quw uw uw= −  (1.16) 
Figure 1.3 illustrates the geometry of a DDHL observation. Substituting 
Equations (1.14) and (1.15), and then Equation (1.13), into Equation (1.16) 
confirms that the clock errors for both receivers and both GPS satellites have 
been removed, 
 
DDHLpquw u p w p u q w q
up wp uq wq
cor cor cor cor
up wp uq wq
amb amb amb amb
r r r r r r r r
δρ δρ δρ δρ
δρ δρ δρ δρ
= − − − − − + −
+ − − +
+ − − +
 (1.17) 
The first line of Equation (1.17) contains the slant ranges between each 
receiver and each GPS satellite contributing to the measurement, dictated by 
their relative positions. Each of the corδρ  terms in the second line includes 
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corrections for atmospheric signal delay, general and special relativity, phase 
wind-up, and phase-center offsets in the transmitting and receiving antennas. 
Combining the individual phase-range ambiguities from the third line into a 
single double-difference ambiguity pquwC  yields the observation equation 
implemented in MSODP, 
 
DDHLpquw u p w p u q w q
up wp uq wq
cor cor cor cor
pq
uw
r r r r r r r r
C
δρ δρ δρ δρ
= − − − − − + −
+ − − +
+
 (1.18) 
In the orbit determination problem, a set of “computed” DDHL 
measurements is generated using Equation (1.18) and a reference trajectory, 
obtained by integrating Equation (1.12). The resulting observations are then 
compared to the actual, or “observed”, DDHL measurements, formed from the 
phase-derived pseudoranges for the onboard and active ground-based receivers. 
RINEX data for the latter comes from selected tracking stations in a global 
network operated by the International GNSS Service (IGS), such as those shown 
in Figure 1.4. In addition to the ICESat position, computing observations with 
Equation (1.18) also requires: (1) the geocentric positions of the GPS satellites 
and the tracking station receivers, both of which are available from the IGS and, 
currently, specified in the ITRF2000 (Altamimi et al., 2002); (2) mathematical 
models for the range-correction terms (Davis, 1996); and (3) a priori values for 
the double-difference ambiguities, typically assumed to be zero. The differences 
between the observed and the computed data sets can then be used to improve 
the accuracy of the trajectory and, if desired, to update parameters in the 
dynamic and/or the observation models. 
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1.3.3 The Orbit Determination Problem 
The dynamic approach to orbit determination applies linear estimation 
theory to the distinctly non-linear problem posed by Equations (1.12) and (1.18) 
to effect the differential correction of the reference trajectory suggested in the 
preceding section. Provided the true satellite motion remains sufficiently close to 
the reference trajectory throughout a particular time interval, the equation of 
motion and the observation equation can be linearized through Taylor series 
expansions (Tapley, 1973). First, the state vector X at time t is defined to 
include the satellite position r  and the velocity r , along with a selected set d of 







⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (1.19) 
Thus, Equation (1.12) can be reduced to a system of first-order non-linear 
differential equations, 
 ( ) ( )0 0,X F X t X t X= =  (1.20)  
Similarly, Equation (1.18) can be expressed as 





























































































where lε  denotes the measurement error.  The number of observations m at a 
particular epoch t depends on the number of GPS satellites tracked by each 
receiver, and on their relative geometry.  The double-difference ambiguity of 
Equation (1.18) must be estimated for each pass, defined as a series of 
consecutive DDHL combinations of the same receivers and GPS satellites, and 
each is included in the set d. Based on results obtained by Rim et al. (2000), 
regarding the effects of errors in the GPS satellite orbits, those orbits are 
routinely fixed in ICESat POD, either to the rapid or the final IGS solutions. 
They, along with the positions of the tracking station receivers, however, can be 
added to the state, if desired.  
 Expanding the right-hand side of Equation (1.20) in a Taylor series about 
the nominal state ( )X t∗ , which consists of the reference trajectory and the a 
priori values for the parameters in d, yields 






∂⎡ ⎤= + − +⎢ ⎥⎢ ∂ ⎥⎣ ⎦
… (1.22) 
Truncating the series after the first-order term, and defining 
 ( ) ( ) ( )x t X t X t∗= −  (1.23) 
leads to a system of linear differential equations governing the orbit 
determination problem, 










The general solution to Equation (1.24) takes the form 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), i ix t t t x t= Φ  (1.26) 
where ( ), it tΦ  is a state transition matrix that maps a solution x at it  to an 
arbitrary time t. It satisfies the differential equation, 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , Ii i i it t A t t t t tΦ = Φ Φ =  (1.27) 
The right-hand side of Equation (1.21) can also be expanded in a Taylor 
series about the nominal state, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ],l l
l







∂⎡ ⎤= + − + +⎢ ⎥⎢ ∂ ⎥⎣ ⎦
…  (1.28) 
where lY  and lY ∗  denote the observed and computed DDHL measurements, 
respectively. Truncating the series after the first-order term, substituting 
Equation (1.23), and defining 
 l l ly Y Y ∗= −  (1.29) 
yields a linear observation equation at time t, 









Together, Equations (1.26) and (1.30) constitute a linear estimation problem for 
the state ( )x t  — the differential correction of the reference trajectory — using 
the observation residuals ly . 
1.3.4 The Epoch-State Batch Filter 
Using the a priori state at 0t  in Equation (1.26), and substituting the 
result into Equation (1.30), yields the epoch-state batch filter, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )0 0, 1, ,l ly H t t t x t l mε= Φ + = …  (1.32) 
This approach to the orbit determination problem maps the observation residuals 
ly  at time t to the initial epoch 0t . Adopting the following notation for all of the 
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 (1.33) 
Equation (1.32) can be expressed as 




Assuming that the measurement errors ε  are random, with zero mean and a 
specified covariance R, 
 [ ] [ ]0 TE E Rε εε= =  (1.35) 
then the best linear, unbiased, minimum variance estimate of the epoch state 0x  
has been shown by Tapley (1973) to be 
 ( ) ( )11 10̂ T Tx H R H H R y−− −=  (1.36) 
This solution agrees with a weighted least-squares estimate in which the 
weighting matrix W equals 1R− . The covariance matrix associated with this 
estimate is simply 
 ( ) 110 TP H R H −−=  (1.37) 
If an a priori estimate of the epoch state 0x  is available, along with a state 
covariance matrix 0P , Equations (1.36) and (1.37), respectively, become 
 ( ) ( )11 1 1 10 0 0 0ˆ T Tx H R H P H R y P x−− − − −= + +  (1.38) 
and 
 ( ) 11 10 0TP H R H P −− −= +  (1.39) 
Computing 0̂x  from either Equation (1.36) or (1.38) requires the inversion 
of a square matrix with dimension n, equal to the number of parameters in the 
state vector. When this number is large — as is often the case when using GPS-
derived observations — the matrix can be ill-conditioned, making an explicit 
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inversion numerically unstable. To avoid this problem, orbit determination 
algorithms typically apply orthogonal transformations to the linear system of 
Equation (1.34). The most common methods include singular value 
decomposition (SVD), Givens rotations, and Householder reflections (Lawson and 
Hanson, 1974). Each approach accomplishes the matrix inversion implicitly, and 
produces a solution equivalent to that of either Equation (1.36) or (1.38). Since 
0̂x  represents a differential correction to the epoch state in the original, non-
linear problem, that new state is 
 ( ) ( )0 0 0̂X t X t x∗= +  (1.40) 
Conceptually, subsequent states can be obtained in a similar manner, after 
mapping 0̂x  forward in time with Equation (1.26), 
 ( ) ( ) ( )0 0̂,X t X t t t x∗= + Φ  (1.41) 
In practice, Equation (1.12) is usually integrated to generate the solution 
trajectory, using the updated initial conditions and model parameters of Equation 
(1.40). 
1.4 Research Objectives 
Given the stringent orbit accuracy requirements imposed by the scientific 
objectives, and the central role played by dynamic models in the epoch-state 
batch filter, detailed evaluations of those models were undertaken early in the 
ICESat mission design (Schutz et al., 1994; Davis, 1996; Rim et al., 1996). A final 
pre-launch study by Rim et al. (1999), at the revised mission altitude of 
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approximately 600 km, concluded that geopotential and atmospheric-drag model 
errors would dominate the overall orbit error. Furthermore, significantly smaller 
contributions could be expected from the solar and Earth radiation pressure 
models. They demonstrated, however, that the 5-cm radial and 20-cm horizontal 
constraints could be met by tuning the gravity field after launch and/or 
employing frequent estimation of empirical parameters.   
Such results inherently reflect the assumptions made regarding potential 
error sources. In each of the pre-launch analyses, radiation pressure errors were 
introduced, principally, by biasing and randomly varying the parameters of a 
nominal satellite model. Using this perturbed model and a truth trajectory, 
simulated DDHL observations were generated, and then processed with the 
nominal model in the MSODP epoch-state batch filter. The aggregate effect of 
these errors was assessed by comparing the integrated POD solution to the truth 
trajectory, and calculating the RMS of the position differences. Based on their 
assumptions, Rim et al. (1999) found that solar and Earth radiation pressure 
model errors could each contribute slightly less than 0.2 cm to the total orbit 
error, with 0.1 cm manifested in the radial component. 
Whether these results accurately forecast such errors for operational POD 
during the ICESat mission depends entirely on how well the nominal model 
approximates the actual forces acting on the satellite. Therefore, the three 
immediate and practical goals of this study were: 
 
(1) to develop a high-fidelity simulation of the anticipated solar and 
Earth radiation forces 
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(2) to determine pre-launch values for the nominal satellite model 
parameters, and to evaluate their performance with respect to the 
predictions of (1) 
(3) to assess the post-launch performance of the nominal satellite model 
in operational POD, and to explore the feasibility of tuning its 
parameters 
Both the overall approach and the individual objectives reflect a methodology 
developed to support POD for TOPEX/Poseidon, an oceanographic radar 
altimetry mission launched in 1992. The principal works on which this study is 
based originated with that effort, specifically those by Marshall et al. (1991), 
Antreasian (1992), and Marshall and Luthcke (1994a, 1994b).   
Applying this strategy to ICESat, however, required that several 
important issues be addressed. First, its altitude is significantly lower than that 
of TOPEX/Poseidon, which orbits at about 1336 km. As a result, Earth 
radiation pressure is a larger perturbation for ICESat, requiring more detailed 
modeling. For TOPEX/Poseidon, MSODP employed a nominal satellite model, 
known as the macro-model, in its computation of solar radiation forces, but relied 
on a simpler “cannonball” model for the forces induced by Earth radiation. 
ICESat POD uses a similar satellite macro-model, but applies it to the modeling 
of both solar and Earth radiation pressure perturbations. Chapter 2 establishes 
the terminology and models used in this study to characterize the radiation 
environment of low-Earth orbit, while Chapter 3 describes the evolution of 
radiation force models in orbit determination, including the modifications made 
within MSODP to support the ICESat mission. 
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Second, beginning in the early 1990s, advances in computing speed led 
developers of thermal analysis tools to adopt Monte Carlo Ray Tracing (MCRT) 
techniques, displacing traditional grey-body methods (Panczak et al., 1991). For 
his high-fidelity simulation of the radiation forces affecting TOPEX/Poseidon, 
Antreasian (1992) adapted the Thermal Radiation Analysis System (TRASYS), 
which uses a latter-type algorithm to compute, among other quantities, incident 
and absorbed heat rates. He made a series of changes to this software, facilitating 
the direct calculation of radiation forces acting on the surfaces of a detailed 
model of the satellite, which he called the micro-model. The ICESat spacecraft-
bus contractor, the Ball Aerospace and Technologies Corporation (BATC), 
created a comparable model for its own thermal analyses, using, instead, the 
MCRT-based Thermal Synthesizer System (TSS). Consequently, to support the 
first objective of this study, new algorithms were developed to compute radiation 
forces within this MCRT framework, resulting in modifications to the TSS 
software entirely different from those made to TRASYS. Chapter 4 examines this 
implementation, and delineates the subsequent micro-model simulation for 
ICESat. 
Third, Marshall and Luthcke (1994a) determined pre-launch values of the 
macro-model parameters for TOPEX/Poseidon by applying a Bayesian least-
squares fit to the solar radiation forces predicted using the micro-model.  In this 
approach, the a priori covariance was adjusted to constrain the estimates for 
individual parameters, and in certain instances, to avoid physically unrealistic 
results. A preliminary study for ICESat (Webb et al., 2001) employed a similar 
technique, although the fit involved both the solar and Earth radiation forces 
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derived from the micro-model. The current study, however, discards the a priori 
covariance, in favor of incorporating equality and inequality constraints for the 
macro-model parameters directly into the least-squares formulation. Chapter 5 
presents an algorithm for solving such a problem, and evaluates the solution 
obtained for ICESat. 
Fourth, Marshall and Luthcke (1994b) documented many of the factors 
influencing the post-launch recoverability of the TOPEX/Poseidon macro-model 
parameters, including: (1) the distribution of the tracking data around the orbit; 
(2) the relative geometry of the satellite and the Sun; and (3) the aliasing of 
macro-model errors into empirical or other dynamic-model parameters. For 
ICESat, the use of globally distributed GPS tracking data provides a substantive 
advantage over the comparatively sparse satellite laser ranging (SLR) and 
Doppler data available to TOPEX/Poseidon, effectively eliminating the first 
concern. The lower altitude of ICESat, however, has negative consequences with 
regard to the other two factors. Combined with a 94° inclination, it causes the 
orbit plane to precess at only 0.5° per day with respect to the Sun, contrasted 
with 3.0° per day for the TOPEX/Poseidon orbit. As a result, the relative 
orientation of the satellite and the incident solar radiation changes less for 
ICESat during a given time interval, decreasing the observability of its macro-
model parameters. Furthermore, the frequent estimation of empirical parameters, 
necessary to manage the larger geopotential and atmospheric-drag errors at this 
lower altitude, may absorb or corrupt the rather weak signals associated with 
errors in the macro-model, severely impacting the recovery of its parameters. In 
light of these challenges, Chapter 6 assesses the performance of the macro-model 
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parameters in post-launch POD, and considers the feasibility of tuning their 
values. 
Finally, each surface of the satellite, according to the Stefan-Boltzmann 
law, emits radiant energy in proportion to the fourth-power of its absolute 
temperature. If the forces imparted by these emissions do not sum to zero along a 
particular axis of the satellite, they produce a net acceleration in that direction. 
Computing such thermal perturbations — Y  in Equation (1.12) — requires 
extensive modeling of the surface temperatures, which are influenced not only by 
radiation from the Sun and the Earth, but also by conduction and radiation 
within the satellite. Antreasian (1992) simulated these temperatures in the 
TOPEX/Poseidon micro-model and derived the resulting forces. Notably smaller 
in magnitude than even those induced by Earth radiation pressure, these forces 
were, nonetheless, reasonably approximated using additional macro-model 
parameters, determined independently of those used to model solar radiation 
forces (Marshall and Luthcke, 1994a). This separability in the modeling of 
incident and emitted radiation, combined with the comparatively small 
contributions of the latter to the equation of motion, led to a decision to omit 





Incident Radiation in Low-Earth Orbit 
2.1 Fundamental Radiation Quantities 
Whether considered from a classical, or a quantum, electrodynamic 
perspective, radiant energy propagating through space transports momentum, 
which can be imparted to an object that intercepts it. The exact nature of the 
interaction depends on the characteristics of its surface and the wavelength of the 
incident radiation. All bodies in the solar system, either celestial or artificial, 
receive electromagnetic energy from the Sun, most of which falls within the 
ultraviolet and visible regions of the spectrum shown in Figure 2.1. Satellites in 
orbit about the Earth encounter additional radiation that has either been 
reflected or emitted from the planet. Although the former shares the intrinsic 









Figure 2.1.  The Electromagnetic Spectrum 
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The momentum delivered to an object in such an environment depends 
directly on how much radiation of each type reaches its surface. Unfortunately, 
quantitative descriptions of electromagnetic energy vary from application to 
application, largely due to the independent development of the fields associated 
with light, heat and electromagnetism. As a result, the adopted terminology 
tends to suffer from imprecise, and even incorrect, usage. To establish a coherent 
framework for this study, the following sections define the relevant quantities, 
which are subsequently used to develop the necessary mathematical models for 
solar and terrestrial radiation. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the 
methods available for determining orbital eclipses, in which the radiant energy 
emitted by the sun is absent. 
2.1.1 Irradiance 
In modeling radiation pressure, the fundamental process to consider is that 
of irradiation, the illumination of a surface by an external source, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.2. There, the incoming radiant energy has a wavelength- and direction-
dependent intensity defined to be 











This incident spectral intensity ,iIλ  represents the electromagnetic energy of 
wavelength λ  per unit time ( ,idQλ ) arriving at the differential surface dA , per 
interval dλ  about λ , per unit solid angle about the ( ),θ ϕ  direction, and per unit 
area projected normal to it. The corresponding total intensity iI  of this energy 












Figure 2.2.  Radiation Geometry for a Differential Area 
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Most applications involving radiation from the Sun, however, characterize 
the incoming energy by its irradiance, rather than its intensity. The spectral 
irradiance Gλ  is derived from the spectral intensity by accounting for radiation 
incident from all directions. Mathematically, this implies integrating over the 
arbitrary, hypothetical hemisphere centered on dA . The contribution from a 
differential area dS  of this surface is obtained by rearranging Equation (2.1), 
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The solid angle dω  is defined as the ratio of dS  to the square of the 
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ω =  (2.4) 
From Figure 2.2, that differential area can be formulated as 
 sindS r d r dθ θ ϕ= ⋅  (2.5) 
Substituting this expression for dS  in Equation (2.4), and the result for dω  in 
Equation (2.3), 
 ( ) ( ),, , , , cos sinidG I d dλ λλ θ ϕ λ θ ϕ θ θ θ ϕ=  (2.6) 
Integrating over the hemisphere yields the desired spectral irradiance, 




, , cos siniG I d d
π π
λ λλ λ θ ϕ θ θ θ ϕ= ∫ ∫  (2.7) 
which represents the radiant energy per unit time received at dA , per unit area, 
and per interval dλ  about λ . Its SI units are typically given as watts/square-
meter/micrometer (W/m2-μm). 
The total irradiance G , often called the flux, is simply the radiant energy 
per unit time received by a surface, per unit area. Its SI units are watts/square-
meter (W/m2). As with total intensity, it can be computed from its spectral 
counterpart by integrating over all wavelengths, 
 ( )
0
G G dλ λ λ
∞
= ∫  (2.8) 
For the particular case of diffuse irradiation, the incident spectral intensity 
is independent of direction, and Equation (2.7) becomes 
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cos sini iG I d d I
π π
λ λ λλ λ θ θ θ ϕ π λ= =∫ ∫  (2.9) 
Using Equations (2.8) and (2.2), the total irradiance can then be related directly 
to the total intensity, 
 ( ),
0
i iG I d Iλπ λ λ π
∞
= =∫  (2.10) 
2.1.2 Radiosity 
Irradiance tends to be the preferred fundamental quantity in describing 
nearly uniform radiation arriving from a distant source, as in the case of the Sun. 
More generally, the total amount of radiant energy leaving a surface constitutes 
its radiosity. This latter concept is typically adopted for sources, such as the 
Earth, whose outgoing radiation varies spatially. Mathematically, the radiosity J  
is defined to be 
 J E B= +  (2.11) 
where E  and B  denote, respectively, the radiant energy per unit time emitted 
directly and reflected from other sources, by a surface, per unit area. Both have 
SI units of W/m2. 
 The derivation of each of these radiosity components parallels the one 
given in the previous section for irradiance. Again using Figure 2.2, but now 
considering the outgoing radiation from the differential area dA , the spectral 
intensity of the emitted energy is 
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while that of the reflected energy is 











Specifically, ,eIλ  and ,rIλ  represent, respectively, the electromagnetic energy of 
wavelength λ  per unit time emitted ( ,edQλ ) and reflected ( ,rdQλ ) from dA , per 
interval dλ  about λ , per unit solid angle about the ( ),θ ϕ  direction, and per unit 
area projected normal to it. Integrating over all wavelengths produces the 
corresponding total intensities, 
 ( ) ( ),
0
, , ,e eI I dλθ ϕ λ θ ϕ λ
∞
= ∫  (2.14) 
and 
 ( ) ( ),
0
, , ,r rI I dλθ ϕ λ θ ϕ λ
∞
= ∫  (2.15) 
As with the spectral irradiance of Equation (2.7), the spectral emissive 
power Eλ  is defined by considering the contribution from the differential area 
dS  on the hemisphere surrounding dA . Rearranging Equation (2.12), 







λ λλ θ ϕ λ θ ϕ θ ωλ
= =  (2.16) 
Making the substitutions of Equations (2.4) and (2.5), and integrating over the 
hemisphere, 




, , cos sineE I d d
π π
λ λλ λ θ ϕ θ θ θ ϕ= ∫ ∫  (2.17) 
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The total emissive power appearing in Equation (2.11) is then obtained by 
integrating over all wavelengths, 
 ( )
0
E E dλ λ λ
∞
= ∫  (2.18) 
The spectral reflected irradiance Bλ  is similarly defined. From Equation 
(2.13), the corresponding contribution of dS  is 







λ λλ θ ϕ λ θ ϕ θ ωλ
= =  (2.19) 
Again, substituting the expressions in Equations (2.4) and (2.5), and integrating 
over the hemisphere, 




, , cos sinrB I d d
π π
λ λλ λ θ ϕ θ θ θ ϕ= ∫ ∫  (2.20) 
Integrating over all wavelengths yields 
 ( )
0
B B dλ λ λ
∞
= ∫  (2.21) 
which is the total reflected irradiance in Equation (2.11). 
 For the particular case of diffuse emission, the outgoing spectral intensity 
is independent of direction, and Equation (2.17) becomes 




cos sine eE I d d I
π π
λ λ λλ λ θ θ θ ϕ π λ= =∫ ∫  (2.22) 
and, in turn, 
 ( ),
0
e eE I d Iλπ λ λ π
∞
= =∫  (2.23) 
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Likewise, for diffuse reflection, the outgoing spectral intensity is independent of 
direction, and Equation (2.20) becomes 




cos sinr rB I d d I
π π
λ λ λλ λ θ θ θ ϕ π λ= =∫ ∫  (2.24) 
which leads to 
 ( ),
0
r rB I d Iλπ λ λ π
∞
= =∫  (2.25) 
In general, a surface that emits radiation diffusely does not necessarily reflect 
incident energy in the same manner, and vice versa, although such assumptions 
are commonly made in thermal analyses. 
2.2 Direct Solar Radiation 
Most of the electromagnetic energy incident on the surfaces of a satellite in 
orbit about the Earth begins its journey at the core of the Sun. There, under 
intense pressure and at extraordinary temperatures, the hydrogen atoms that 
comprise its bulk fuse with one another to produce helium, a “transmutation” 
first suggested by Eddington (1920). Familiar with the then-recent discovery that 
the mass of a helium atom is slightly less than the combined mass of its four 
constituent hydrogen atoms, he theorized that significant energy would be 
liberated in the conversion. Nearly twenty years later, Bethe (1939) confirmed 
this conjecture, when he identified the specific series of thermonuclear reactions 
powering main-sequence stars. In the Sun, this energy-production process is 
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It derives its name from the first reaction, in which two hydrogen nuclei, 
or protons, denoted 1H , combine to produce the hydrogen isotope 2H , known as 
deuterium, releasing a positron e+  and a neutrino ν . The deuterium 
subsequently captures another proton, yielding the light isotope of helium 3He , 
and emitting a gamma-ray photon γ . Finally, two of these helium-3 isotopes 
combine to produce the other stable helium isotope 4He , also known as an α-
particle, and two protons, which are then available to participate in the first 
reaction of a subsequent chain. The positron created in the first reaction 
immediately annihilates with a free electron, stripped from the ionized hydrogen, 
creating two additional gamma-ray photons. Accounting for the energy lost to 
the neutrino, which leaves the Sun unimpeded, Salpeter (1952) determined that a 
single, complete proton-proton chain produces 626.2 10×  electron volts, or 
124.20 10−×  J. 
Collisions among the gamma-ray photons, within the extremely dense, 
ionized core, lower their energies, transforming them almost immediately into X-
ray photons. Gradually, over millions of years, they make their way toward the 
surface, repeatedly absorbed and re-emitted by the atoms that they encounter, in 
a diffusion process dictated by the opacity of the Sun. As a result, they 
progressively lose additional energy, and ultimately, emerge largely as visible-
wavelength photons before being conveyed to the photosphere via convection 
(Shu, 1982). It is from this outer layer of the Sun that they are emitted into 
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space, with a small fraction, but nevertheless vital number, reaching the Earth — 
and the satellites in orbit about it. 
Direct measurements of this incident radiation, the total solar irradiance 
(TSI), have been made since 1978, using a series of satellite-based instruments 
(Willson and Mordvinov, 2003). Although frequently dubbed the “solar 
constant,” the TSI actually exhibits long-term variations of ~0.1% in concert 
with the solar magnetic cycle, and smaller, shorter-period fluctuations associated 
with sunspots and faculae (Willson and Hudson, 1991; Fröhlich and Lean, 1998). 
Nonetheless, it can be regarded as constant for most aerospace applications. 
Typically normalized to a distance of one astronomical unit (AU) from the Sun, 
this reference TSI has an adopted standard value of 1366.1S =  W/m2 
(American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), 2000). At an arbitrary 
distance r, the local TSI, denoted G , can be obtained by scaling S , 
 ( ) ( )22 24 4R S RG r S rrπ π ⋅= =  (2.27) 
where R represents one AU, 111.49598 10×  meters. Figure 2.3 illustrates this 
variation at the distance of the Earth, over the course of a year, as it moves 
through its elliptical orbit about the Sun. The numerator of the middle 
expression in Equation (2.27) constitutes the Sun’s total radiance, or luminosity, 
approximately 263.84 10×  W. To produce energy at this rate, nearly 379 10×  
proton-proton chain reactions in the core must be completed each second. 
As Equation (2.8) suggests, the TSI should correspond to the integration 
of the solar spectral irradiance. In fact, early efforts to define the “solar constant” 
often used this very method (see, for example, Labs and Neckel, 1968). With that 
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value now precisely and independently monitored, however, recent standards 
calibrate the spectral irradiance data so that the integration recovers S . Plotted 
in Figure 2.4, the ASTM E-490 extraterrestrial reference spectrum incorporates 
observations from ground-based solar telescopes, high-altitude aircraft, rocket 
soundings, satellites, and even Space Shuttle missions (ASTM, 2000). It shows 
that the Sun emits nearly all of its radiation at wavelengths between 0.2 and 4.0 
μm, with the peak occurring within the visible region, at about 0.5 μm. 
This spectral distribution can be closely approximated by that emitted 
from a blackbody with a temperature of 5800 K. As given by Planck’s law, the 
















where λ and T represent wavelength and temperature, respectively. The other 
parameters are fundamental constants: c, the speed of light; h, Planck’s constant; 
and k, Boltzmann’s constant. Integrating over all wavelengths yields the total 
emissive power for a blackbody, and the Stefan-Boltzmann law, 
 ( ) ( ) 4,
0
,b bE T E T d Tλ λ λ σ
∞
= =∫  (2.29) 
where σ  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. As with the reference spectrum, the 
blackbody curve in Figure 2.4 has been normalized to yield an integrated total 





Figure 2.3.  Variations in Total Solar Irradiance at the Earth 
 
 
Figure 2.4.  Spectral Distribution of Solar Irradiance at the Earth 
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2.3 Earth Albedo and Emissivity 
The Earth reflects, on average, about 30% of the radiation that it 
intercepts from the Sun, and absorbs the remainder, emitting it later at infrared 
wavelengths (de Pater and Lissauer, 2001). The fraction of normally incident 
solar radiation reflected from a differential Earth element dA⊕  is defined to be its 







=  (2.30) 
where B⊕  represents the total reflected irradiance. In the denominator of 
Equation (2.30), the cosine of the solar zenith angle ψ⊕  scales the total solar 
irradiance G , obtained from Equation (2.27), to yield the normal component of 
the incoming radiation. Illustrated in Figure 2.5, this angle lies between n̂⊕ , the 
normal to dA⊕ , and R̂ , the geocentric unit vector to the Sun. Thus, 
 ˆˆcos n Rψ⊕ ⊕= ⋅  (2.31) 
In contrast, the emissivity e of dA⊕  describes the total emissive power E⊕  
of the infrared energy that it emits — often called outgoing longwave radiation 















Figure 2.5.  Earth Radiation Geometry 
If the Earth were, in fact, a blackbody, it would absorb and emit all of the solar 
radiation that it intercepted. Integrating that incident radiation over the 
hemisphere H facing the Sun provides the total energy absorbed per unit time by 
a blackbody Earth, 
 2, cosb
H
Q G dA G aψ π⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕= =∫  (2.33) 
where a⊕  denotes the radius of the Earth. The complete emission of this energy 
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The various land, water and ice surfaces on the Earth, along with the 
aerosols and clouds in its atmosphere, drive the reflection and absorption of 
incoming radiation from the Sun. Early estimates of a globally averaged albedo 
were inferred from limited observations made by Danjon (1954) of earthshine — 
the sunlight reflected from the Earth to the Moon’s surface — between 1926 and 
1935. In general, however, terrestrial measurements of either albedo or emissivity 
for the Earth have been, and continue to be, inherently difficult to make. Only 
with the launch of meteorological satellites, in the early 1960s, did it become 
possible to determine either quantity more or less directly. 
From the first Television and Infrared Observation Satellites (TIROS) to 
the current Aqua and Terra missions, radiometers have been carried into orbit to 
investigate the link between the net radiation balance of the planet and its 
climate. Although these instruments evolved significantly over the intervening 
decades, each was designed to measure the spectral intensity of the reflected solar 
and emitted infrared energy reaching its sensors. Deriving albedo and emissivity 
from such observations requires several additional computations to account for 
their intrinsic spectral, directional and temporal properties1 (see, for example, for 
example, Raschke et al., 1973). The resulting values represent conditions at the 
top of the Earth’s atmosphere, the boundary where radiation balance is typically 
evaluated in climate studies. 
                                     
1  Interestingly, the earthshine technique, abandoned at the onset of the satellite era, has 
resurfaced as an independent means of calibrating the assumptions and models used to infer 
globally averaged albedo from satellite measurements of reflected radiation (Qiu et al., 2003). 
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In his work regarding the orbital perturbations induced by Earth 
radiation, Lochry (1966) confirmed that both albedo and emissivity (more 
accurately, OLR) exhibited strong latitude dependencies, and virtually no 
longitude ones. Using the TIROS-derived data sets of Bandeen et al. (1965), he 
compared least-squares fits for various mathematical models based exclusively on 
latitude. This remains the most common approach, even for data subsequently 
collected by later satellites, although others have been developed. For example, 
Sehnal (1979) performed a full spherical harmonic analysis — to degree and order 
12 — of the albedo data computed by Lála et al. (1978) from the accelerometer 
onboard the French D5B (Castor) satellite. Knocke et al. (1988) incorporated the 
observed periodic trends into their models, after concluding that both albedo and 
emissivity could be represented effectively using only two-degree zonal harmonic 
expansions in terms of the geocentric latitude cϕ : 
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 (2.37) 
where 1P  and 2P  are the first- and second-degree Legendre polynomials, 
respectively. The time-dependent ( )1a t  and ( )1e t  coefficients reflect the 
seasonal variations, with a frequency of 2 /365.25ω π⊕ =  rad/day. They 
obtained values for the constant coefficients in Equations (2.36) and (2.37) from 
least-squares fits to the Earth radiation budgets of Stephens et al. (1981), using 
an initial epoch 0t  of December 22, 1981. Table 2.1 summarizes those results, 




0a   0.34 0e   0.68 
0c   0 0k   0 
1c   0.10 1k   -0.07 
2c   0 2k   0 
2a   0.29 2e   -0.18 
Table 2.1.  Earth Albedo and Emissivity Model Coefficients 
2.4 Eclipsing 
Depending on the size, shape and orientation of its orbit, a satellite may 
periodically pass through the shadow cast by the Earth. During such eclipse 
intervals, the planet obscures the Sun, blocking its incoming radiation. The 
determination of whether, and when, these transits occur is critical to the 
management of power and thermal systems onboard most satellites. It also 
factors directly into algorithms designed to compute the orbit perturbations 
induced by solar radiation pressure. To address these various concerns, two 
different models of the Earth’s shadow have traditionally been considered: (1) a 
cylinder and (2) a cone. The choice to use one or the other depends on the 
specific application, particularly the accuracy required and the computational 
resources available. 
In the first model, a spherical Earth of radius a⊕  lies at an infinite 
distance from the Sun. Under this assumption, the rays of electromagnetic energy 
arriving from the latter appear to be parallel, as if from a point source. They 
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produce a right-cylindrical shadow that extends indefinitely beyond the planet, 
its axis along the Earth-Sun line. Figure 2.6 illustrates this geometry, drawn in 
the plane defined by the satellite position vector r  and the unit vector R̂  from 
the Earth to the Sun. Within this theoretical cylinder, the Sun is completely 








Figure 2.6.  Cylindrical Shadow Model 
Using this model, the conditions for eclipse can be established by 
examining the horizontal and vertical components of r , resolved, respectively, 
along the Earth-Sun line, 
 ˆd r R= ⋅  (2.38) 
and perpendicular to it, 
 2 2h r d= −  (2.39) 
where r r= . If 0d > , the satellite is sunward of the planet and, clearly, 
unshadowed. Otherwise, and if h a⊕< , the satellite is within the cylinder and, 






R̂ a⊕  h  
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cylinder — points l and m, in Figure 2.6 — occur where 0d <  and h a⊕= . 
Marking the entry to and the exit from eclipse, these terminators can be found 
analytically in the two-body problem (Escobal, 1962) or numerically for an 
integrated ephemeris (see, for example, Neta and Vallado, 1998). 
To overcome some of the limiting assumptions made in the cylindrical 
approach, the second model accounts for the finite size and distance of the Sun. 
In this formulation, a spherical Earth of radius a⊕  intercepts the variously 
oriented rays of radiant energy emitted isotropically by a spherical Sun of radius 
a . They produce a conical shadow behind the Earth with two discernible 
regions, the penumbra and the umbra. Figure 2.7 depicts each as a cone with its 
axis along the Earth-Sun line, projected onto the plane defined by r  and R . 
The larger penumbral cone begins sunward of the planet, at a theoretical vertex 
V, and continues indefinitely beyond it. Oppositely oriented, the smaller umbral 
cone extends a finite distance into the penumbra, converging at the vertex W. 
Only within the umbra is the Sun completely eclipsed. In the surrounding 
penumbra, the Earth partially obscures the Sun, reducing, but not eliminating, 
the solar irradiance encountered by a satellite traveling through it. 
Often referred to as the “dual-cone” or “umbra-penumbra” shadow model, 
it establishes conditions for eclipse that depend on the apparent sizes, and the 
relative separation, of the Sun and the Earth, as viewed from the satellite’s 
position. Each has an apparent angular radius α  defined to be its linear radius 











Figure 2.7.  Conical Shadow Model 
 a a
r r
α α ⊕⊕= =  (2.40) 
where r R r= −  and r r= − . Their relative separation can be quantified 
by θ , the angle between r−  and r , 
 1cos r r
rr
θ −
⎛ ⎞− ⋅ ⎟⎜= ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜⎝ ⎠
 (2.41) 
If θ α α⊕≥ + , the Sun and the Earth are sufficiently far apart that no eclipsing 
occurs, leaving the satellite entirely unshadowed. Alternatively, if θ α α⊕≤ − , 
the Earth completely obscures the Sun, placing the satellite within the umbra, 
fully shadowed. 
The penumbra lies between these two limiting conditions, where 
α α θ α α⊕ ⊕+ > > − . There, the partial occultation of the Sun effectively 
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 (2.42) 
Typically, at a given position, the value of f is determined either by 
assuming a linear transition across the penumbra, from full sun to full shadow, or 
through proportional shadowing. In the latter method, the solar irradiance varies 
directly with the apparent area of the unobstructed portion of the Sun. Both the 
Sun and the Earth have total apparent areas derived using the angular radii of 
Equation (2.40), 
 2 2A Aπα πα⊕ ⊕= =  (2.43) 
Illustrated in Figure 2.8, their intersection represents the obstructed portion of 
the Sun, shown by Gibson (1977) to be 
 2 1 2 1 2 2cos cosA A ζ θ ζα α θ α ζ
α α⊕ ⊕ ⊕








⊕+ −=  (2.45) 
Consequently, the desired scale factor, defined as the ratio of the apparent area 
of the unobstructed Sun to its total apparent area, can be expressed as 
 ( ) 1A A A A Af
A A








Figure 2.8.  Partial Eclipse of the Sun by the Earth 
The four terminators identified in Figure 2.7 correspond to the 
intersections of the orbit with the two cones in the model. Those on the surface 
of the penumbra — points k and n — occur where θ α α⊕= + . Similarly, 
points l and m lie on the surface of the umbra, where θ α α⊕= − . They are 
typically found numerically, even in the two-body problem, although extremely 
cumbersome analytical solutions do exist there (Mullins, 1991). 
At the cost of increased computational intensity, this conical model 
provides a more accurate representation of the shadow cast by the Earth. It 
avoids the discontinuities that occur at the surface of the cylinder, where the 
satellite moves instantaneously between full sun and full shadow. Still, other 
models have been developed to account for secondary factors, such as the 
refraction of light through the Earth’s atmosphere (Haley, 1973), the ellipticity of 
the Earth (Khatib and Sturms, 1970), and additional shadowing introduced by 
the Moon (Gibson, 1977). 
A
A⊕





Radiation Pressure Modeling 
3.1 Existence of Radiation Pressure 
It would be difficult to overstate the impact that inquiries into the nature 
of light have had on the development of scientific thought. On the centenary of 
James Clerk Maxwell’s birth, Planck (1931) wrote that the former’s theory of 
electromagnetism “must remain for all time one of the greatest triumphs of 
human intellectual endeavour.” Three decades later, and amidst the quantum 
revolution in physics, Feynman et al. (1964) went so far as to assert that, 
From a long view of the history of mankind — seen from, 
say, ten thousand years from now — there can be little 
doubt that the most significant event of the 19th century 
will be judged as Maxwell’s discovery of the laws of 
electrodynamics. The American Civil War will pale into 
provincial insignificance in comparison with this important 
scientific event of the same decade. 
Although speculation about the properties of light dates back to Aristotle, 
modern optical theories trace their origins to René Descartes, who first suggested 
that light is only a mechanical property of the emitting object and the 
intervening medium (Sabra, 1967). Over the ensuing four centuries, eminent 
natural philosophers from around the world debated nearly every aspect of this 
idea. The most contentious and protracted arguments concerned the composition 
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and the transmission of light — namely, whether it consists of particles or waves, 
and whether it requires a medium in which to travel. 
Without articulating a specific mechanism, Johannes Kepler first surmised 
that light also exerts a pressure. Based on his observations of the comet of 1607, 
subsequently named for Edmund Halley, he posited that the rays of the Sun 
expel material from its head, producing the characteristic tail in the anti-solar 
direction (Hellman, 1975). Isaac Newton (1726) acknowledged the plausibility of 
Kepler’s hypothesis in the Principia, noting 
…it is not altogether unreasonable to suppose that in very 
free [or empty] spaces, the extremely thin upper air should 
yield to the action of the rays, despite the fact that gross 
substances in the very obstructed regions here on earth 
cannot be sensibly propelled by the rays of the sun. 
Despite this concession, Newton did not believe it to be the most likely 
explanation for the formation of comet tails. Instead, he theorized that solar 
heating rarefied the surrounding ether, which he supposed to occupy the space 
between celestial bodies, allowing a comet’s tail to ascend away from the Sun in a 
buoyant fashion. 
The more general question of whether light exerts a pressure remained 
unresolved well into the nineteenth century. Most proponents of an emission 
theory of light recognized that if it were material in nature, the constituent 
particles would possess, and thus transfer, momentum. Consequently, the 
repeated failures to observe the anticipated effects through experiment provided 
impetus to the increasingly popular wave theories of light, which did not appear 
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to predict any associated pressure (Schagrin, 1974; Worrall, 1982). In his seminal 
work on electricity and magnetism, Maxwell (1873), however, derived the 
electrostatic and electrokinetic energies stored in the waves that make up light 
under his theory, and concluded: 
Hence in a medium in which [electromagnetic] waves are 
propagated there is a pressure in the direction normal to the 
waves, and numerically equal to the energy in unit of 
volume. 
Shortly thereafter, and independently of Maxwell’s work, Bartoli (1876) 
devised a thought experiment to consider the existence of light pressure from a 
thermodynamic perspective. Using a system of concentric shells, he was able to 
demonstrate that radiant heat could be transferred from the outer to the inner 
one, although the latter was at higher temperature. This appeared to violate the 
Clausius statement of the second law, which requires that work be done in such a 
process. Bartoli suggested that this work could be done by radiation pressure. 
Although Boltzmann (1884a) and Galitzine (1892) catalogued significant flaws in 
Bartoli’s reasoning, they reached the same conclusion after reformulating the 
thought experiment, and correctly determined the pressure associated with the 
radiation. Boltzmann (1884b) used this same approach to derive Equation (2.29) 
— then known only as Stefan’s law — finally giving that empirical relationship a 
theoretical foundation. Ironically, Bartoli himself ultimately abandoned his work 
on light pressure, convinced that his hypothesis was incorrect (Carazza and 
Kragh, 1989). 
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As with other aspects of Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory, experimental 
evidence of radiation pressure remained elusive. The issue was complicated for 
some time by the misinterpretation of results obtained by Crookes (1874) with 
his radiometer. In his experiment, he placed a freely rotating vane, one side 
coated with polished silver and the other painted black, inside a partially 
evacuated glass bulb. When exposed to light or heat, the vane rotated. Crookes 
initially claimed that radiation pressure produced this motion, but numerous 
objections swiftly followed, with nearly all noting that the observed effects were 
several orders of magnitude greater than those predicted by theory. Furthermore, 
Schuster (1876) demonstrated that the responsible force was internal to the 
radiometer, and thus was not being induced by the external light source. 
Reynolds (1879) ultimately attributed the motion to a process he called “thermal 
transpiration,” in which the residual gas molecules (present even in near-vacuum 
conditions) drive the vane in response to the thermal gradient existing between 
the reflective, silvered side and the absorptive, blackened one. 
Overcoming these and many other challenges in the design of his 
apparatus, Lebedev (1901) succeeded in isolating the effects of radiation pressure 
and, within the limits of his observational errors, became the first to validate the 
predictions of Maxwell and Bartoli experimentally. These results appeared to be 
confirmed independently, and with greater precision, a few months later, by 
Nichols and Hull (1901). Their work, however, was later shown to be plagued by 
calculation errors (Bell and Green, 1933). Nonetheless, radiation pressure became 
an accepted fact within the scientific community, surviving even the quantum 
revolution in physics. Mulser (1985) provides a comprehensive and modern 
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derivation of the Maxwell-Bartoli formula, which, using the notation and 




η= +  (3.1) 
The radiation pressure rp  is directly proportional to the energy density — the 
normally incident irradiance G divided by the speed of light c. The coefficient η  
varies between 0, for a perfectly absorptive surface, and 1, for a perfectly 
reflective one. In the case of the former, the numerical equivalence of pressure 
and energy density, first articulated by Maxwell, is obtained. 
Although radiation pressure continued to have little significance for 
terrestrial applications, it was soon acknowledged to play an important role in 
various celestial phenomena. Resurrecting Kepler’s hypothesis, Arrhenius (1900) 
again suggested that light from the Sun causes the deflection of comet tails in the 
anti-solar direction. Schwarzschild (1901), in response, computed the effects of 
electromagnetic energy on small particles of different sizes, thus providing a 
theoretical foundation for this assertion. Ultimately, though, the comet tails 
extending radially away from the Sun were found to consist of ionized gas 
molecules whose deflection results from their interaction with the charged 
particles of the solar wind (Biermann, 1951). Nonetheless, radiation pressure does 
act on the larger dust particles released from the nucleus as it heats up during its 
approach toward the Sun, but this produces a tail typically observed along the 
comet’s trajectory (Festou et al., 1993). 
Perhaps most significantly, Eddington (1916) determined that radiation 
pressure contributes to the internal equilibrium of stars, particularly those larger 
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than the Sun. The stability of any star depends on counteracting the enormous 
force of gravitational self-attraction that would otherwise cause it to collapse. 
Eddington suggested that this resistance stems from the pressure generated by 
the kinetic motion of gas molecules in the interior, as well as that associated with 
the outward flow of radiant energy. Furthermore, he asserted that their relative 
contributions in a given star depend on its mass, with the former dominating in 
smaller stars and the latter in larger ones. This realization eventually led him to 
uncover the relationship between mass and luminosity (Eddington, 1924), which 
explains the stellar main sequence observed empirically by Hertzsprung (1905) 
and Russell (1910). 
Finally, Poynting (1904) was the first to consider the impact of radiation 
pressure on the motion of objects in orbit. His paper has often been cited for its 
novel discussion of the non-uniform emission of radiant energy absorbed by small 
bodies, an effect further investigated by Robertson (1937) and now referred to as 
Poynting-Robertson drag. In the latter half, however, Poynting discussed the 
action of radiation pressure on dust particles in orbit about the Sun, and 
speculated that it may also play a role in maintaining the rings of Saturn, which 
he supposed to be a net emitter of radiation. Based on this work, Plummer (1905, 
1906) suggested that this pressure might explain the discrepancies between the 
observed and predicted orbits of comets. Remarkably, aside from Robertson’s 
paper, little more was published regarding its perturbative effects until the 
advent of the space age, when the need arose to account for solar, and eventually 
terrestrial, radiation in the motion of artificial satellites. 
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3.2 Surface Reflection 
As Equation (3.1) suggests, the radiation pressure exerted on an object 
depends on the extent to which its surface reflects incident energy. Under the 
classical formulation, electromagnetic waves possess momentum due to their 
time-varying electric and magnetic fields. Within quantum electrodynamics, an 
individual photon possesses momentum p proportional to its frequency ν , 
 hp
c
ν=  (3.2) 
where c and h are, respectively, the speed of light and Planck’s constant. From 
either perspective, conservation of momentum dictates that an intercepting 
object acquire the momentum of any radiation that it absorbs, and twice that 
amount for any that it completely reflects. Thus, in Equation (3.1), as η  varies 
from 0 to 1, the radiation pressure rp  varies from G/c to 2G/c. 
 Generally, intercepted electromagnetic energy is neither entirely absorbed 
nor entirely reflected. Some is usually reflected at, or near, the surface, while the 
remainder passes into the object. In turn, some of that portion may be 
transmitted entirely through, but the rest is absorbed, raising the internal 
temperature. These reflected, transmitted and absorbed quantities are often 
described as fractions of the total irradiance G of the incident radiation. For 
example, the reflectivity ρ  of a surface can be defined such that 
 B Gρ=  (3.3) 
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where B is the total reflected irradiance of Equation (2.21). Its transmissivity τ  
and absorptivity α  can be similarly defined for the transmitted and absorbed 
components, respectively. 
In addition to momentum, energy must be conserved in the interaction at 
the surface, which requires 
 G G G Gα τ ρ+ + =  (3.4) 
Furthermore, if the object is opaque, no energy will be transmitted entirely 
through it. Setting 0τ =  for such cases, and dividing through by G, leaves 
 1α ρ+ =  (3.5) 
The precise behavior of the intercepted energy depends on its wavelength relative 
to the dimensions of the material’s internal atomic structure, and on various 
conditions at the surface. In the ideal case of a pure substance, with an optically 
smooth surface, these radiative characteristics can be derived from its optical and 
electrical properties, using electromagnetic theory (see, for example, Siegel and 
Howell, 2002). Frequently, however, the values measured for real surfaces deviate 
from these theoretical predictions due to less-than-ideal conditions, such as 
surface roughness or contamination. 
Measuring reflectivity directly can be especially difficult, since reflection is 
inherently bidirectional. Figure 3.1 illustrates the most general circumstance, in 
which radiation of wavelength λ  from a ( ),θ ϕ  direction is reflected into an 
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=  (3.6) 
Notably, this is a ratio of the reflected spectral intensity ,rIλ  to the incident 
spectral irradiance , cosiI dλ θ ω , the latter being the right-hand side of Equation 
(2.3). Therefore, it is not a dimensionless parameter, instead retaining units of 
1sr− . Theoretically, λρ  could be integrated over all incident and reflected 
directions, and then over all wavelengths, to obtain the dimensionless, total 
reflectivity ρ  that appears in Equation (3.5). 
In practice, however, it has been observed that reflection from real 
surfaces generally resembles a combination of two limiting cases: diffuse and 
specular reflection. This is represented schematically, for the plane of incidence, 
in Figure 3.2. As noted in Chapter 2, the spectral intensity of diffusely reflected 
radiation is independent of direction. Thus, Equation (2.19) can be written as 
n̂  
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Figure 3.2.  Combined Diffuse and Specular Reflection 
 ( ) ( ),, , cosr r r r rdB I dλ λλ θ ϕ λ θ ω=  (3.7) 
where the r subscripts have been added to be consistent with Figure 3.1. 
Integrating this result over all wavelengths yields a directional total reflected 
irradiance, 
 ( ), cosr r r r rdB I dθ ϕ θ ω=  (3.8) 
which remains a differential quantity because only the contribution within the 
solid angle rdω  is being considered. Ideally diffuse surfaces reflect energy 
according to Equation (3.8) — a form of Lambert’s cosine law — and therefore, 
are often called Lambertian surfaces. Specular reflection, on the other hand, takes 
place within a plane containing the incident direction vector and the surface 
normal. As shown in the last illustration of Figure 3.2, radiation from a ( ),θ ϕ  
direction is reflected with the same intensity into a single ( ),r rθ ϕ  direction, 
where rθ θ=  and rϕ ϕ π= + . 
diffuse specular actual 
+ =
ϕ  ϕ π+  
n̂  
θ θ
ϕ  ϕ π+  
n̂  
θ




To facilitate the modeling of real reflection as a combination of these two 
extremes, a linear transition from diffuse to specular reflection is assumed. The 
degree to which it resembles the latter for a given surface can be characterized by 
a specularity ξ , which varies from 0 (completely diffuse) to 1 (completely 
specular). Consequently, the reflectivity ρ  can be resolved into a specular 
component, 
 sρ ξρ=  (3.9) 
and a diffuse one, 
 ( )1dρ ξ ρ= −  (3.10) 
Besides the challenges associated with measuring reflectivity directly, 
thermal analyses are generally concerned with the rates at which objects absorb 
and emit energy. As a result, absorptivity and emissivity data are more readily 
available for various engineering materials, including those used in space 
applications. Defined like that for the Earth in Equation (2.32), the emissivity of 
a satellite surface is the ratio of its total emissive power E, obtained from 





ε =  (3.11) 
The denominator can be determined using the Stefan-Boltzmann law of Equation 
(2.29), based on the temperature at the surface. From Equation (3.5), 
 1ρ α= −  (3.12) 
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This provides a straightforward way to obtain the specular and diffuse 
reflectivities from the absorptivity of a surface. Dropping the s subscript from 
Equation (3.9), and replacing dρ  with δ  in Equation (3.10), they become 
 ( ) ( )( )1 1 1ρ ξ α δ ξ α= − = − −  (3.13) 
 Both α  and ε  may vary with wavelength, and thus, they typically have 
values for solar radiation (including terrestrial albedo) different from those for 
the infrared radiation emitted by the Earth. In the case of the latter, the radiant 
energy incident at the satellite surface is essentially diffuse, and accordingly, 
Kirchoff’s law states that α ε=  within this spectral band. Therefore, the 
specular and diffuse reflectivities associated with infrared radiation can be 
expressed alternatively as 
 ( ) ( )( )1 1 1ρ ξ ε δ ξ ε= − = − −  (3.14) 
3.3 Early Orbit Determination Models 
Many of the techniques of classical celestial mechanics were initially 
adopted for the study of artificial satellites. As Shapiro (1963) notes, however, 
work in this area was rapidly influenced by “the availability of high-speed digital 
computers and the necessity of considering orbital behavior over many thousands 
of revolutions.” Consequently, analytical methods gave way to semi-analytical, 
and eventually, entirely numerical techniques. Although the integration methods 
of both Encke and Cowell were formulated long before the satellite era, they 
became practical only with the introduction of modern computers, in which the 
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numerous, repetitive steps could be automated. Furthermore, these two methods 
also became the preferred approaches to modeling satellite motion, especially 
when considering the various, often non-conservative perturbations associated 
with low-Earth orbits. In particular, the dynamic method of orbit determination 
described in Chapter 1 relies on the Cowell formulation, which involves a 
straightforward numerical integration of Equation (1.12). 
Early studies of radiation pressure perturbations, however, employed 
various analytical techniques, including the Lagrange planetary equations, either 
in their original form, using a disturbing function, or in the Gaussian form, using 
a disturbing force (see, for example, Kozai, 1961). Typically, they required some 
very simple assumptions about the nature of the incident radiation and the 
satellite geometry. These same assumptions were often carried over to numerical 
methods, even though they could, in principle, accommodate more elaborate 
models. As the complexity of satellites and knowledge of the radiation 
environment in low-Earth orbit have increased, though, the computation of these 
forces has become significantly more intensive. As a result, they are frequently 
calculated offline, outside of the orbit determination algorithm, and then fit, 
using a mathematical series or a simplified model. The following sections 
summarize the various solar and Earth radiation pressure models that served as 
heritage for those developed for ICESat precision orbit determination (POD). 
3.3.1 Solar Radiation Pressure 
Launched in 1958, Vanguard I revealed the critical influence of 3J  — the 
third zonal harmonic of the Earth’s gravitational field — in the orbital motion of 
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an artificial satellite (O’Keefe et al., 1959). After considering its effects and those 
of luni-solar gravity, Musen et al. (1960) continued to observe disparities between 
the perigee heights predicted by their models and the values obtained from 
reductions of tracking data. Suspecting incident solar radiation to be perturbing 
the orbit, they computed a constant acceleration, using an effective cross-
sectional area for the satellite and assuming only specular reflection from its 
surface. The addition of this simple model significantly improved the agreement 
between the predicted and observed perigee heights. 
Parkinson et al. (1960) undertook a more general investigation of the solar 
radiation pressure perturbation prior to the launch of the Echo I balloon. Using a 
disturbing force similar to the one employed in the Vanguard I analysis, they 
numerically integrated the Lagrange equations in their Gaussian form, allowing 
them to evaluate the effects of the Earth’s shadow. Based on the resulting 
evolution of the perigee height, they were able to estimate how long a satellite 
would remain in orbit. Their prediction of the decay rate for Echo I was 
validated after launch by Muhleman et al. (1960), who determined the orbit of 
the satellite from tracking data. The latter group also generated accurate 
predictions of the perigee height by incorporating the same constant-acceleration 
model into an Encke integration method. 
All of these models consider the satellite to be a sphere, or cannonball, 
that has a constant projected area cA  with respect to the Sun. The Multi-
Satellite Orbit Determination Program (MSODP) uses this approach in its 
Radiation Pressure (RADPR) subroutine, modeling the solar radiation force per 
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where c represents the speed of light, and m denotes the mass of the satellite. 
Lochry (1966) argued that the 1 η+  “augmentation factor” should account not 
only for reflected radiation, as suggested by Equation (3.1), but also for any 
radiation initially absorbed and later re-emitted. Nonetheless, η  is often still 
referred to as the satellite reflectivity, with the subscript indicating that it 
applies to the visible portion of the spectrum that characterizes solar radiation. 
The force produced by this model acts along r̂− , the unit vector from the Sun 
to the satellite. Although scaled by the distance r  along this direction, according 
to Equation (2.27), the solar constant S  in the MSODP implementation 
assumes a value of 1367.2 W/m2, derived earlier by Willson (1978). 
 The additional scale factor f accounts for any shadowing of the satellite 
that may occur during the orbit. For the cylindrical model of radius a⊕ , 
described in Section 2.4, the eclipse conditions yield 
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where d and h are defined, respectively, by Equations (2.38) and (2.39). Likewise, 
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where α  and α⊕  are defined by Equations (2.40), and θ , by Equation (2.41). 
The discontinuities associated with the shadow boundaries in both models can 
introduce errors into the numerical integration of the equation of motion. 
Although MSODP does not attempt to mitigate these errors, they can be reduced 
by the application of modified back differences (Lundberg et al., 1991) or local 
Encke corrections (Woodburn, 2001). 
 Due to its simplicity and generality, the cannonball model remains 
common in orbit determination algorithms, although alternative approaches have 
been developed for specific applications. To prepare for the Pioneer 10 and 11 
missions to the outer solar system, Georgevic (1971) derived the solar radiation 
forces acting on the large parabolic high-gain antenna reflector during the cruise 
phase. He compared these results to those predicted by a standard cannonball 
model, and found the errors to be as large as 25%. Consequently, he designed an 
analytical model for the trajectory software in terms of the Sun-spacecraft-Earth 
angle, based on fits made to his detailed results. He used this same method for 
the Mariner 9 mission to Mars (Georgevic, 1973), and then extended it for the 
Mariner 10 mission to Venus and Mercury, in light of the increased magnitude of 
the solar radiation perturbation in the inner solar system (Georgevic, 1974). 
A similar strategy was eventually adopted for the Global Positioning 
System (GPS) satellites. The original ROCK4 model for Block I (Fliegel et al., 
1985), and the original ROCK42 model for Block II (Fliegel and Gallini, 1989), 
divided each satellite into flat and cylindrical surfaces to determine the net solar 
radiation force acting. In addition to being computationally intensive from an 
orbit determination perspective, these models failed to consider visible radiation 
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that is absorbed and later emitted as heat. Fliegel et al. (1992) subsequently 
enhanced both models to include such thermal radiation effects, but then used 
high-fidelity Fourier series to fit the resulting output, producing the more 
efficient, analytical T10 and T20 models. Beutler et al. (1994) extended these 
models by including satellite-specific empirical parameters, which they estimated 
during GPS data processing at the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe 
(CODE). Through an analysis of 5.5 years of CODE-generated ephemerides, 
Springer et al. (1998) obtained order-of-magnitude improvements in both orbit 
determination and prediction accuracy using a considerably expanded empirical 
model. Given the significance of the solar radiation pressure perturbation for the 
GPS satellites, ongoing efforts to improve the overall quality of the orbit 
solutions continue to focus on refining these models (see, for example, Bar-Sever 
and Kuang, 2004). 
3.3.2 Earth Radiation Pressure 
As mentioned in Section 2.3, empirical data regarding the radiation 
reflected and emitted by the Earth only became available with the launch of 
meteorological satellites in the early 1960s. This lack of knowledge, combined 
with the geometrical complexity of the Earth-radiation problem, led some early 
investigators to ignore the potential effects on orbiting satellites. Others, using 
simplified models to make their analyses mathematically tractable, concluded 
that such effects were negligible, particularly in the presence of more dominant 
perturbations. Shapiro and Jones (1960), for example, adopted a uniform, 
specular model for Earth albedo, and asserted that its effects on the Echo I orbit 
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amounted to only 1% of those induced by direct solar radiation pressure. Later, 
Shapiro (1963) also argued that the radiation absorbed and re-emitted by the 
Earth was likely uniformly distributed, acting only to reduce the planet’s 
gravitational constant by an insignificant amount. 
 Despite this dearth of evidence as to the spatial and temporal 
characteristics of terrestrial radiation, Wyatt (1963) explored the perturbations 
arising from several hypothetical models of varying complexity. In doing so, he 
correctly ascertained that the diffuse component of the radiation reflected from 
the Earth constitutes a more substantial perturbing force than the more readily 
modeled specular one. As a result, his general-perturbation analysis concluded 
that the associated secular changes in orbit period and eccentricity were nearly 
10% of those induced by direct solar radiation. Although limiting his work to 
constant, diffuse albedo, Sehnal (1966a) nonetheless produced “the most detailed 
study of the orbital perturbations of Earth-radiation pressure” during this period, 
according to Smith (1970). Using the Gaussian form of the Lagrange equations, 
he derived the theoretical change in each of the Keplerian orbit elements in 
response to an albedo disturbing force that he formulated in an earlier paper 
(Sehnal, 1966b). 
 Suggesting that special perturbations represented a more suitable 
technique for studying the effects of Earth radiation, Baker (1966) derived 
detailed expressions for the components of the forces associated with both 
reflected and emitted radiation. Lochry (1966) subsequently refined these results, 
and combined them with the data collected by the Television and Infrared 
Observation Satellites (TIROS), as reported by Bandeen et al. (1965), to obtain 
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the secular variations in the orbital elements. Adopting Lochry’s equations for 
the force components in the case of uniform albedo, Lautman (1977a) developed 
analytic expressions for the orbital perturbations as series in the true anomaly. 
He applied the same approach in a later paper for one of the latitude-dependent 
albedo models with which Lochry had fit the TIROS observations (Lautman, 
1977b). 
 The increased orbit determination accuracy afforded by ground-based laser 
ranging to geodetic satellites renewed interest in improving numerical models for 
Earth-radiation forces (Knocke, 1989). In addition, observations obtained from 
the accelerometer onboard the French D5B (Castor) satellite led Sehnal (1981) to 
revisit the perturbations induced by the emitted infrared radiation. Perhaps the 
most significant impetus for investigations in this area, however, came with the 
revelation of an unexplained, secular decrease in the semi-major axis of the Laser 
Geodynamic Satellite (LAGEOS), first reported by Smith and Dunn (1980). This 
produced a remarkable series of papers attempting to identify or to dismiss a 
variety of potential causes, including several that investigated terrestrial 
radiation, such as Rubincam (1982), Anselmo et al. (1983), Rubincam and Weiss 
(1986), and Rubincam et al. (1987). Ultimately, Rubincam (1987, 1988) 
attributed the majority of the decrease to thermal drag, in which the onboard 
anisotropic re-emission of infrared radiation absorbed from the Earth creates a 
temperature gradient that, in turn, produces a net acceleration opposite the 
direction of motion due to the orientation of the LAGEOS spin axis.  
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As part of the effort to determine the source of the anomalous behavior of 
LAGEOS, Knocke et al. (1988) adapted and extended a model for Earth 
radiation developed earlier by McCarthy and Martin (1977). The latter divides 
the portion of the planet visible to the satellite, at any given time, into a cap, 
centered at the subsatellite point, and two concentric rings, each with six area 
elements. The albedo and infrared contributions from these surfaces are summed 
to yield the net pressure acting on the satellite. The updated model follows a 
similar approach, but divides the outer ring into 12 elements. Furthermore, 
whereas the original model creates elements with identical projected areas, the 
new algorithm defines the ring boundaries such that the each element has the 
same projected, attenuated area: 
 
( )2 1 cos maxA
N
θ−′ =  (3.18) 
where N (= 19) is the total number of elements. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, maxθ  
represents the half-angle of the cone bounding the surface visible to the satellite, 
and can be expressed in terms of the radius of a spherical Earth a⊕  and the 
geocentric satellite distance r, 
 ( )1sinmax arθ ⊕−=  (3.19) 
Rearranging Equation (2.30) provides the total reflected irradiance of the 
i-th element, 













Figure 3.3.  Earth Radiation Pressure Geometry 
Here, the total solar irradiance G  is calculated from Equation (2.27), using the 
distance R  between the Sun and the Earth, and further scaled by the cosine of 
the solar zenith angle ,iψ⊕  — defined as the dot product of the normal to the 
element ˆin⊕  and the geocentric unit vector to the Sun R̂ . Similarly, the total 
emissive power of the i-th element is obtained from Equation (2.35), 
 
4
ii e GE⊕ =  (3.21)  
Together, these two quantities constitute the radiosity of the element. 
The satellite is again assumed to be a cannonball, with a constant 
projected area cA  and mass m. For the Earth radiation pressure perturbation of 
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While this result resembles Equation (3.15), the coefficient η⊕ , used for both the 
reflected visible radiation and the emitted infrared radiation, may differ from η . 
The quantity in brackets represents the total irradiance from the Earth incident 
at the satellite, and the resulting force is directed along the îs⊕−  unit vector, from 
the center of the i-th element to the satellite. Substituting Equations (3.18), 
(3.20) and (3.21), along with the appropriate expression for G , yields the model 
implemented in the MSODP Earth Radiation Pressure (ERADP) subroutine: 
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 (3.23) 
The albedo ia  and the emissivity ie  of each element are based on the latitude at 
its center, and computed using Equations (2.36) and (2.37), respectively, in 
conjunction with the constants of Table 2.1.  
3.3.3 TOPEX/Poseidon Macro-Model 
Faced with the previously unprecedented orbit accuracy requirements of 
the TOPEX/Poseidon oceanographic mission, Marshall et al. (1991) proposed the 
development of a satellite macro-model to compute solar and Earth radiation 
forces. Illustrated in Figure 3.4, this model consists of a six-sided “box”, 
representing the satellite bus, and a two-sided “wing”, representing the single 
solar array. Each of these eight surfaces is a flat plate that reflects both diffusely 
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and specularly. Baker (1966) first noted that the force acting on such an 
illuminated surface is not aligned with the direction of the incoming radiation. He 
derived the resulting force per unit mass, which, using the notation of this study, 
can be expressed as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 3G Ar n s s n s nc m δρ ρ⎡ ⎤= − ⋅ − + + ⋅⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  (3.24) 
for a surface with an area A, a diffuse reflectivity δ , and a specular reflectivity 
ρ . The direction of the force produced by the total irradiance G is a linear 
combination of ŝ− , the unit vector from the arbitrary source to the surface, and 








Figure 3.4.  TOPEX/Poseidon Macro-Model 
Marshall and Luthcke (1994a) determined the parameters for the surfaces 
of the TOPEX/Poseidon macro-model ( ), ,k k kA δ ρ  prior to launch, based on a 
Bayesian least-squares fit to solar radiation forces only, as predicted by the 
micro-model simulation of Antreasian (1992). Although these values were 
subsequently used by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) to compute both 




(POEs), the ERADP model of Equation (3.23) was retained to determine the 
latter in MSODP. A new Box-Wing Solar Radiation Pressure (BWSRP) 
subroutine, however, was implemented to calculate the S  perturbation of 
Equation (1.12) using the estimated macro-model parameters. The force acting 
on each plate is computed independently, ignoring any potential shadowing of 
one surface by another, and the results are then summed to obtain the net force 
per unit mass, 
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where ( )8K =  denotes the total number of satellite surfaces. As in the RADPR 
model of Equation (3.15), the solar constant S  of Willson (1978) is scaled, per 
Equation (2.27), by the distance r  from the Sun to the satellite, along the 
incident ŝ−  direction. The scale factor f  is determined from Equation (3.17) 
using the eclipse conditions of the conical shadow model (Ries, 1990). To 
compensate for errors in the magnitude of the net force, an additional scale factor 
γ  was introduced, which can also be estimated. The success of the macro-model 
in helping to meet the TOPEX/Poseidon orbit accuracy requirements led to the 
adoption of similar approaches for other missions, including those of the Tracking 
and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) (Luthcke et al., 1997), the Geosat Follow-On 
(GFO) (Lemoine et al., 1999a), and even the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) 
(Lemoine et al., 1999b). 
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3.4 ICESat Modeling 
In preparation for the launch of ICESat, modifications to MSODP were 
made to ensure that Equation (1.12) would adequately represent the motion of 
the satellite in orbit. First, the TOPEX/Poseidon macro-model was extended to 
10 surfaces to accommodate the two solar arrays. Shown in Figure 3.5, this 
ICESat version includes a six-sided “box” and two two-sided “wings”, which are 
used in conjunction with the BWSRP model of Equation (3.25) to compute the 
solar radiation pressure perturbation S . Furthermore, projections of the 
individual surface areas in this model are combined to yield the overall cross-
sectional area needed to evaluate the atmospheric drag perturbation D . Second, 
at its nominal altitude of 600 km, ICESat experiences Earth radiation forces 35% 
greater than those encountered at the 1336-km altitude of TOPEX/Poseidon. In 
light of this increased significance, a more detailed model for the Earth radiation 
pressure perturbation E  was developed by substituting the extended macro-
model for the cannonball geometry in the ERADP model of Equation (3.23).  
To orient these box and wing surfaces accurately, additional changes were 
made in MSODP to allow the input of data from precision attitude determination 
(PAD), and solar array orientation data from telemetry. In the event that these 
are unavailable, or have large gaps, nominal models for both were developed in 
accordance with planned mission operations. A unique aspect of these pre-launch 
plans involved the inhibition of solar array articulation during the acquisition of 
data along the reference ground tracks in the polar regions or from other targets 
of opportunity (TOOs) around the orbit. Although several options were 
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implemented to reflect such operations, a recurring undervoltage condition early 
in the mission resulted in severe restrictions being placed on any solar array 
inhibition. Nonetheless, this functionality remains in MSODP, and is presented 








Figure 3.5.  ICESat Macro-Model 
3.4.1 Earth Radiation Pressure 
To model the Earth radiation pressure perturbation for ICESat POD, the 
macro-model parameters of Equation (3.25) were combined with the ERADP 
model of Equation (3.23). Implemented in MSODP as the Box-Wing Earth 
Radiation Pressure (BWERP) subroutine, this new model requires a double-
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An albedo scale factor aγ⊕  and an emissivity scale factor eγ⊕  were introduced, 
similar to the solar radiation pressure scale factor γ  in Equation (3.25). These 
allow Earth radiation pressure errors, other than variations in the solar constant 
S , to be considered. The partial derivatives required to estimate the state 
vector components, including those related to the Earth radiation model and the 
satellite macro-model parameters, are detailed in Appendix B. The Fortran 90 
code developed for the entire model is provided in Appendix C. 
3.4.2 Satellite Attitude 
Nominally, the ICESat attitude determination and control subsystem 
(ADCS) maintains the satellite bus in a near-geodetic-nadir-pointing orientation. 
This default attitude incorporates a 5-mrad pitch bias to avoid specular returns 
of the laser pulses from the Earth’s surface to the telescope of the Geoscience 
Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) instrument. In addition, to manage the onboard 
thermal environment and to ensure sufficient illumination of the solar arrays, the 
satellite operates in one of four possible yaw orientations, or control frames, 
depending on the relative geometry of the Sun and the orbit plane. As shown in 
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Figure 3.6, the angle β  lies between the orbit normal ĥ  and the geocentric unit 
vector to the Sun R̂ . Thus, 
 ˆ ˆcos h Rβ = ⋅  (3.27) 
The complement of this angle effectively describes the inclination of the Sun with 
respect to the orbit plane and is often used instead, 
 
2
πβ β′ = −  (3.28) 
Figure 3.7 plots the anticipated evolution of the β ′  angle for ICESat, from 
launch through the five years of its planned mission. 
 The four nominal control frames, numbered 0 through 3, are illustrated in 
Figure 3.8, where n  represents the geodetic-nadir vector. In each, the pitch bias 
bϕ  is implemented such that the satellite always looks “up”, pointing ahead, 
along the direction of motion. Table 3.1 provides the yaw angles that define the 
control frames, and the corresponding β ′  ranges to which they apply. For control 
frames 0 and 2, the solar array rotation axis, scsy+ , is perpendicular to the 
direction of motion. In such orientations, the arrays resemble wings, and the two 
frames constitute an “airplane” mode. Control frames 1 and 3, on the other hand, 
make up a “sailboat” mode, in which the scsy+  axis lies opposite (or along) the 
















Figure 3.6.  Definition of ′β  Angle 
 
 





























Figure 3.8.  ICESat Nominal Attitude Control Frames  
  
 
Control Frame 0 Control Frame 1 


























Angle Lower Upper 
0 Airplane  180°  0°  33° 
1 Sailboat  90°  33°  90° 
2 Airplane  0°  -33°  0° 
3 Sailboat  270°  -90°  -33° 
Table 3.1.  ′β  Constraints for Nominal Attitude Control Frames 
To accommodate these various attitudes, a nominal model for ICESat was 
developed and implemented in MSODP. First, a local-vertical local-horizontal 
(LVLH) frame is defined such that  
 ( ) ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
Tlvlh
icrfT t r h r h⎡ ⎤′ ′= − − ×⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  (3.29) 
which represents its orientation with respect to the International Celestial 
Reference Frame (ICRF) at time t. The instantaneous l̂vlhx+  axis coincides with 




′+ = = −  (3.30) 
where subn r r= − , extending from the satellite’s ICRF position r  to its 
subsatellite point subr  on the TOPEX reference ellipsoid (Tapley et al., 1994). 
The l̂vlhy+  axis lies opposite the normal to the orbit plane, defined by r  and the 






×+ = − = −
×
 (3.31) 
The l̂vlhz+  axis completes the orthonormal triad, 
 ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆlvlh lvlh lvlhz x y r h′+ = × = − ×  (3.32) 
Applying the pitch bias to the LVLH frame produces a pitched LVLH′ 
frame. The transformation from the former to the latter consists of a single 















⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (3.33) 
Dictated by the β ′  constraints of Table 3.1, the yaw angle ψ  is measured about 
the lvlhx ′−  axis, with a value of 0º assigned to the orientation of control frame 2. 
The resulting transformation orients the body-fixed Spacecraft Coordinate 











⎢ ⎥= −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (3.34) 
Thus, the ICRF attitude of the satellite for any of the nominal control frames 
can be obtained by combining Equations (3.29), (3.33) and (3.34): 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,scs scs lvlh lvlhicrf b lvlh b icrflvlhT t T T T tψ ϕ ψ ϕ
′
′= ⋅ ⋅  (3.35) 
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During its mission, however, ICESat routinely deviates from these near-
nadir orientations to point at reference ground tracks in the polar regions and 
selected TOOs located around the orbit. In anticipation of this, MSODP was also 
modified to use the attitude solutions generated by ground-based PAD. In the 
course of computing the laser-pointing direction, this processing uses the onboard 
star-tracker and gyro data to estimate the ICRF orientation of the GLAS 
instrument ( )gcsicrfT t , at a 10-Hz rate (Bae and Schutz, 2002). This transformation 
represents the rotation from the ICRF to the GLAS coordinate system (GCS) at 
time t. The concurrent attitude of the satellite bus ( )scsicrfT t  can be approximated 
from these precise solutions, using the idealized alignment of the GCS and SCS 
axes, 





icrf gcs icrf icrfT t T T t T t
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥= ⋅ = − ⋅⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (3.36) 
As discussed in Appendix A, the errors introduced by this assumption are 
negligible in a POD context. Tables produced by applying Equation (3.36) to the 
daily time series of PAD solutions capture the actual orientation of the satellite 
at all times. Consequently, for ICESat POD, MSODP typically interpolates these 
external tables to obtain ( )scsicrfT t , using the nominal model of Equation (3.35) 





3.4.3 Solar Array Articulation 
To ensure adequate power generation onboard the satellite, its two solar 
arrays were designed to articulate, tracking the Sun when visible and following a 
fictitious Sun during eclipse. Each array includes three interconnected and 
deployable panels, composed of aluminum honeycomb and graphite epoxy face 
sheets. Triple-junction gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells, mounted to one side 
of each panel, convert incident solar energy into usable electricity. Although 
intended to rotate in unison, the two arrays are driven independently by separate 
stepper motors. As shown in Figure 3.9, the resulting orientation of either array 
can be described by an angle ζ , measured from the scsz−  axis of the satellite to 
its cell-side surface normal n̂ . These angles range from –180° to +180° and, for 
both arrays, take on positive values for positive right-hand rotations about the 
scsy+  axis. Used to orient the corresponding macro-model surfaces in ICESat 
POD, they are downlinked with the X-band science telemetry, extracted by the 
ICESat Science Investigator-led Processing System (I-SIPS), and transferred to 
the University of Texas Center for Space Research (UT/CSR). 
For those times when this onboard orientation data is unavailable or 
contains long gaps, a nominal articulation model was developed and implemented 
in MSODP. It assigns the same angle to both arrays, pointing them toward the 
Sun, insofar as they are constrained to rotate about the scsy+  axis. Determining 
this angle begins with the interpolation of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 
DE-405 planetary ephemeris to obtain the ICRF position of the Sun icrfR  at the 
desired time t. Subtracting icrfcomr , the concurrent position vector of the satellite 
center of mass (COM), yields 
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 ( ) ( ) ( )icrf icrf icrfcomr t R t r t= −  (3.37) 
which is the vector from the satellite to the Sun in the ICRF. It can be rotated 
to the SCS by applying the transformation from either Equation (3.35) or (3.36), 
 ( ) ( ) ( )scs scs icrficrfr t T t r t= ⋅  (3.38) 
Designating the components of this vector to be ( ),  ,  scs scs scsx y z , the nominal 










⎡ ⎤−= ⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (3.39) 
Post-launch comparisons have verified that the angles obtained from this model 
typically agree with those recorded onboard to within 0.3°. 
The ICRF satellite-to-Sun vector, defined by Equation (3.37), changes 
slowly due to the gradual motion of the Earth about the Sun and the 
comparatively small magnitude of the more rapidly varying satellite position 
vector.  Consequently, the ICRF orientation of the arrays, dictated by icrfr , 
remains virtually unchanged over an orbit revolution.  As reflected in Equation 
(3.38), however, they rotate with respect to the SCS during that interval to 
compensate for the changing ICRF attitude of the satellite, ( )scsicrfT t . Chapter 4 
examines the resulting variations in ζ  for several particular cases, but in general, 
they depend on whether the satellite is operating in an airplane or a sailboat 
mode. In the former, the arrays rotate through 360° each orbit, while in the 











Figure 3.9.  Solar Array Orientation Angle 
3.4.4 Solar Array Inhibition 
Pre-launch mission operations plans called for inhibiting the articulation of 
the solar arrays during all passes over the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets to 
minimize the impact of jitter on the altimeter measurements. Although any such 
inhibition would be reflected in the onboard orientation angles, changes to the 
nominal articulation model in MSODP were also made to accommodate this 
requirement. Specifically, when the satellite reaches 60° N latitude on an 
ascending pass, or 60° S on a descending pass, the enhanced algorithm advances 
the requisite macro-model surfaces by an angle ζΔ  to a fixed orientation with 
respect to the SCS. The desired stop angle stopζ  corresponds to that which the 
arrays would have attained at the midpoint of the pass, had they been allowed to 
articulate, as illustrated in Figure 3.10. This strategy reduces the time needed for 












































0stopζ =  
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Conceptually, the simplest approach would be to integrate the state vector 
forward to the midpoint, apply Equations (3.37) through (3.39) to determine ζ  
there, and then fix this value for the duration of the pass. The computational 
costs introduced by the additional integrations, along with the challenges posed 
by the frequent stopping and restarting of the integrator, however, proved to be 
prohibitive. As a result, an alternate method was developed to approximate stopζ  
at time 0t , when the satellite initially exceeds ±60° latitude on each polar pass. 
Since the arrays begin articulating again at the same latitude after the satellite 
traverses the pole, the midpoint coincides with the apex — the point of 










= +  (3.40) 
where ( )0 0n n t=  and ( )0 0u u t= , representing the Keplerian mean motion and 
the argument of latitude, respectively, at 0t . The argument of latitude at the 
apex, denoted apxu , is 90° for a northern pass and 270° for a southern one. 
Assuming the inclination i and the right ascension of the ascending node 
Ω  change little over the interval between 0t  and apxt , the ICRF unit direction 
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where ( )0 0i i t=  and ( )0 0tΩ = Ω . Making a similar assumption about the semi-
major axis a, Equation (3.41) is then scaled by ( )0 0a a t=  to obtain the 
corresponding position vector, 
 ( ) ( )0 ˆicrf icrfcom apx com apxr t a r t= ⋅  (3.42) 
Subtracting this result from the concurrent ICRF position of the Sun icrfR , 
interpolated from the JPL DE-405 planetary ephemeris at apxt , yields 
 ( ) ( ) ( )ircf icrf icrfapx apx com apxr t R t r t= −  (3.43) 
This satellite-to-Sun vector can be rotated from the ICRF to the SCS using 
( )scsicrf apxT t , an approximation of the satellite attitude at the apex, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )scs scs icrfapx icrf apx apxr t T t r t= ⋅  (3.44) 
To derive this simplified orientation, Equation (3.41) is first substituted for r̂ ′  in 
Equation (3.29), producing a geocentric, rather than geodetic, nadir-pointing 
attitude. Then, under the assumptions previously made for i and Ω , the required 













⎢ ⎥= − Ω⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (3.45) 
Designating the components of Equation (3.44) to be ( ),  ,  scs scs scsx y z , the 
predicted stop angle becomes 
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⎡ ⎤−⎢ ⎥= = ⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
 (3.46) 
The angles generated using this method agree with those computed by the 
nominal articulation model at the midpoint of a polar pass to within 0.1°. 
In addition to these periods of reference ground-track pointing, the 
articulation of the solar arrays was to be inhibited during passes involving TOOs. 
Since these path targets are significantly shorter than polar passes, the array 
motion was simply to be stopped prior to the initiation of the off-nadir pointing, 
and restarted upon its completion. Although TOOs can be arbitrarily scheduled, 
their start and end times are known in advance. Thus, an option was added in 
MSODP to read these times from a Sequence-of-Events (SOE) file, and to orient 
the appropriate macro-model surfaces accordingly. 
Finally, as β ′  increases, the Earth-Sun line becomes more perpendicular 
to the orbit plane, requiring the solar arrays to articulate less in both of the 
sailboat-mode attitudes associated with this geometry. Maintaining the 
articulation yields diminishing marginal increases in power, so the arrays were to 
be fixed in their 0ζ =  orientation when 55β ′ ≥ . To reflect this requirement, 
a β ′  check was implemented in MSODP to distinguish between articulating and 
fixed-array operations. Together, the nominal articulation model, described in the 
previous section, and the inhibition options, outlined here, constitute the GLAS 




Micro-Model Force History Generation 
4.1 Thermal Synthesizer System 
To support ICESat component and system-level thermal analyses, 
engineers at the Ball Aerospace and Technologies Corporation (BATC) and the 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) created detailed models of the spacecraft 
bus and the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS), respectively, using the 
Thermal Synthesizer System (TSS). As designed, the TSS software computes a 
variety of related quantities for an object in orbit or on the surface of a planet, 
including radiation conductors, view factors, and heating rates. Typically, this 
data is input to other programs, such as the Systems Improved Numerical 
Differencing Analyzer (SINDA), that then characterize the thermal response of 
the object. This process allows engineers to verify whether an individual 
component will meet its temperature requirements when operated as part of a 
complex system within the anticipated environment. 
Although similar in functionality, TSS differs in fundamental ways from 
its predecessor, the Thermal Radiation Analysis System (TRASYS), which had 
emerged from the Space Shuttle design effort in the early 1970s as the industry 
standard in a wide range of thermal applications. In 1985, at the outset of the 
design phase for the International Space Station, the theoretical and 
computational limitations of TRASYS prompted the Johnson Space Center 
(JSC) to initiate the development of a new generation of thermal-analysis 
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software (Panczak et al., 1991). The contracted developers at the Lockheed 
Missiles and Space Company adopted a methodology that reflected advances in 
both software design and computing hardware. Notably, they elected to use the 
C programming language, rather than the more traditional Fortran, which 
allowed them to follow a modular approach in the development of individual 
applications. It also enabled them to implement a graphical user interface that 
facilitates the creation of models in a computer-aided-design-like manner, and 
supports the mapping of results back to the input geometry for visual verification 
and evaluation. As a result, they were able to address the nearly universal 
complaints that TRASYS was cryptic to use and laborious to maintain. 
For the purposes of this study, the most important difference between 
TRASYS and TSS concerned the formulation of the radiation exchange problem 
that both were designed to solve. TRASYS relies on a conventional gray-body 
approach, first proposed by Gebhart (1957), in which surfaces emit and receive 
radiation diffusely and uniformly. TSS avoids these limiting assumptions by 
adopting a Monte Carlo Ray Tracing (MCRT) technique to compute incident 
and absorbed heating rates directly. Consequently, the TRASYS-based force 
algorithms that Antreasian (1992) developed for the TOPEX/Poseidon micro-
model simulation could not be adapted for use in TSS. Instead, the existing TSS 
Heat Rate application was augmented to calculate the forces induced by both 
solar and Earth radiation. The following sections describe the basic incident heat 
rate problem, the corresponding MCRT formulation for a satellite in low-Earth 
orbit, and the modifications made within TSS to support the ICESat radiation-
force simulation. 
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4.1.1 Incident Heat Rate Problem 
The general “heat rate” problem involves determining the rate at which 
electromagnetic energy emitted (or reflected) from a source is absorbed at an 
object’s surface. The difference between this input and the loss of heat through 
emission dictates its internal temperature. As Equation (3.1) suggests, however, 
the pressure acting on a surface that intercepts such energy depends on its 
irradiance, the rate at which it is incident. This somewhat simpler problem can 
be formulated by considering the two surfaces in Figure 4.1, where 1A  represents 
the source of radiant energy and 2A  represents the surface intercepting it. For 
the arbitrary differential areas shown, the total energy per unit time emitted 
from 1dA , and incident at 2dA , is obtained by rearranging Equation (2.16) and 
integrating over all wavelengths,  
 1, 2 1, 1 1 2 1cose edQ I dA dθ ω→ −=  (4.1) 
The subscripts have been added for clarity. 1,eI  denotes the total intensity of the 
radiation emitted in the 1θ  direction, within the solid angle subtended by the 
projected area of 2dA  at a distance s, 
 2 22 1 2
cosdAd
s
θω − =  (4.2) 
Substituting this expression into Equation (4.1) yields 
 





















Figure 4.1.  General Incident Radiation Geometry 
For a diffusely emitting source, the total intensity of the outgoing 
radiation is independent of direction. Thus, from Equation (2.23), 1, 1eI E π= , 
and 







=  (4.4) 
where 1E  is the total emissive power. A similar result is obtained for radiation 
diffusely reflected by a source to the intercepting surface, 







=  (4.5) 












4.1.2 Monte Carlo Ray Tracing Formulation 
 Conceptually, applying either Equation (4.4) or (4.5) to any finite problem 
requires integrating over the areas of both the source and the intercepting 
surface. Obtaining an analytical solution, however, is usually possible only for 
relatively simple geometries. To contend with the complex shapes — and often, 
the directional- and wavelength-dependent radiative properties — of surfaces in 
practical heat transfer applications, a wide range of numerical methods have been 
developed or adapted, including numerical integration, finite differences and finite 
elements (see, for example, Siegel and Howell, 2002). These approaches can be 
used to determine heat rates directly from Equation (4.4) or (4.5), but more 
often, they effectively integrate a differential view, or configuration, factor 
between the two surfaces,   





=  (4.6) 
which represents the fraction of energy leaving 1dA  incident at 2dA . The 
integrated factors are often parameterized in terms of the size, distance and 
orientation of the surfaces involved, and tabulated for reference (see, for example, 
Howell, 1982). 
 In the heat transfer literature, and in commercial software like TSS, 
however, problems of radiation exchange are increasingly being solved with 
MCRT. Metropolis and Ulam (1949) first introduced Monte Carlo methods to 
address various problems in mathematical physics that could not be solved using 
either classical or statistical mechanics. Drawing upon games of chance, they 
asserted that a combination of deterministic and stochastic techniques could be 
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used to predict the likely outcome of a given physical process, by averaging a 
large, but finite, number of “plays.” Since then, the use of Monte Carlo methods 
has expanded well beyond the scope for which they were designed, finding 
applications in fields as diverse a cellular biology (see, for example, Graner and 
Glazier, 1992) and mathematical finance (see, for example, Boyle, 1977). Howell 
and Perlmutter (1964) were the first to apply them to the solution of radiant 
heat transfer problems. The ray-tracing component of MCRT emerged later, 
when Whitted (1980) proposed a method to improve the illumination of objects 
in computer-generated graphics. Unlike earlier ray-casting techniques, which 
considered only incident light, this enhanced approach uses geometric optics to 
trace individual rays through multiple interactions with a model’s surfaces, 
accounting for reflection, refraction and shadowing. 
 As described by Siegel and Howell (2002), the most robust MCRT 
formulation of the heat rate problem stochastically simulates the emission of 
discrete energy bundles from a surface, based on its temperature and probabilistic 
assumptions regarding its emissive properties. Similarly, each time a bundle 
strikes another surface, it is randomly absorbed or reflected, depending on its 
direction of incidence and the surface’s absorptivity, also characterized by a 
probability density function. If reflected, the bundle continues on, until it is 
absorbed or leaves the system. The total energy transferred to a surface — its 
heat rate — is simply the number of bundles it has absorbed multiplied by the 
average energy per bundle, defined to be the total energy emitted divided by the 
number of bundles emitted. By tracking a sufficiently large number of bundles, 
















Figure 4.2. Incident Radiation Geometry in Low-Earth Orbit 
Such a generalized approach to MCRT can be simplified considerably to 
calculate incident heat rates for a satellite in orbit. Both the Sun and the Earth 
have well-defined, analytical radiation models, as described in Chapter 2, which 
eliminate the need to simulate emission (or reflection, in the case of albedo) 
stochastically. Considering the geometry depicted in Figure 4.2, the total energy 
per unit time emitted from the differential area 1dA  on the surface of a spherical 
source, and incident at 2dA , is given by Equation (4.4), which can be rewritten in 











∗  1θ  
s
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 ( )1 11, 2 1 2 22cos cose dAdQ E dAs θ θπ→ =  (4.7) 
The term in parentheses represents the projected, attenuated area of 1dA . Its 
numerator can also be expressed as 
 1 1cos sindA sd s dθ θ θ ϕ∗ ∗ ∗= ⋅  (4.8) 
where the local angles θ∗  and ϕ∗  are measured from and about the position 
vector r , respectively. Thus, 
 1 12
cos sindA d d
s
θ θ θ ϕ
ππ
∗
∗ ∗=  (4.9) 
Integrating over the area of the source visible to 2dA  yields the projected, 


















∫ ∫ ∫  (4.10) 
Using this result, Equation (4.7) can be integrated stochastically with 
MCRT. In place of the differential 2dA , the intercepting surface 2A  is divided 
into a finite number of nodes, each with finite area jA  and normal ˆjn , as shown 
in Figure 4.3. The visible surface of the source is then sampled by sending N rays 
to 1A , with each is  initiated at a random location on jA , and randomly oriented 
( ),i iθ ϕ∗ ∗  within the bounding cone defined by 
















Figure 4.3. MCRT Geometry for Incident Radiation 
where r r=  and a  denotes the mean radius of the source. Each outgoing ray 
makes an angle ijθ  with the surface normal ˆjn , such that 
 ˆ ˆcos iij jn sθ = ⋅  (4.12) 
where î i is s s= . Provided that it does not encounter another surface in the 
satellite model before reaching the source, its intersection with 1A  is assigned a 
projected, attenuated area, 
 
( )2 1 cos max
iA N














which replaces the differential form in Equation (4.7). With a total emissive 
power iE , the ray is then returned to jA  and the incident heat rate for that 
node is accumulated: 
 
( ) ( )
1









−= ⋅∑  (4.14) 
On the other hand, if the outgoing ray does strike another surface in the 
satellite model, it does not reach the source. Thus, no ray is returned to jA  and 
no accumulation is made — although i is incremented. This implicitly accounts 
for shadowing within the model. Since each node is assumed to be a flat, 
relatively small area, summing jQ  for all nodes of a given surface effectively 
completes the integration of Equation (4.7) and yields the total incident heat 
rate. While these features make MCRT both versatile and easy to implement, 
Whitted (1980) realized that checking for ray intersections within the model can 
consume as much as 95% of the computation time. Glassner (1984) addressed 
this concern by subdividing models spatially into small cubes, called voxels, and 
then checking first for intersections with the comparatively few surfaces in the 
voxel in which a ray originated. In extending this approach, Panczak (1989) 
proposed an adaptive technique to create voxels of different sizes, each with 
approximately the same number of surfaces in it. He demonstrated that this 
method — ultimately implemented in TSS — reduced the computation time by a 





Since MCRT employs random sampling, the heat rate computed by 
Equation (4.14) is only an estimate Q̂  of the true value Q . To determine 
whether the solution has converged, TSS first computes the standard error 
s Nσ  associated with Q̂ , based on the sample standard deviation sσ  and the 
number of samples N. Sampling continues for a given node until a weighted 
percentage error (WPE) falls below a user-defined limit, with the desired 
confidence interval, or until the number of rays reaches a user-defined maximum. 
According to the Central Limit Theorem, the standard error approximates the 
standard deviation σ  of the normal distribution about Q . Consequently, the 90% 
confidence interval, for example, is 
 ˆ ˆ1.645 1.645s sQ Q Q
N N
σ σ− < < +  (4.15) 
The WPE, in this case, is simply the error term in Equation (4.15) divided by 




σ=  (4.16) 
Taken together, Equations (4.15) and (4.16) can be interpreted to mean that 
there is a 90% probability that the true value Q  lies within the WPE of the 
estimate Q̂ . If the WPE is less than the limit input by the user, the solution has 
converged, and the sampling process ends. Alternatively, if the maximum number 
of rays is reached, the final WPE represents the residual uncertainty in Q̂  with a 
90% confidence interval. 
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4.1.3 Incident Heat Rates for Solar and Earth Radiation 
The incident heat rate for a node receiving solar radiation can be 
computed using Equation (4.14), 
 
( ) ( )
1









−= ⋅∑  (4.17) 
where the  subscript has been added for clarity, and the factor f has been 
introduced to account for satellite eclipse, based on the conditions set forth in 
Equation (3.16) for the cylindrical shadow model. Assuming that the Sun emits 
its energy uniformly, Equation (4.17) reduces to 
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−= ⋅∑  (4.18) 
The constant total emissive power E  can also be expressed in terms of the solar 
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 (4.19) 
where a  represents the mean radius of the Sun, and a / sin maxr θ= , from 
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N θ =
= ⋅
+ ∑  (4.21) 
Furthermore, if the Sun is considered to be a point source, 0maxθ =  and 









Q f n s
N =
= ⋅∑  (4.22) 
Within its Heat Rate application, TSS allows the user to define maxθ  (including 
0º), and to input a constant value for G .  
 Similarly, for a node receiving radiation emitted by the Earth, the incident 
heat rate can be obtained from Equation (4.14), 
 
( ) ( ),
1










−= ⋅∑  (4.23) 
where the ⊕  and e subscripts have been added for clarity. The existing TSS 
Heat Rate application allows the user to input a planetshine table, which assigns 
a total emissive power iE⊕  to a ray based on the latitude of its intersection with 
the Earth. If, instead, the user assumes the energy to be emitted uniformly, 
Equation (4.23) reduces to 
 
( ) ( ),
1










−= ⋅∑  (4.24) 
For this study, the current TSS vendor, Space Design, Inc., in consultation with 
the University of Texas Center for Space Research (UT/CSR), implemented an 
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additional option. Rearranging Equation (2.35), the total emissive power in 
Equation (4.23) can be expressed as 
 
4
ii eGE⊕ =  (4.25) 
where G  now represents the solar irradiance at the Earth’s distance from the 
Sun. The emissivity ie  is obtained from the two-degree zonal harmonic model of 
Equation (2.37), based on the latitude of the intersection. Substituting Equation 
(4.25) into Equation (4.23) yields 
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−= ⋅∑  (4.26) 
For a node receiving radiation reflected from the Earth, the total reflected 
irradiance iB⊕  can be substituted for iE  in Equation (4.14) to determine the 
incident heat rate, 
 
( ) ( ),
1










−= ⋅∑  (4.27) 
where the ⊕  and a subscripts have been added for clarity. Rearranging Equation 
(2.30), the total reflected irradiance can be expressed as 
 ( ), ˆˆcosi ii iiB a G a G n Rψ⊕ ⊕⊕= = ⋅  (4.28) 
where G  again represents the solar irradiance at the Earth’s distance from the 
Sun. The cosine of the solar zenith angle ,iψ⊕  has been replaced by the dot 
product of ˆin⊕ , the normal to the Earth at the intersection, and R̂ , the 
geocentric unit vector to the Sun. As with planetshine, the existing TSS Heat 
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Rate application allows the user to input an albedo table, which assigns ia  to a 
ray based on the latitude of its intersection. Substituting Equation (4.28) into 
Equation (4.27) yields 
 
( ) ( )( ),
1
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a j i j
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−= ⋅ ⋅∑  (4.29) 
If, instead, the user assumes the energy to be reflected from the Earth uniformly, 
this reduces to 
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−= ⋅ ⋅∑  (4.30) 
As with emissivity, another option was added for this study that allows ia  to be 
computed for Equation (4.29), using the two-degree zonal harmonic model of 
Equation (2.36) and the latitude of the intersection. 
4.1.4 Solar and Earth Radiation Forces 
Since it involves the same physical process, the MCRT formulation for 
radiation forces is developed here by analogy with the one described for incident 
heat rates in the preceding sections. In Figure 4.3, the contribution of a single ray 
is  to the force acting on the nodal area jA  can be described using the form 
derived by Baker (1966), and presented earlier as Equation (3.24). Multiplying 
both sides by the mass m, 
( )[ ] ( ) ( )1 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 3
j
ij i i j i j i
j j j jF mr G n s A s n s nc
δρ ρ




where c represents the speed of light, and î i is s s= . Again, the node has a 
normal ˆjn , but also a specular reflectivity jρ  and a diffuse reflectivity jδ . Since 
iG  denotes the ray’s irradiance, the quantity in the first set of brackets 
constitutes its contribution to the incident heat rate. From Equation (4.14), this 
can be represented equivalently by 
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θ−= ⋅  (4.32) 
Substituting this expression into Equation (4.31), and summing the result for the 
N rays, yields 
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 Assuming that the Sun emits its energy uniformly, the force acting on a 
node receiving solar radiation is 
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 (4.34) 
The specular and diffuse reflectivities for the incident solar radiation are obtained 
from the corresponding absorptivity jα , using Equation (3.13): 
 ( ) ( )( )1 1 1j jj j j jρ ξ α δ ξ α= − = − −  (4.35) 
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where jξ  is the specularity. Substituting Equation (4.20) into Equation (4.34), 
and simplifying, yields  
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 (4.36) 
If the Sun is considered to be a point source (i.e., 0maxθ = ), this reduces to 
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 (4.37) 
The force acting on a node receiving radiation emitted by the Earth can also be 
obtained using Equation (4.33), 
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 (4.38) 
The specular and diffuse reflectivities for the incident infrared radiation can be 
expressed in terms of the corresponding emissivity jε , using Equation (3.14): 






Substituting Equation (4.25) into Equation (4.38), and simplifying, yields 
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 (4.40) 
As for the incident heat rate, the emissivity ie  is obtained from Equation (2.37), 
based on the latitude of the ray’s intersection with the Earth. 
To determine the force acting on a node receiving radiation reflected by 
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 (4.41) 
The specular and diffuse reflectivities are the same as those given for incident 
solar radiation in Equation (4.35). Substituting Equation (4.28) into Equation 
(4.41), and simplifying, yields 
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 (4.42) 
As for the incident heat rate, the albedo ia  is obtained from Equation (2.36), 
based on the latitude of the intersection. For this study, Space Design, Inc., 
implemented an option to compute radiation forces using Equations (4.36), (4.40) 
and (4.42) within the TSS Heat Rate application. 
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4.2 Simulation Methodology 
Prior to the launch of ICESat, the micro-model simulation offered the 
most accurate characterization of the satellite’s response to the anticipated 
radiation environment. Specifically, it produced a series of predicted forces, as a 
function of position within the orbit and the relative location of the Sun. This 
force history served as a “truth” data set, from which the macro-model 
parameters were derived, and against which their performance was assessed. Had 
these been the only objectives, this simulation could have been structured in any 
number of ways to maximize the observability of those parameters. Instead, it 
also presented an opportunity to explore the potential for updating them, once 
the satellite was in orbit. Consequently, the actual simulation represented a 
compromise, reflecting the planned mission operations as accurately as possible, 
but at the same time, providing sufficient observability of the macro-model 
parameters. 
Its methodology included four distinct steps within TSS, which are 
discussed in the following sections. The first involved the construction of a 
satellite model, detailing both the geometric and radiative properties of its 
surfaces. Next, individual orbit revolutions were generated for different Sun 
geometries, and in each case, the satellite was oriented according to the 
constraints outlined in Section 3.4.2. The third step animated the surfaces of the 
two solar arrays to meet the articulation requirements of Section 3.4.3. Finally, 
at discrete points around the orbit, the solar and Earth radiation forces were 
calculated for each node in the satellite model. In addition to these results, the 
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orbit and attitude data used in the computations were output, so that the same 
values could be accessed in the determination of the macro-model parameters. At 
the end of each TSS simulation, an external, post-processing step summed the 
nodal body-fixed forces at a given orbit position, and rotated the resulting total-
force vector to an orbit frame. 
4.2.1 Satellite Model 
BATC engineers developed a model of the ICESat bus using the TSS 
Geometry application. They incorporated the salient features of the GLAS 
instrument from a separate model developed at GSFC. Illustrated in Figure 4.4, 
the composite pre-launch version consists of 950 surfaces, including flat plates, 
cones and cylinders. Each of these was oriented within the body-fixed Vehicle 
Coordinate System (VCS) — also shown — that was defined to coincide with the 
Spacecraft Coordinate System (SCS) of Figure 1.2. Many of the larger surfaces 
were further subdivided, yielding 2058 individual nodes, of which 1124 receive 
external radiation. 
Associated with each node are a surface area and a user-defined surface 
type. Typically, the latter is the component to which the node belongs (e.g., 
separation ring), its constitutive material (e.g., stainless steel), or a surface 
coating that fundamentally alters its radiative properties (e.g., white paint). 
Table 4.1 lists each surface type used in the ICESat model, along with its 
absorptivity α , emissivity ε  and specularity ξ . The corresponding specular and 
diffuse reflectivities, needed in the force computations, were derived for each node 
from these parameters, using Equations (4.35) and (4.39). The values for 
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absorptivity and emissivity were compiled by BATC from industry standards and 
vendor-supplied data. They represent the expected surface characteristics at 
launch, often referred to as the beginning of life (BOL). The degradation of these 
properties during the mission is considered in Section 4.3.2, with an examination 
of the estimated end-of-life (EOL) values. 
 
 
Figure 4.4.  ICESat Micro-Model and Vehicle Coordinate System (VCS) 
Significantly less data is available regarding the specularity of various 
surface types, as its role in heat transfer contexts is limited. For the 
TOPEX/Poseidon micro-model simulation, Antreasian (1992) assumed a uniform 
value of 0.2 for all surfaces, implying that 20% of any reflected radiation was 
specular in nature, with the remainder being diffuse. The same assumption has 
been made in this study, except for two surface types: “Black” and “Gallium 
Arsenide Solar Cells”. The former has the characteristics of a blackbody, 
absorbing all incoming radiation ( )1α =  and reflecting none; thus, 0ξ = . For 
the solar cells, the array vendor, Spectrolab, determined that diffuse reflection 
constitutes ~1% of the total reflection from their surfaces, yielding an estimated 






 α ε ξ 
Black 1.0000 1.0000 0.00 
Black Anodize 0.7300 0.8600 0.20 
Black Kapton 0.9300 0.7800 0.20 
Black Nylon 0.8500 0.8500 0.20 
Black Paint 0.9000 0.9200 0.20 
Black Paint (Z306) 0.9000 0.9200 0.20 
Black Titanium Anodize 0.8000 0.8000 0.20 
Bracket, back (RSS) 0.6032 0.3867 0.20 
Bracket, front (RSS) 0.7956 0.6406 0.20 
Chromacoat 0.3400 0.0370 0.20 
Clear Anodize 0.4600 0.8300 0.20 
Copper-Tinned 0.6800 0.5600 0.20 
Desoto Black Paint 0.9600 0.9200 0.20 
GPS Antenna 0.9000 0.9000 0.20 
GPS Kapton 0.4000 0.6500 0.20 
Inconel 0.4000 0.3000 0.20 
Indium-Tin-Oxide Silver Teflon 0.1000 0.7600 0.20 
Kapton 0.4400 0.8000 0.20 
Optical Surface Reflector 0.0700 0.7600 0.20 
Separation Ring 0.6100 0.6700 0.20 
Silver Teflon 0.0900 0.8000 0.20 
Gallium Arsenide Solar Cells 0.6700 0.7900 0.99 
Stainless Steel (C455) 0.3900 0.1100 0.20 
Titanium (6AL4V) 0.5500 0.1700 0.20 
Vacuum Deposited Aluminum 0.0800 0.0300 0.20 
White Paint (Z93) 0.1600 0.9200 0.20 
Table 4.1.  Micro-Model BOL Radiative Properties 
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4.2.2 Orbit Generation 
As indicated in Section 3.4.2, the relative geometry of the orbit and the 
Sun can be characterized by the β ′  angle. Although the TSS Orbit application 
has a “Basic” option to establish a fixed orbit with a designated β ′ , the Earth-
radiation model of Section 2.3 requires date information to compute the seasonal 
variations in albedo and emissivity. Consequently, this study employed the 
“Date-Dependent” option, which allows the user to associate a specific epoch 
with an initial state. In determining subsequent states, this option also accounts 
for the apsidal rotation and nodal precession induced by the 2J  term of the 
geopotential. No other perturbations were considered, including those arising 
from the radiation pressure forces being investigated. Table 4.2 identifies the 
values of the orbit parameters used in the simulation, along with the geophysical 
constants adopted for the dynamic model. 
 
Epoch, 0β ′ ≤  9/12/2001 00:42:00 
Epoch, 0β ′ ≥  10/3/2001 19:46:00 
Maximum altitude  600 km 
Eccentricity  0 
Inclination  94ο 
Argument of perigee  90ο 
Right ascension of ascending node  β ′ – dependent 
Earth radius, a⊕   6378.137 km 
Earth gravity, g  9.79828547 m/s2 
Earth J2  1.08263602 × 10-3 
Table 4.2.  TSS Orbit Simulation Parameters 
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Since the β ′  angle can vary, theoretically, between –90° and +90°, single 
orbit revolutions were generated at 5° increments within this range by adjusting 
the right ascension of the ascending node at the initial epoch. Additionally, this 
node was placed sunward of the Earth’s terminator (i.e., the plane perpendicular 
to the Earth-Sun line) for 0β ′ ≥ , and on the opposite side for 0β ′ ≤ . The 94° 
inclination of the orbit precluded the use of a single epoch to span the full β ′  
interval. Consequently, two different dates — included in Table 4.2 — were 
selected, one associated with 0β ′ ≤  and the other with 0β ′ ≥ . Although this 
strategy introduced a discontinuity in the radiation characteristics of the Earth, 
due to the temporal variations in albedo and emissivity, its effects were limited 
for two reasons. First, the proximity of the two epochs, and their symmetry with 
respect to the autumnal equinox, minimized the differences in the cosine terms of 
the 1a  and 1e  coefficients in Equations (2.36) and (2.37), respectively. The 
resulting albedo and emissivity for both data sets are plotted in Figure 4.5. 
Second, the residual disparities had no impact on the estimated macro-model 
parameters, as their determination relied on the same dates for the β ′  sub-
intervals, producing albedo and emissivity characteristics identical to those 





























Figure 4.6.  TSS Reference and Orbit Coordinate Systems (RCS, OCS) 
For each β ′  case, the position and velocity of the satellite with respect to 
the Reference Coordinate System (RCS) were computed and output every 15° 
around the orbit, yielding 24 unique points per revolution. Illustrated in Figure 
4.6, the RCS is a non-rotating Earth-centered frame, with the rcsX+  axis 
pointing toward the vernal equinox, the rcsZ+  axis aligned with the mean pole, 
and the rcsY+  axis completing the orthonormal triad. It was at these points that 
the radiation forces were subsequently calculated. For each orbit that experienced 
an eclipse, the entry and exit terminators provided two additional points for 
evaluation. Their locations were determined using a cylindrical shadow model 




ocsz  (radial) 
ocsy
(normal)
ocsx  (transverse) 
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4.2.3 Satellite Attitude and Solar Array Articulation 
The TSS Orbit application allows the user to input a series of Euler angle 
rotations to orient the satellite’s body-fixed VCS axes with respect to the Orbit 
Coordinate System (OCS). Juxtaposed with the RCS in Figure 4.6, the OCS is a 
locally derived Radial-Transverse-Normal (RTN) frame, with the ocsz+  axis 
pointing radially outward from the Earth, the ocsy+  axis aligned with the orbit 
normal, and the ocsx+  axis completing the orthonormal triad, in the direction of 
motion. In this simulation, four different sequences were employed, corresponding 
to the four control frames (CF) defined in Table 3.2. Identified in Table 4.3, each 
one included only two rotations, the first about the ocsy+  axis, and the second 
about the ocsx+  axis. Taken together, they rotate the OCS axes to the VCS 
orientation associated with a particular control frame, as illustrated in Figure 4.7. 
It should be noted that these sequences produced satellite orientations based on 
radial, rather than ellipsoid-normal, pointing, and that each neglected the small 
pitch bias discussed in Section 3.4.2. 
 
β′ Limits Euler Rotations Control 
Frame Lower Upper 1st 2nd 
0  0°  33° y  270° x  0° 
1  33°  90° y  270° x  90° 
2  -33°  0° y  270° x  180° 
3  -90°  -33° y  270° x  270° 






















































An individual surface, or a collection of surfaces called an assembly, can be 
oriented kinematically with the TSS Animation application. To facilitate the 
articulation of the two solar arrays in the ICESat model, they were defined as 
assemblies, one rotating about the vcsy+  axis, and the other about the vcsy−  
axis. For the simulation, when 55β ′ ≤ , both arrays tracked the Sun (or a 
fictitious Sun, during eclipse). Specifically, using the Auto-Orbit Track option, 
the normal to the solar-cell side of each array pointed toward the Sun, insofar as 
possible, given its constraint to rotate about the required axis. No inhibition of 
the array motion, during any part of the orbit, was considered, and the resulting 
orientation angles were identical to those obtained from Equation (3.39). For 
cases in which 55β ′ ≥ , the arrays were fixed in the neutral 0ζ =  
orientation, with the cell-side normal along the vcsz−  (i.e., the scsz−  axis in 
Figure 3.9). 
4.2.4 Force History Generation 
The micro-model simulation produced a comprehensive radiation force 
history from 40 separate simulations made with the modified version of the TSS 
Heat Rate application. Each one reflected a unique combination of β ′ , satellite 
attitude, and solar array motion, as summarized in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. In 
addition to the 37 different β ′  angles considered, other cases were included to 
distinguish between the two attitudes at 0β ′ = , and between fixed and 
articulating solar arrays at 55β ′ = ± . Furthermore, the cases listed in Table 4.4 
used the first epoch given in Table 4.2, while those from Table 4.5 used the 
second. Several supplemental cases were generated to facilitate the interpolation 
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of the modeled forces through the attitude transitions at the β ′  limits of Table 
4.3, as part of the pre-launch precision orbit determination (POD) simulation 
discussed in Chapter 5. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 summarize those for 0β ′ ≤  and 
0β ′ ≥ , respectively. These cases were not used in the determination of the 
macro-model parameters. 
Although TSS features a graphical user interface in its component 
applications, it also provides a Command-Language mode, which allows groups of 
commands to be submitted via script, helping to standardize and to automate the 
execution of large numbers of cases. Using this approach, the individual Heat 
Rate simulations calculated the solar and Earth radiation forces acting on each of 
the 1124 active nodes in the satellite model, at each of the 24 (or 26) distinct 
points around the respective orbit. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the 
computations for a given node and radiation source terminated either when a 
WPE below the user-defined limit (1% with a 90% confidence interval) had been 
achieved, or when the number of rays generated reached the specified maximum 
(10,000). Running on a dedicated 1-GHz Pentium-3 PC platform, a single 




Epoch: September 12, 2001 00:42:00 





1  –90° 
2  –85° 
3  –80° 
4  –75° 
5  –70° 
No 
6  –65° 
7  –60° 
8  –55° 
Fixed 
9  –55° 
10  –50° 
11  –45° 
12  –40° 
13  –35° 
Sailboat 
Yaw = 270° 
CF 3 
14  –30° 
15  –25° 
16  –20° 
17  –15° 
18  –10° 
19  –5° 
20  0° 
Airplane 








Epoch: October 3, 2001 19:46:00 





21  0° 
22  5° 
23  10° 
24  15° 
25  20° 
26  25° 
27  30° 
Airplane 
Yaw = 180° 
CF 0 
28  35° 
29  40° 
30  45° 
31  50° 
32  55° 
Articulating 
33  55° 
34  60° 
35  65° 
Yes 
36  70° 
37  75° 
38  80° 
39  85° 
40  90° 
Sailboat 










Epoch: September 12, 2001 00:42:00 












Yaw = 0º 
CF 2 
Articulating Yes 
Table 4.6.  Supplemental Radiation Force Simulation Cases: ′ 0β ≤    
 
Epoch: October 3, 2001 19:46:00 

















Yaw = 0º 
CF 2 
Articulating Yes 




Each simulation output the predicted forces to two files, one for direct 
solar radiation, and the other for the separate albedo and emissivity components 
of Earth radiation. A post-processing program was written to extract and to sum 
these nodal forces at each orbit position for each type of radiation. Initially 
computed in the VCS, the net forces acting on the satellite were subsequently 
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where M represents the 1124 active nodes in the satellite model. Similarly, the 
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The transformation ocsvcsT  from the VCS to the OCS was derived, for a given 
control frame, from the corresponding pair of Euler angle rotations in Table 4.3, 
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 (4.47) 
Two additional output files were created at the end of each Heat Rate 
simulation, containing the specific orbit and attitude data applied in its 
calculations. These files were later used in the determination of the macro-model 
parameters, to avoid errors introduced by potential dynamic model differences. 
For each orbit position, this data included: 
 
 Time tag, seconds from epoch 
 True anomaly, degrees 
 Shadow flag: 0 = full shadow, 1 = full sun 
 Position vector (RCS), meters 
 Velocity vector (RCS), normalized 
 Right ascension of the Sun (RCS), degrees 
 Declination of the Sun (RCS), degrees 
 OCS-to-VCS Euler angle rotations, degrees 
 RCS-to-VCS transformation matrix 
 Satellite-to-Sun unit vector (VCS) 
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4.3 Simulation Results 
Using the procedure outlined in the preceding section, solar and Earth 
radiation forces were generated for each of the 40 cases in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. 
Four of those cases, summarized in Table 4.8, were chosen to illustrate the 
behavior observed in the four attitude control frames. Figures 4.8 through 4.11 
plot the resulting solar, Earth albedo, Earth emission, and total radiation forces 
over one orbital revolution. Each reflects the combined influence of the orbit-Sun 
geometry ( )β ′ , the orientation of the satellite (Mode/Yaw), the motion of the 
solar arrays (Articulate/Fixed) and the occurrence of eclipses (Yes/No). 
 
Case Control Frame β′ Mode Yaw 
Solar 
Arrays Eclipse 
9 3 –55º Sailboat 270º Articulate Yes 
14 2 –30º Airplane 0º Articulate Yes 
21 0 0º Airplane 180º Articulate Yes 
37 1 +75º Sailboat 90º Fixed No 
Table 4.8. Representative Force History Cases 
Some general observations can be made from these plots. In all cases, the 
solar radiation forces were significantly larger than those induced by Earth 
radiation, and thus dominated the total force histories. They were largely radial 
and transverse in character for the airplane mode, due to the proximity of the 
Sun to the orbit plane. In the sailboat mode, as β ′  increased, the orbit plane 
became more perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line, and the solar radiation forces 
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grew to be principally normal. They dissipated rapidly when the satellite entered 
eclipse, but quickly materialized again upon its exit, as evidenced in the solar 
plots for the first three cases. 
Whereas the solar radiation forces were driven by the orbit-Sun geometry, 
those due to Earth albedo and emission were governed, generally, by the spatial 
variations of Figure 4.5. Chiefly radial in direction, they were also modulated by 
the articulation of the solar arrays. Although the albedo forces disappeared when 
the satellite entered eclipse, the emission forces were unaffected. Even when the 
satellite did not experience an eclipse, as in Case 37, the albedo forces dropped 
nearly to zero as it viewed the dark side of the planet, near the descending node 
in Figure 4.11. The following sections examine these and additional cases in more 
detail, to underscore the influence of solar array articulation in the generation of 
the micro-model forces, and to consider the degradation of surface radiative 




Figure 4.8.  Case 9 Radiation Forces: ′β = –55°, Yaw = 270° (Sailboat), 




Figure 4.9.  Case 14 Radiation Forces: ′β = –30°, Yaw = 0° (Airplane), 




Figure 4.10.  Case 21 Radiation Forces: ′β = 0°, Yaw = 180° (Airplane), 




Figure 4.11.  Case 37 Radiation Forces: ′β = 75°, Yaw = 90° (Sailboat),     
Fixed Arrays, Non-Eclipsing Orbit 
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4.3.1 Solar Array Articulation 
As described in Section 4.2.3, the solar arrays articulated when 55β ′ ≤ , 
and were fixed in the 0ζ =  orientation otherwise. The TSS Auto-Track option 
used in the simulation produced the angles plotted in Figure 4.12 for each of the 
four representative cases in Table 4.8. When the solar arrays were fixed, as in 
Case 37, the Earth albedo and emission forces nonetheless exhibited periodic 
trends, like those observed in Figure 4.11. Their similarities to the plots of Figure 
4.5 indicate that the spatial variations in Earth albedo and emissivity 
significantly influence the resulting forces. 
These same trends are also evident in Figures 4.8 through 4.10, but for 
each, the solar arrays played an additional, modulating role. In the sailboat 
mode, they wobbled back and forth, between two β ′ -dependent limits (e.g., ±35º 
for Case 9, in Figure 4.12). Since the arrays were essentially edge-on to the 
direction of motion, as depicted in Figure 4.7, this motion yielded a small 
sinusoidal variation in the area exposed to the planet, which augmented the 
underlying spatial trend in the Earth radiation forces. It also introduced the 
small normal components observed in Figure 4.8. 
These articulation effects were even more pronounced for the airplane 
mode, in which the solar arrays rotated 360º each revolution (e.g., Cases 14 and 
21, in Figure 4.12). As a result, they exposed their entire surface areas to the 
planet twice per orbit. This comparatively larger sinusoidal area variation 
amplified the spatial trend in the Earth radiation forces more than for the 
sailboat mode. It also introduced the small transverse components seen in Figures 
4.9 and 4.10. 
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The impact of the solar arrays can be observed directly by comparing 
Cases 32 and 33 from Table 4.5, plotted in Figures 4.13 and 4.14, respectively. 
Both were generated at 55β ′ = + , in the same sailboat-mode attitude, but the 
former allowed the arrays to articulate, while the latter fixed them in the 0ζ =  
orientation. The solar radiation force had a larger amplitude in Case 32, 
particularly for the radial and normal components. There, the tracking of the Sun 
by the arrays presented a larger projected area to the incident solar radiation 
than when they were fixed in Case 33, increasing the magnitude of the resulting 
force. Furthermore, the amplification effects for Earth albedo and emission, 
discussed above, are clear when comparing Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.14. The larger 
amplitudes of these forces in Case 32 reflect the area variation introduced by the 









Figure 4.13.  Case 32 Radiation Forces: ′β = 55°, Yaw = 90° (Sailboat),     




Figure 4.14.  Case 33 Radiation Forces: ′β = 55°, Yaw = 90° (Sailboat),     
Fixed Arrays, Eclipsing Orbit 
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4.3.2 Surface Property Degradation 
Over time, exposure to the space environment leads to changes in the 
radiative properties of a surface. As part of the design effort for the International 
Space Station, Silverman (1995) compiled an exhaustive survey of its effects on 
various materials, discerned from both short-term and long-term space flight 
experiments, as well as laboratory simulation. The causes for the degradation 
experienced by a particular satellite depend on its altitude and inclination. For 
highly inclined, low-Earth orbits, such as that of ICESat, they include ultraviolet 
radiation from the Sun, cosmic and trapped particle radiation, atomic oxygen, 
and micrometeoroids. In general, a surface’s absorptivity, in the solar spectrum, 
increases the longer it remains in orbit, but its emissivity is largely unaffected. 
Thermal analyses are particularly concerned with increases in the ratio of 
absorptivity to emissivity, since greater absorption, or less emission, produces 
higher temperatures.  
Table 4.9 lists the EOL absorptivity α  and emissivity ε  for each surface 
type in the ICESat model, as compiled by BATC. Those that differ from the 
BOL values in Table 4.1 are shown in bold. The specularity ξ  values reflect the 
assumptions previously discussed in Section 4.2.1. As expected, the absorptivity 
increased for several of the surfaces, but most notably for the gallium arsenide 
(GaAs) cells on the solar arrays. This increase, from 0.67 to 0.86, is especially 
significant given the large surface area that the cells cover. The emissivity, on the 
other hand, showed only small decreases for a few of the surfaces, and no change 
at all for the others.  
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A separate radiation force history was generated using these EOL 
properties in the 40 cases from Tables 4.4 and 4.5. In general, the resulting forces 
differed little from those computed using the BOL properties, but Figures 4.15 
through 4.18 plot the EOL–BOL differences for the representative cases of Table 
4.8. The solar radiation forces showed the greatest differences due to the change 
in absorptivity for the solar cells. As Equation (4.35) suggests, that increase 
produced a lower specular reflectivity ρ , but actually increased the magnitude 
of the force, due to the ( )1 ρ−  term in Equation (4.37) and the high specularity 
of the cells ( )0.99ξ = . This effect was largest when the Sun most directly 
illuminated the solar arrays, as in the 0β ′ =  case in Figure 4.17 and the 
75β ′ =  case in Figure 4.18. A similar, but significantly smaller, increase 
occurred in the Earth albedo forces, while virtually none was observed for the 




 α ε ξ 
Black 1.0000 1.0000 0.00 
Black Anodize 0.8800 0.8184 0.20 
Black Kapton 0.9300 0.7800 0.20 
Black Nylon 0.8500 0.8500 0.20 
Black Paint 0.9000 0.9200 0.20 
Black Paint (Z306) 0.9600 0.8700 0.20 
Black Titanium Anodize 0.8000 0.8000 0.20 
Bracket, back (RSS) 0.6032 0.3867 0.20 
Bracket, front (RSS) 0.7956 0.6406 0.20 
Chromacoat 0.3400 0.0370 0.20 
Clear Anodize 0.4600 0.8300 0.20 
Copper-Tinned 0.6800 0.5600 0.20 
Desoto Black Paint 0.9600 0.9200 0.20 
GPS Antenna 0.9000 0.9000 0.20 
GPS Kapton 0.4000 0.6500 0.20 
Inconel 0.5200 0.1000 0.20 
Indium-Tin-Oxide Silver Teflon 0.2100 0.7600 0.20 
Kapton 0.5500 0.7600 0.20 
Optical Surface Reflector 0.1200 0.7300 0.20 
Separation Ring 0.6100 0.6700 0.20 
Silver Teflon 0.1600 0.8000 0.20 
Gallium Arsenide Solar Cells 0.8600 0.7900 0.99 
Stainless Steel (C455) 0.3900 0.1100 0.20 
Titanium (6AL4V) 0.5500 0.1700 0.20 
Vacuum Deposited Aluminum 0.1500 0.0200 0.20 
White Paint (Z93) 0.2500 0.9200 0.20 
Table 4.9.  Micro-Model EOL Radiative Properties                                           




Figure 4.15.  Case 9 EOL–BOL Radiation Force Differences: ′β = –55°,        




Figure 4.16.  Case 14 EOL–BOL Radiation Force Differences: ′β = –30°,      




Figure 4.17.  Case 21 EOL–BOL Radiation Force Differences: ′β = 0°,         




Figure 4.18.  Case 37 EOL–BOL Radiation Force Differences: ′β = 75°,        




Macro-Model Parameter Determination 
5.1 Direct Determination of Parameters 
To compute the solar radiation pressure perturbation S  in Equation 
(1.12), ICESat precision orbit determination (POD) adopted the Box-Wing Solar 
Radiation Pressure (BWSRP) model of Equation (3.25), which yields the net 
force per unit mass: 
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 (5.1) 
where c represents the speed of light, and m denotes the mass of the satellite. 
Each of the K (= 10) surfaces of the satellite macro-model, illustrated in Figure 
3.5, has an area kA , a diffuse reflectivity kδ , a specular reflectivity kρ , and a unit 
normal vector k̂n . Per Equation (2.27), the solar constant S  — the total solar 
irradiance at the reference distance R — is scaled by the distance r , from the 
satellite to the Sun, along the incident ŝ−  direction. Based on the eclipse 
conditions for the conical shadow model described in Section 2.4, the scale factor 
f is obtained from Equation (3.17). An additional scale factor γ  allows the 
resulting force to be adjusted, either by user input or through estimation. 
 The Earth radiation pressure perturbation E  in Equation (1.12) includes 
the effects of solar radiation reflected from the planet (i.e., albedo) and infrared 
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radiation emitted by it. To compute the combined net force per unit mass, 
ICESat POD adopted the Box-Wing Earth Radiation Pressure (BWERP) model 
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The parameters for each macro-model surface have the same values as those used 
in the BWSRP model. As described in Section 3.3.2, the additional summation 
over N (= 19) Earth elements approximates the integral over its visible surface, 
which is bounded by maxθ . The reflected and the emitted radiation are both 
incident along the îs⊕−  direction, which extends from the center of the i-th 
element to the satellite. Using Equations (3.20) and (3.21), both can be expressed 
in terms of the incident solar radiation, scaled from the solar constant S  by the 
distance R  from the Earth to the Sun. The albedo ia  and the emissivity ie  of 
each element are obtained from Equations (2.36) and (2.37), respectively, based 
on the latitude of its center. The reflected radiation is further scaled by the dot 
product of the unit vector normal to the element ˆin⊕  and the geocentric unit 
vector to the Sun R̂ . The two contributions to the resulting force can be 
adjusted separately, either by user input, or through estimation, of an albedo 
scale factor aγ⊕  or an emissivity scale factor eγ⊕ . 
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 In both radiation pressure models, the axes of the Spacecraft Coordinate 
System (SCS), shown in Figure 3.5, define the body-fixed unit vectors k̂n  normal 
to each face of the “box” in the macro-model. Those normal to the solar array 
“wings” are derived from the orientation angles described in Section 3.4.3, which 
can be obtained from either onboard telemetry or the nominal articulation model. 
This chapter concerns the determination of the remaining macro-model 
parameters — kA , kδ , and kρ . The first method calculates averaged values using 
data from the ICESat micro-model directly, while the second method estimates 
them based on a least-squares fit to the force history produced by the micro-
model simulation discussed in Chapter 4.  
5.1.1 Surface Areas 
Conceptually, the area of each macro-model surface represents the 
combined, projected areas of the various components along the corresponding 
Vehicle Coordinate System (VCS) axis in the ICESat micro-model, depicted in 
Figure 4.4. Computing these projections for the complex shapes in the micro-
model, and accounting for the overlap among them, however, is non-trivial. 
Antreasian (1992) proposed an alternate method for determining the surface 
areas in the TOPEX/Poseidon macro-model. Using the Thermal Radiation 
Analysis System (TRASYS), he oriented the Sun along each axis of the 
TOPEX/Poseidon micro-model, and simulated the incident heat rates. Summing 
over the nodes receiving radiation in a particular orientation, and dividing by the 
constant solar irradiance, produced the effective area of the desired macro-model 
surface. 
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This study applied the same approach to ICESat, first using the “Basic” 
option in the Orbit module of the Thermal Synthesizer System (TSS) to generate 
a 600-km circular orbit. After choosing a β ′  angle — defined in Section 3.4.2 —
of 0º, to align the Sun with the orbit plane, the satellite micro-model was placed 
at the ascending node. Its attitude was then adjusted to point each of the body-
fixed VCS axes, in turn, directly toward the Sun. Figures 5.1 through 5.6 
illustrate these orientations, along with the coincident macro-model surfaces. 
With the Sun defined to be a point source of constant irradiance G , the TSS 
Heat Rate application computed the incident heat rate jQ  for each node, using 









= ∑  (5.3) 
where kM  denotes the number of nodes receiving radiation in a given orientation. 
The nodes that make up the surfaces in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 were separated to 
compute the individual areas of the scsz±  faces and the solar array wings ( scsy±  












   





   











































































































Face (SCS) Ak (m2) 
1 222 +x 3.833 
2 176 –x 3.819 
3 170 +y 5.212 
4 205 –y 5.239 
5 98 +z 2.733 
6 193 –z 2.749 
7 49 +y SA (front) 4.199 
8 45 +y SA (back) 4.209 
9 49 –y SA (front) 4.244 
10 45 –y SA (back) 4.209 
Table 5.1.  Macro-Model Surface Areas 
5.1.2 Surface Reflectivities 
As discussed in the next section, Marshall and Luthcke (1994a) applied a 
least-squares fit to the solar radiation forces generated in a micro-model 
simulation to estimate the reflectivities for the TOPEX/Posiedon macro-model. 
Although subsequent missions also developed macro-models for radiation pressure 
perturbations, they adopted simpler strategies for determining the reflectivities. 
For the Tracking and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS), Luthcke et al. (1997) 
derived them from area-weighted averages of the component absorptivities. 
Lemoine at al. (1999a) used a similar method for the Geosat Follow-On (GFO) 
mission, as did Lemoine et al. (1999b) for the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) 
mission. 
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Under this approach, reflectivities for the ICESat macro-model surfaces 
were obtained from area-weighted averages of the nodal reflectivities in the 
micro-model. For solar radiation, including albedo, the specular and diffuse 
reflectivities for the k-th surface are 
 






















where jA  represents the nodal area, and kM  retains the same value for each 
surface as shown in Table 5.1. Using Equations (4.35), the specular reflectivity 
jρ  and the diffuse reflectivity jδ  of each node have been expressed in terms of 
its absorptivity jα  and specularity jξ , from which they were originally derived. 
Similarly, for the infrared radiation emitted by the Earth, the specular and 
diffuse reflectivities for the k-th surface are 
 























In this case, Equations (4.39) have been used to express the specular reflectivity 
jρ⊕  and the diffuse reflectivity jδ⊕  of each node in terms of its emissivity jε  and 





Solar Infrared Surface  
k Face (SCS) ρk  δ k  ρk⊕  δ k⊕  
1 +x 0.040 0.160 0.075 0.299 
2 –x 0.066 0.263 0.096 0.385 
3 +y 0.043 0.172 0.094 0.378 
4 –y 0.043 0.173 0.099 0.396 
5 +z 0.042 0.168 0.090 0.359 
6 –z 0.045 0.180 0.114 0.458 
7 +y SA (front) 0.206 0.006 0.323 0.005 
8 +y SA (back) 0.017 0.069 0.167 0.668 
9 –y SA (front) 0.206 0.006 0.323 0.005 
10 –y SA (back) 0.017 0.069 0.167 0.668 
Table 5.2.  Area-Weighted Average Reflectivities 
Table 5.2 summarizes the results for all of the macro-model surfaces. 
Neither Equation (5.1) nor (5.2), however, distinguishes between solar and 
infrared reflectivities. Therefore, the values obtained from Equations (5.4) and 
(5.5) must be combined to yield a single specular reflectivity and a single diffuse 
reflectivity for each surface, 
 ( ) ( )1 1k k k k k kρ χρ χ ρ δ χδ χ δ⊕ ⊕= + − = + −  (5.6) 
The parameter χ  may be arbitrarily chosen, but is defined such that 0 1χ≤ ≤ . 
Chapter 6 examines three particular cases in its evaluation of the post-launch 
macro-model performance: (1) 0χ = , which returns the infrared values in Table 
5.2; (2) 1χ = , which returns the solar values; and (3) 0.5χ = , which yields a 
numerical average of the solar and infrared values. 
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5.2 Estimation of Parameters 
Prior to the launch of TOPEX/Poseidon, Marshall and Luthcke (1994a) 
obtained values for its macro-model parameters from a Bayesian least-squares fit 
to the solar radiation forces predicted by the micro-model simulation of 
Antreasian (1992). This method makes use of an a priori covariance to constrain 
estimated parameters that may not be observable independently, or that would 
otherwise assume physically unrealistic values. In an earlier study for ICESat, 
Webb et al. (2001) employed a similar strategy, although the fit included both 
solar and Earth radiation forces. Rather than relying on this indirect 
manipulation of the a priori covariance to achieve a feasible solution, the current 
study incorporates linear equality and inequality constraints directly into the 
least-squares formulation. 
The following three sections detail the radiation force model adapted from 
Equations (5.1) and (5.2), its linearization, and the constraints imposed on the 
macro-model parameters. The remaining three sections outline the solution to the 
consequent least-squares problem, as proposed by Haskell and Hanson (1981), 
beginning with the elimination of the equality constraints. The reduced problem 
is then converted to an equivalent least distance problem, and ultimately, solved 





5.2.1 Radiation Force Model 
Within the Multi-Satellite Orbit Determination Program (MSODP), the 
models of Equations (5.1) and (5.2) produce net forces (per unit mass) in the 
International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF). In each case, however, the 
coordinate system of the resultant force depends only on the one used to express 
the unit normal vectors k̂n , and the applicable unit source vector(s): ŝ , in 
Equation (5.1), and îs⊕ , in Equation (5.2). As described in Chapter 4, the micro-
model simulation initially computed and summed the nodal radiation forces in 
the TSS body-fixed VCS. These net forces were then rotated to the TSS Orbit 
Coordinate System (OCS), a Radial-Transverse-Normal (RTN) frame shown in 
Figure 4.6. 
To fit the “observed” micro-model forces, the unit normal vectors of the 
macro-model and the unit source vectors are expressed with respect to the TSS 
VCS, which is identical to the SCS. Assuming the scale factor γ  to be 1 in 
Equation (5.1) and multiplying both sides by the satellite mass m, the solar 
radiation force acting on the macro-model becomes 
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⎡ ⎤= − ⋅ − + + ⋅⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦∑  (5.7) 
A constant solar irradiance G  replaces the seasonal one from Equation (2.27). 
The scale factor f and the VCS satellite-to-Sun vector ŝ  are both obtained from 
the micro-model simulation output. Referred to as the shadow factor in TSS, the 
former was determined from the eclipse conditions for the cylindrical shadow 
model given by Equation (3.16), and applied during the computation of Equation 
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(4.37). Lastly, as the solar array wings share the same orientation at all times, 
their parameters are not independently observable. Thus, for the purposes of this 
estimation algorithm only, the number of macro-model surfaces is reduced from K 
(= 10) to K ′  (= 8), by combining the two arrays into one two-sided surface. 
 Isolating the emissivity contribution in Equation (5.2) and multiplying 
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 (5.8) 
The scale factor eγ⊕  is assumed to be 1, and again, a constant solar irradiance G  
is introduced. Using the method developed by Knocke (1989), the satellite-to-
segment unit vectors îs⊕  are first defined in the TSS Reference Coordinate 
System (RCS) of Figure 4.6, which is essentially identical to the ICRF. They are 
then rotated to the VCS by applying the appropriate transformation from the 
micro-model simulation output. 
Similarly, isolating the albedo contribution in Equation (5.2) and 
multiplying both sides by m, the total Earth albedo force acting on the macro-
model becomes 
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The scale factor aγ⊕  is assumed to be 1, and as before, a constant solar irradiance 
G  is used. As part of the computation of the satellite-to-segment unit vectors 
îs⊕ , the method developed by Knocke (1989) also defines the unit vectors normal 
to the Earth elements ˆin⊕  in the RCS. The unit vector to the Sun R̂  is derived 
in the same frame, from the right ascension and declination output by the micro-
model simulation. 
Summing the solar and Earth contributions in the VCS, and rotating the 
result to the OCS, yields the total radiation force acting on the macro-model, 
 ( ), ,ocsocs vcs e aF T F F F⊕ ⊕= + +  (5.10) 
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where kP  represents the absorbed component, which acts along a linear 
combination of the ŝ  and îs⊕  source vectors, 
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 (5.12) 
Additionally, in Equation (5.11), kQ  represents the diffuse component, which 
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 (5.13) 
Finally, in Equation (5.11), kR  represents the specular component, which acts 
along a linear combination of the surface normal vector k̂n , and the ŝ  and îs⊕  
source vectors, 
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 (5.14) 
5.2.2 Linearized Radiation Force Model 
Equation (5.11) represents a system of non-linear scalar equations for the 
three components of the total radiation force. Dropping the ocs subscript, it can 
be expressed, functionally, as 
 ( ), ,k k kF F A δ ρ=  (5.15) 
Expanding the right-hand side of this expression in a Taylor series about a set of 
a priori macro-model parameters ( ), ,k k kA δ ρ∗ ∗ ∗  yields 
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Neglecting the higher-order terms, and allowing lF  and lF ∗  to denote, 
respectively, the l-th “observed” micro-model force and the corresponding 
“computed” macro-model force, a system of three linear scalar equations can be 
obtained: 
 l l l lf F F H x∗= − =  (5.17) 
The state vector x  in this linearized problem consists of the corrections to be 
estimated and applied to the a priori macro-model parameters. From Equation 
(5.16), 
 1 1 1
T
K K Kx A Aδ ρ δ ρ′ ′ ′⎡ ⎤= Δ Δ Δ Δ Δ Δ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  (5.18) 
As each macro-model surface has three parameters, the total number of state 
vector components is 3 3 8 24n K ′= × = × = . The 3 24×  lH  matrix in 
Equation (5.17) contains the partial derivatives appearing in Equation (5.16), 
evaluated using the a priori macro-model parameters, 
 
1 1 1
l l l l l l
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K K K
F F F F F FH
A Aδ ρ δ ρ
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
′ ′ ′
⎡ ⎤∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎣ ⎦
 (5.19) 
Differentiating Equation (5.11) with respect to each surface area kA  yields 
 ( )ocsvcs k k k k k
k
F GT P Q R
A c
δ ρ∂ = − + +
∂
 (5.20) 
Similarly, the derivatives with respect to each diffuse reflectivity kδ , and each 
specular reflectivity kρ , are 
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 ocs ocsvcs k k vcs k k
k k
F G F GT A Q T A R
c cδ ρ
∂ ∂= − = −
∂ ∂
 (5.21) 
The kP , kQ , and kR  vectors in Equations (5.20) and (5.21) are obtained from 
Equations (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14), respectively. 
5.2.3 Equality and Inequality Constraints 
Applying Equation (5.17) to each of the m vector observations from the 
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 (5.23) 
Equation (5.22) can be written as 
 f Hx=  (5.24) 
Given that each observation has three scalar components, f  is a 3 1m×  vector, 
and H is a 3 24m×  matrix. Due to the omission of the higher-order terms in 
Equation (5.16), however, the linear system on the right-hand side of Equation 
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(5.24) only approximates the observation on the left-hand side. The basic linear 
least-squares problem seeks to determine the estimate x̂  that minimizes the 
magnitude of the residual vector for Equation (5.24), defined to be f Hx− . 
Mathematically, this can be expressed as 
 min f Hx−  (5.25) 
In the absence of restrictions on x , however, the macro-model parameters can 
assume physically unrealistic, or simply undesirable, values. This section details 
the equality and inequality constraints on the macro-model parameters that 
define a feasible solution, and derives the corresponding constraints on the 
components of x  in the linearized problem. 
Equality Constraints 
Table 5.1 shows that the +x and –x faces in the macro-model have slightly 
different areas, as obtained from the heat-rate simulation. Geometrically, 
however, the area projected along these opposing axes should be the same. 
Therefore, it is desired that 1 2A A= , or 
 1 2 0A A− =  (5.26) 
The same holds true for the other faces, along the ±y and ±z axes, in the box 
portion of the macro-model, as well as for the front and back of the single wing. 
Noting that Equation (5.16) defines k k kA A A∗Δ = − , Equation (5.26) can be 
written as 
 ( )1 1 2 2 0A A A A∗ ∗+Δ − +Δ =  (5.27) 
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Rearranging Equation (5.27) yields 
 1 2 2 1A A A A∗ ∗Δ −Δ = −  (5.28) 
which constitutes a constraint on 1AΔ  and 2AΔ , in the linearized problem, 
equivalent to the original constraint on 1A  and 2A , given in Equation (5.26). 
Applying the same approach to the other pairs of areas leads to a set of four 
equality constraints for the K ′  (= 8) surfaces, 
 Bx d=  (5.29) 
Based on the ordering of the state vector in Equation (5.18), the 4 24×  matrix B 
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 (5.30) 
where 
 1 2 3 4 1 0 0 1 0 0B B B B ⎡ ⎤= = = = −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  (5.31) 
Inequality Constraints 
The inequality constraints are imposed for two different reasons. First, 
since the macro-model surface areas are also used to compute the atmospheric 
drag perturbation D , in Equation (1.12), they should not lose their physical 
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significance. Consequently, in addition to the equality constraints, each must 
satisfy 
 min maxk k kA A A≤ ≤  (5.32) 
Through the values chosen for the limits, the area of each surface can be 
constrained so that it remains within a desired tolerance of the a priori value. 
Separating the upper and lower constraints in Equation (5.32), 
 min maxk k k kA A A A≥ ≤  (5.33) 
As noted before, Equation (5.16) defines k k kA A A∗Δ = − , so the inequalities 
become 
 min maxk k k k k kA A A A A A∗ ∗+Δ ≥ +Δ ≤  (5.34) 
Rearranging yields 
 min maxk k k k k kA A A A A A∗ ∗Δ ≥ − −Δ ≥ −  (5.35) 
which are the constraints on kAΔ , in the linearized problem, equivalent to the 
original constraints on kA , given in Equation (5.33). 
Second, by definition, the diffuse and specular reflectivities for each macro-
model surface must have values between 0 and 1, 




Separating the upper and lower constraints, 
 0 1 0 1k k k kδ δ ρ ρ≥ ≤ ≥ ≤  (5.37) 
Equation (5.16) defines k k kδ δ δ∗Δ = − , which allows the inequalities for the 
diffuse reflectivities to be written as 
 0 1k k k kδ δ δ δ∗ ∗+Δ ≥ +Δ ≤  (5.38) 
Rearranging yields  
 1k k k kδ δ δ δ∗ ∗Δ ≥ − −Δ ≥ −  (5.39) 
which are the constraints on kδΔ , in the linearized problem, equivalent to the 
original constraints on kδ , given in Equation (5.37). Since Equation (5.16) also 
defines k k kρ ρ ρ∗Δ = − , the inequalities for the specular reflectivities, in Equation 
(5.37), can be written as 
 0 1k k k kρ ρ ρ ρ∗ ∗+Δ ≥ +Δ ≤  (5.40) 
Rearranging yields 
 1k k k kρ ρ ρ ρ∗ ∗Δ ≥ − −Δ ≥ −  (5.41) 
which are the constraints on kρΔ , in the linearized problem, equivalent to the 
original constraints on kρ , given in Equation (5.37). Furthermore, the total 
reflectivity for each macro-model surface must also lie between 0 and 1, 
 0 1k kδ ρ≤ + ≤  (5.42) 
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The lower inequality is automatically satisfied provided that the constraints of 
Equation (5.37) are met. The remaining constraint is 
 1k kδ ρ+ ≤  (5.43) 
which, based on the definitions in Equation (5.16), can be written as 
 1k k k kδ δ ρ ρ∗ ∗+Δ + +Δ ≤  (5.44) 
Rearranging yields  
 1k k k kδ ρ δ ρ∗ ∗−Δ −Δ ≥ + −  (5.45) 
which is the final, combined constraint on kδΔ  and kρΔ , in the linearized 
problem, equivalent to the constraint on kδ  and kρ , given in Equation (5.43). 
Together, Equations (5.35), (5.39), (5.41), and (5.45) include seven 
inequality constraints for each of the K ′  (= 8) macro-model surfaces, yielding a 
total set of 56 to be satisfied, 
 Cx h≥  (5.46) 
Based on the ordering of the state vector in Equation (5.18), the 56 24×  matrix 
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…  (5.48) 
5.2.4 Elimination of Equality Constraints 
Combined, Equations (5.25), (5.29), and (5.46) form a least-squares 
problem with equality and inequality constraints, a problem designated “LSEI” 









Their solution begins with the elimination of the equality constraints. First, they 
computed an orthogonal decomposition of B, 
 TB Q V= Λ  (5.50) 
Based on Equations (5.30) and (5.31), Q and V are 4 4×  and 24 24×  orthogonal 





L⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥Λ = ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (5.51) 
where L is an 4 4×  lower triangular matrix. Substituting Equation (5.50) into 
the equality constraint in Equation (5.49), and pre-multiplying both sides by TQ , 
yields 







V x y Q d g
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 (5.53) 
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 (5.54) 
While the 20 1×  vector 2y  is arbitrary, a unique solution 1̂y  is found by solving 
 1 1Ly g=  (5.55) 
where both 1y  and 1g  are 4 1×  vectors. From Equation (5.53), x Vy= . Thus, 
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 (5.56) 
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 (5.57) 
Substituting this expression for x̂  in Equation (5.49) confirms that the equality 
constraints have been satisfied, leaving a reduced least-squares problem, now 











where the 3 20m×  matrix 2H HV= ; the 3 1m×  vector 1 1̂rf f HV y= − ; the 
56 20×  matrix 2C CV= ; and the 56 1×  vector 1 1̂rh h CV y= − . 
5.2.5 Transformation to Least Distance Problem 
Haskell and Hanson (1981) next converted the problem posed by Equation 
(5.58), which they denoted “LSI”, into the least distance problem. This 
transformation begins with the orthogonal decomposition of H , 
 TH R W= Γ  (5.59) 
where R and W are 3 3m m×  and 20 20×  orthogonal matrices, respectively. The 




U⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥Γ = ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (5.60) 
where U is a 20 20×  upper-triangular matrix. Substituting Equation (5.59) for 
H , the residual vector in Equation (5.58) becomes 
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 2Trf R W y− Γ  (5.61) 
Since R is an orthogonal matrix, pre-multiplying both terms of this vector by TR  
does not change its magnitude, 
 2T TrR f W y− Γ  (5.62) 












⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 (5.63) 
where TR  and TW  have been partitioned by rows. After expanding the resulting 
vector in Equation (5.63), the square of its magnitude can be expressed as  
 
2 2
1 1 2 2
T T T
r rR f UW y R f+−  (5.64) 
Defining 
 1 2 1T T rz UW y R f= −  (5.65) 





rR fz +  (5.66) 
Since the second term is only an additive constant, the overall minimum is 
achieved by minimizing 2z , or equivalently, z . Solving Equation (5.65) for 2y , 
and substituting the result into the inequality constraint of Equation (5.58), 






C z h′ ′≥
 (5.67) 
Like 2y , z  is a 20 1×  vector. The 56 20×  matrix 11C CWU−′ = , and the 56 1×  
vector 11 1Tr r rh h CWU R f−′ = − . 
5.2.6 Solution in Dual Form 
To solve the least distance problem of Equation (5.67), Haskell and 
Hanson (1981) adopted the dual approach advocated by Lawson and Hanson 
(1974). The latter proved that the correct solution for z  can be obtained by 









In the current problem, P and q  are defined, respectively, to be an augmented 












⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥′⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= = ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥′⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (5.69) 
The solution û  is determined using an active-set algorithm from Lawson and 
Hanson (1974), which partitions the unknown variables into two sets, based on 
whether they assume positive or zero values under the non-negativity constraints. 
From the residual vector in the NNLS problem,  
 ˆr Pu q= −  (5.70) 
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where the ir  are the 20 1+  components of r  in Equation (5.70). This result is 
then transformed back to the previous coordinates by substituting z  into 
Equation (5.65) and solving for 2y . Finally, 2y  is combined with the previously 
determined 1̂y , and transformed per Equation (5.56), to yield x̂ , the complete 
solution to the LSEI problem in Equation (5.49).  
5.3 Pre-Launch Solutions and Assessment 
Hanson and Haskell (1982) subsequently published a Fortran-based 
“LSEI” subroutine that implemented the solution outlined in Sections 5.2.4 
through 5.2.6. Later, they also made the complete source code available through 
the on-line Netlib repository (www.netlib.org). For this study, a new program 
was written around the LSEI subroutine to estimate the macro-model 
parameters. As Figure 5.7 illustrates, the algorithm begins by reading their a 
priori values. The initial area for each surface was taken from Table 5.1. Those 
for surfaces 7 and 9 were combined to yield a single value (8.443 m2) for the front 
of the one wing used in the linearized force model of Section 5.2.2. Likewise, the 
areas for surfaces 8 and 10 were combined to yield a single value (8.418 m2) for 
the back. The initial specular and diffuse reflectivities for all eight surfaces were 






















Figure 5.7.  Macro-Model Parameter Estimation Algorithm 
For each iteration, the micro-model simulation cases selected from Tables 
4.4 and 4.5 are processed to construct the matrices and vectors needed in 
Equation (5.49). For each case, the solar and Earth radiation forces at a given 
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point in the orbit are read from the micro-model simulation output file. The 
corresponding macro-model forces are computed from Equations (5.7) through 
(5.10), using the current a priori parameters, along with the orbit and attitude 
data generated by the micro-model simulation. Differencing the micro-model and 
macro-model forces yields the “observation” vector f  in the linearized problem. 
In addition, the concomitant partial derivatives of Equations (5.20) and (5.21) 
are calculated to populate the H matrix per Equation (5.19). 
Although the B and C matrices in the equality and inequality constraints, 
respectively, are fixed, the d  and h  vectors must be updated each iteration, 
based on the current macro-model parameters, and the definitions of Equations 
(5.30) and (5.48). In the latter equation, the minimum and maximum areas for 
each surface k were set to the smaller and larger areas, respectively, for each pair 
of surfaces in Table 5.1. For example, the equality constraints require that 
1 2A A= , so the lower limits 1minA  and 2minA  were both set to 3.819 m2, while the 
upper limits 1maxA  and 2maxA  were both set to 3.833 m2. This restriction limits the 
estimated areas to the range predicted by the heat-rate simulation. After all of 
the necessary matrices and vectors have been established, the LSEI subroutine 
generates a solution îx  in the linearized problem, for the i-th iteration, the 
components of which are then applied to update the macro-model parameters: 
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k i k i k i
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Finally, the processing ends when the number of iterations exceeds a user-defined 
maximum value (10), or if the root-mean-square (RMS) of the residual force 
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differences changes by less than a user-specified tolerance ( 61 10−×  μN) during 
the current iteration. 
 The following sections present and discuss three different solutions. The 
first was obtained by fitting the beginning-of-life (BOL) micro-model forces from 
all 40 cases in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The second actually encompasses four separate 
solutions, one for each attitude control frame, generated by fitting the subset of 
BOL micro-model cases with the corresponding satellite orientation. The third 
solution again fit forces from all 40 cases, but used, instead, the end-of-life (EOL) 
micro-model force histories. As described in this chapter, area and reflectivity 
parameters were estimated for an eight-surface model. The solutions shown in the 
following sections, however, have been expanded to the full 10-surface model used 
in ICESat POD. The areas estimated for the front and the back of the single 
solar array in the linearized model were divided in two, with equal areas assigned, 
respectively, to surfaces 7 and 9, and surfaces 8 and 10. The estimated diffuse 
and specular reflectivities remain unchanged, with their values being assigned, 
accordingly, to both of the two smaller arrays. In addition, the mean and RMS of 
the residual forces for each solution have been computed and tabulated. Finally, 
to illustrate the quality of the fits, the individual residual forces for each solution 
have been plotted for the four representative cases of Table 4.8. 
5.3.1 Nominal BOL Solution 
Fitting all 40 micro-model simulation cases from Tables 4.4 and 4.5, the 
nominal BOL solution reflects all planned orbit and satellite attitude geometries. 
Summarized in Table 5.3a, it thus constitutes the most general set of BOL 
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macro-model parameters. The effects of the constraints on the solution are 
evident. All of the inequality constraints imposed on the surface areas were 
active, with each of the estimates equal to its lower limit in Equation (5.32). 
Most of the estimated diffuse reflectivities were similarly constrained, with their 
values set to 0, except those for the scsx+  face and the back sides of the solar 
arrays. None of the inequality constraints associated with the specular 
reflectivities, however, were active, as each of the estimates lies between 0 and 1. 
At first glance, these results are surprising. The relatively low specularity 
of 0.2, adopted in Section 4.2.1 for nearly all of the surfaces in the micro-model 
simulation, suggested that the macro-model surfaces would also exhibit chiefly 
diffuse reflective behavior. Clearly, that is not the case, which implies that some 
of the differences between the underlying radiation models were absorbed by the 
estimated specular reflectivities. As detailed in Section 5.2.1, the total radiation 
force acts on an individual macro-model surface along a direction that is a linear 
combination of its surface normal, and the unit direction vectors to the Sun and 
the Earth segments. The total radiation force acting on a micro-model node, 
however, accounts for the directions of as many as 10,000 rays from each source. 
The macro-model appears to have compensated for this disparity through the 
multi-directional paths associated with specular reflection. Only the front sides of 
the solar arrays produced estimated reflectivities resembling those implemented 
in the micro-model simulation: ( ) ( ), 0.257,0.000ρ δ =  from Table 5.3a, versus 
( ) ( ), 0.265,0.006ρ δ = , the averages of the solar and infrared values in Table 5.1.         
The cost of the constraints can be observed directly by comparing the 
residual statistics from the nominal BOL solution, in Table 5.3b, with those from 
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the unconstrained solution, in Table 5.4b. The root-sum-square (RSS) of the 
residual RMS values for the RTN components of the total radiation force 
increased by a factor of three in the constrained case, from 1.245 μN to 3.789 μN. 
This was due almost entirely to an increase in the solar radiation force residuals. 
Although the same statistic for the Earth emission force increased by a factor of 
two in the constrained case, that for the Earth albedo force actually decreased by 
nearly the same factor. A quick inspection of the unconstrained solution in Table 
5.4a, however, reveals that almost all of the estimated reflectivities are infeasible, 
except those for the scsy+  face and the front sides of the solar arrays. All of the 
unconstrained surface areas estimated for the box portion of the macro-model are 
lower with respect to the nominal BOL solution, but those for the front sides of 
the arrays are higher. 
In their determination of the TOPEX/Poseidon macro-model parameters, 
Marshall and Luthcke (1994a) computed similar statistics for their fit to the solar 
radiation forces generated by an earlier micro-model simulation. They chose, 
however, to present these results as forces per unit mass, with units of 
acceleration (nm/s2). To compare these with the statistics from the nominal BOL 
solution, in Table 5.3b, the latter were divided by the BOL satellite mass, 958 kg. 
The results are shown in Table 5.5a, while those for TOPEX/Poseidon are shown 
in Table 5.5b. The RSS of the residual RMS values for the RTN components of 
the solar radiation force was better for ICESat by a factor of two, but the same 
statistics for Earth albedo and emission were slightly higher. This latter result is 
surprising, as Marshall and Luthcke (1994a) used only the micro-model solar 
forces to compute the macro-model parameters. It suggests that, despite the 
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inclusion of Earth radiation in the ICESat modeling, the estimated macro-model 
parameters were dictated primarily by solar radiation. 
Figures 5.8 through 5.11 illustrate the residual radiation forces for the four 
representative cases in Table 4.8. The relatively large and systematic variation in 
the solar force residuals results from shadowing within the micro-model, which 
was ignored by the macro-model. Figure 5.12 plots the number of nodes in the 
micro-model illuminated by solar radiation throughout the orbit, for each of these 
four cases. In Case 9, for example, the magnitudes of the transverse and normal 
components from the micro-model were smaller than those from the macro-
model, at arguments of latitude 90º and 270º. These clearly correspond to drops 
in the number of illuminated micro-model nodes at these positions in Figure 5.12. 
Similar, but smaller, effects are observed for the other three cases. 
Although the residual Earth radiation forces were smaller than their solar 
counterparts, two factors influenced the observed patterns. First, for Earth 
albedo, the sampling associated with the micro-model Monte Carlo Ray Tracing 
(MCRT) method better renders the Earth’s terminator than the limited number 
of Earth segments used in the macro-model approach. As a result, depending on 
the orbit geometry, the micro-model forces were slightly larger or smaller than 
the macro-model forces at the eclipse boundaries. Second, the estimated 
reflectivities for the back sides of the solar arrays are significantly different from 
those implemented in the micro-model simulation: ( ) ( ), 0.545,0.095ρ δ =  from 
Table 5.3a, versus ( ) ( ), 0.092,0.369ρ δ = , the averages of the solar and infrared 
values in Table 5.1. This disparity produced the larger Earth emission residuals 




k Face (SCS) Ak (m
2) ρk δk 
1 +x  3.819  0.460  0.179 
2 –x  3.819  0.987  0.000 
3 +y  5.212  0.433  0.000 
4 –y  5.212  0.396  0.000 
5 +z  2.733  0.472  0.000 
6 –z  2.733  0.727  0.000 
7 +y SA (front)  4.209  0.257  0.000 
8 +y SA (back)  4.209  0.545  0.095 
9 –y SA (front)  4.209  0.257  0.000 
10 –y SA (back)  4.209  0.545  0.095 
Table 5.3a.  Nominal BOL Solution (Cases 1-40) 
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k Face (SCS) Ak (m
2) ρk δk 
1 +x  1.697  –0.417  1.417 
2 –x  4.634  0.475  –0.320 
3 +y  1.233  0.751  0.249 
4 –y  1.527  0.715  –0.035 
5 +z  –0.017  –15.655  –5.195 
6 –z  0.601  2.572  –1.981 
7 +y SA (front)  5.207  0.153  0.261 
8 +y SA (back)  3.871  –1.163  2.163 
9 –y SA (front)  5.207  0.153  0.261 
10 –y SA (back)  3.871  –1.163  2.163 
Table 5.4a.  Unconstrained Solution (Cases 1-40) 
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Table 5.5a. ICESat Nominal BOL Residual Statistics (nm/s2) 
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Table 5.5b. TOPEX/Poseidon Residual Statistics (nm/s2)                         




Figure 5.8. Case 9 Nominal BOL Residual Forces: ′β = –55°, Yaw = 270° 




Figure 5.9.  Case 14 Nominal BOL Residual Forces: ′β = –30°, Yaw = 0° 




Figure 5.10.  Case 21 Nominal BOL Residual Forces: ′β = 0°, Yaw = 180° 




Figure 5.11.  Case 37 Nominal BOL Residual Forces: ′β = 75°, Yaw = 90° 




Figure 5.12.  Micro-Model Nodes Illuminated by Solar Radiation 
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5.3.2 Attitude-Specific Solutions 
Instead of fitting all 40 cases from Tables 4.4 and 4.5, a solution for each 
attitude control frame in Table 5.6 was obtained by fitting only the BOL micro-
model simulation cases shown. These attitude-specific solutions are summarized 
in Tables 5.7a through 5.10a. The two solutions for the sailboat mode are similar 
to each other and, generally, resemble the nominal BOL solution, with the 
exception of the estimated reflectivities for the back sides of the solar arrays: 
( ) ( ), 0.228,0.727ρ δ =  and ( ) ( ), 0.237,0.741ρ δ = , from Tables 5.7a and 5.10a, 
respectively, versus ( ) ( ), 0.545,0.095ρ δ = , from Table 5.3a. For both solutions, 
all of the inequality constraints imposed on the surface areas were active, with 
each of the estimates equal to its lower limit in Equation (5.32). Most of the 
estimated diffuse reflectivities were similarly constrained, with their values set to 
0, except those for the scsx+  face and the back sides of the solar arrays. Unlike in 
the nominal BOL solution, two of the inequality constraints associated with the 
specular reflectivities were active, yielding upper-limit estimates of 1 for both the 
scsx−  and scsz+  faces. 
 
Control 





3 Sailboat 270º 1–13 9 
2 Airplane 0º 14–20 14 
0 Airplane 180º 21–27 21 
1 Sailboat 90º 28–40 37 
Table 5.6.  Micro-Model Cases for Attitude-Specific Solutions   
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The two airplane-mode solutions, in Tables 5.8a and 5.9a, also resemble 
each other, but they differ noticeably from the nominal BOL solution. For both, 
all of the inequality constraints imposed on the surface areas were again active, 
with each of the estimates equal to its lower limit in Equation (5.32). The 
estimated diffuse reflectivities were similarly constrained for control frame 0, with 
all of their values set to 0. For control frame 2, most of the estimated diffuse 
reflectivities were also 0, except those for the back sides of the solar arrays. In 
both solutions, only one of the inequality constraints associated with the specular 
reflectivities was active, yielding an upper-limit estimate of 1 for the scsy−  face.  
The residual statistics for each solution are provided in Tables 5.7b 
through 5.10b. The RSS of the residual RMS values for the RTN components of 
the total radiation force was nearly 40% lower for each of the airplane-mode 
solutions than for the nominal BOL solution. The same statistic, however, was 
almost 7% higher for each of the sailboat-mode cases. The significantly better fit 
achieved in the airplane mode stems mainly from an improvement in the solar 
radiation force residuals, a consequence of the more direct exposure that the 
arrays have to the Sun. For Earth albedo, the RSS of the RMS values for the 
residual force components was higher in the airplane mode, while the same 
statistic for Earth emission was lower, as compared to the nominal BOL solution. 
These results were reversed for the sailboat mode. Figures 5.13 through 5.16 plot 
the residuals for the four representative cases of Table 4.8. The patterns resemble 
those observed for the nominal BOL solution, although, as expected, with slightly 
smaller amplitudes for solar radiation and Earth albedo in the airplane mode, 




k Face (SCS) Ak (m
2) ρk δk 
1 +x  3.819  0.654  0.198 
2 –x  3.819  1.000  0.000 
3 +y  5.212  0.360  0.000 
4 –y  5.212  0.380  0.000 
5 +z  2.733  1.000  0.000 
6 –z  2.733  0.767  0.000 
7 +y SA (front)  4.209  0.263  0.000 
8 +y SA (back)  4.209  0.228  0.727 
9 –y SA (front)  4.209  0.263  0.000 
10 –y SA (back)  4.209  0.228  0.727 
Table 5.7a.  Yaw = 270° Solution (Cases 1-13) 
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Figure 5.13.  Case 9 Attitude-Specific Residual Forces: ′β = –55°, Yaw = 270° 





k Face (SCS) Ak (m
2) ρk δk 
1 +x  3.819  0.294  0.000 
2 –x  3.819  0.760  0.000 
3 +y  5.212  0.640  0.000 
4 –y  5.212  1.000  0.000 
5 +z  2.733  0.333  0.000 
6 –z  2.733  0.585  0.000 
7 +y SA (front)  4.209  0.281  0.000 
8 +y SA (back)  4.209  0.287  0.130 
9 –y SA (front)  4.209  0.281  0.000 
10 –y SA (back)  4.209  0.287  0.130 
Table 5.8a.  Yaw = 0° Solution (Cases 14-20) 
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Figure 5.14.  Case 14 Attitude-Specific Residual Forces: ′β = –30°, Yaw = 0° 




k Face (SCS) Ak (m
2) ρk δk 
1 +x  3.819  0.225  0.000 
2 –x  3.819  0.735  0.000 
3 +y  5.212  0.624  0.000 
4 –y  5.212  1.000  0.000 
5 +z  2.733  0.291  0.000 
6 –z  2.733  0.584  0.000 
7 +y SA (front)  4.209  0.287  0.000 
8 +y SA (back)  4.209  0.281  0.000 
9 –y SA (front)  4.209  0.287  0.000 
10 –y SA (back)  4.209  0.281  0.000 
Table 5.9a.  Yaw = 180° Solution (Cases 21-27) 
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Figure 5.15.  Case 21 Attitude-Specific Residual Forces: ′β = 0°, Yaw = 180° 




k Face (SCS) Ak (m
2) ρk δk 
1 +x  3.819  0.622  0.219 
2 –x  3.819  1.000  0.000 
3 +y  5.212  0.373  0.000 
4 –y  5.212  0.377  0.000 
5 +z  2.733  1.000  0.000 
6 –z  2.733  0.762  0.000 
7 +y SA (front)  4.209  0.263  0.000 
8 +y SA (back)  4.209  0.237  0.741 
9 –y SA (front)  4.209  0.263  0.000 
10 –y SA (back)  4.209  0.237  0.741 
Table 5.10a.  Yaw = 90° Solution (Cases 28-40) 
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Figure 5.16.  Case 37 Attitude-Specific Residual Forces: ′β = 75°, Yaw = 90° 
(Sailboat), Fixed Arrays, Non-Eclipsing Orbit 
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5.3.3 Nominal EOL Solution 
As described in Section 4.3.2, the radiative properties of satellite surfaces 
degrade with exposure to the space environment. Consequently, another set of 
macro-model parameters was obtained by fitting the EOL micro-model forces for 
all 40 cases in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. Like the nominal BOL solution, this nominal 
EOL solution, shown in Table 5.11a, reflects all planned orbit and satellite 
attitude geometries, but also accounts for changes in radiative properties during 
the mission. All of the inequality constraints imposed on the surface areas were 
active, with each of the estimates equal to its lower limit in Equation (5.32). 
Most of the estimated diffuse reflectivities were similarly constrained, with their 
values set to 0, except those for the scsx+  face. Only one of the inequality 
constraints associated with the specular reflectivities was active, yielding an 
upper-limit of 1 for the scsx−  face. 
In general, the solution resembles the nominal BOL solution, with the 
exception of the estimated specular reflectivities for the front sides of the solar 
arrays: 0.073ρ = , from Table 5.11a, versus 0.257ρ = , from Table 5.3a. This 
decrease resulted from the anticipated increase in absorptivity for the solar cells, 
making these surfaces less reflective. Table 5.11b summarizes the residual 
statistics, which were also similar to those produced by the nominal BOL 
solution. The RSS of the residual RMS values for the RTN components of the 
total radiation force was 2% greater for the nominal EOL solution. Figures 5.17 
through 5.20 plot the residual forces for the four representative cases in Table 




k Face (SCS) Ak (m
2) ρk δk 
1 +x  3.819  0.460  0.157 
2 –x  3.819  1.000  0.000 
3 +y  5.212  0.409  0.000 
4 –y  5.212  0.383  0.000 
5 +z  2.733  0.474  0.000 
6 –z  2.733  0.684  0.000 
7 +y SA (front)  4.209  0.073  0.000 
8 +y SA (back)  4.209  0.642  0.000 
9 –y SA (front)  4.209  0.073  0.000 
10 –y SA (back)  4.209  0.642  0.000 
Table 5.11a.  Nominal EOL Solution (Cases 1-40) 
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Figure 5.17.  Case 9 Nominal EOL Residual Forces: ′β = –55°, Yaw = 270° 




Figure 5.18.  Case 14 Nominal EOL Residual Forces: ′β = –30°, Yaw = 0° 




Figure 5.19.  Case 21 Nominal EOL Residual Forces: ′β = 0°, Yaw = 180° 




Figure 5.20.  Case 37 Nominal EOL Residual Forces: ′β = 75°, Yaw = 90° 
(Sailboat), Fixed Arrays, Non-Eclipsing Orbit 
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5.3.4 POD Simulation 
In their pre-launch study of the anticipated orbit errors for ICESat, Rim 
et al. (1999) simulated those from the solar and Earth radiation force models by 
introducing errors in the macro-model parameters, the alignments of the solar 
arrays, the Earth albedo and emissivity model parameters, and the eclipse 
duration. Following their approach, ten days of undifferenced Global Positioning 
System (GPS) carrier-phase ranges were generated by MSODP, at 60-sec 
intervals. The nominal BOL macro-model parameters in Table 5.3a were 
perturbed by applying a ±5% bias to each surface area, and 5% (1σ) random 
errors to the diffuse and specular reflectivities. Additional errors included: 
 
 1º (1σ) stochastic errors in the solar array pitch angles, with a 1-hr 
correlation time 
 1º biases in the alignments of the solar arrays   
 5% (1σ) random errors in the Earth albedo and emissivity model 
coefficients of Table 2.1 
 5-km (1σ) random error in the Earth shadow radius 
 
Furthermore, the conical Earth shadow model described in Section 2.4 was 
chosen to determine the satellite eclipses. 
After creating the double-difference high-low (DDHL) measurements, POD 
solutions were obtained for eight overlapping 30-hr arcs, using the unperturbed 
nominal BOL macro-model parameters in the BWSRP and BWERP models, and 
the cylindrical Earth shadow model of Section 2.4. The other dynamic models 
were the same as those used to generate the simulated data. For each arc, the 
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initial state was estimated, along with an atmospheric drag coefficient for each 
orbit revolution, and empirical one-cycle-per-revolution (1-cpr) transverse and 
normal forces (per unit mass) every six hours. Differencing the middle 24 hours of 
the propagated solution from each arc with the “truth” orbit produced during 
data generation provides a measure of the orbit errors associated with using the 
macro-model. Table 5.12 summarizes the RMS for each of the RTN components 
of these differences, along with their RSS, in six eight-day cases that span the 
nominal attitude control frames, and various orbit-Sun geometries, as 
characterized by the β ′  angle at the midpoint of the interval. 
 
RMS Orbit Differences 
Case β′ Control Frame Radial Trans Normal 3D RSS 
1 +80º 1 0.2 0.4 1.6 1.7 
2 +50º 1 0.2 0.4 0.9 1.0 
3 +20º 0 0.5 1.0 0.2 1.1 
4 –5º 2 0.5 1.0 0.1 1.1 
5 –35º 3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 
6 –65º 3 0.2 0.5 1.7 1.8 
Table 5.12.  Original POD Simulation Orbit Errors (mm) 
With the completion of the micro-model simulation and the determination 
of the macro-model parameters, it became possible, and desirable, to reexamine 
the orbit errors introduced by using the latter. Instead of perturbing parameters 
in the BWSRP and BWERP models, an experimental subroutine was developed, 
and implemented in MSODP, to allow the combined solar and Earth radiation 
force (per unit mass) to be computed from the total-force history output by the 
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micro-model simulation. Based on the β ′  angle and the argument of latitude at a 
given time, this force is obtained from a bi-linear interpolation of the RTN forces 
from the 40 cases in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, and the supplemental cases in Tables 4.6 
and 4.7. The interpolated force vector is then rotated to the ICRF, divided by 
the mass of the satellite, and substituted for the S  and E  perturbations in 
Equation (1.12). 
Using this force model instead of the BWSRP and BWERP models, ten 
days of undifferenced GPS carrier-phase ranges were again generated by MSODP, 
at 60-sec intervals, and combined to yield DDHL measurements. POD solutions 
were then obtained for eight 30-hr arcs, using the nominal BOL macro-model 
parameters of Table 5.3a in the BWSRP and BWERP models. The other 
dynamic models were the same as those used to generate the simulated data. The 
middle 24 hours of the propagated solution from each arc were again differenced 
with the “truth” orbit. Table 5.13 summarizes the RMS for each of the RTN 
components of these differences, and their RSS, for the cases in Table 5.12. For 
Cases 2-6, the RSS errors in the former are 0.1-1.5 mm larger than those in the 
latter, suggesting that the original POD simulation slightly underestimated the 










RMS Orbit Differences 
Case β′ Control Frame Radial Trans Normal 3D RSS 
1 +80º 1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 
2 +50º 1 0.6 0.9 1.1 1.5 
3 +20º 0 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.8 
4 –5º 2 1.2 1.0 0.6 1.6 
5 –35º 3 0.9 1.0 1.9 2.3 
6 –65º 3 0.6 0.8 1.7 1.9 
Table 5.13.  Macro–Micro Model Orbit Errors (mm) 
Of course, such radiation force modeling errors do not occur in isolation. 
Rim et al. (1999) also simulated the orbit errors introduced by other dynamic 
models and by the measurement model: 
 
 Gravitational errors, including solid-Earth and ocean-tide model errors 
 Atmospheric drag errors, including density model errors 
 DDHL model errors 
 GPS ground station position errors   
 GPS satellite orbit errors 
 Reference frame errors 
 
As before, they introduced these errors by applying random errors and biases to 
various parameters during the generation of the simulated data, and by using 
selected dynamic models (e.g., geopotential models) in the estimation of the orbit 
solutions different from those employed in the data generation. Applying this 
approach to the six cases in Table 5.12, ten days of undifferenced GPS carrier-
phase ranges were first generated by MSODP, at 60-sec intervals, using the 
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nominal BOL macro-model parameters of Table 5.3a in the BWSRP and 
BWERP models. After creating the DDHL measurements, POD solutions were 
obtained for eight 30-hr arcs, using the same macro-model parameters. In this 
context, differencing the middle 24 hours of the propagated solution from each 
arc with the “truth” orbit provides a measure of the combined errors associated 
with these other dynamic and measurement models. Table 5.14 summarizes the 
RMS for each of the RTN components of these differences, and their RSS, for the 
cases in Table 5.12. These results do not include any radiation force modeling 
errors. 
 
RMS Orbit Differences 
Case β′ Control Frame Radial Trans Normal 3D RSS 
1 +80º 1 147.9 371.6 145.4 425.6 
2 +50º 1 133.2 346.2 147.3 399.1 
3 +20º 0 125.0 327.8 138.5 377.2 
4 –5º 2 143.8 364.4 139.4 415.8 
5 –35º 3 131.6 335.9 135.6 385.4 
6 –65º 3 144.3 362.8 141.9 415.5 
Table 5.14.  Dynamic and Measurement Model Orbit Errors (mm):                
No Radiation Force Model Errors 
Finally, the impact of using the macro-model was reconsidered in 
conjunction with these other dynamic and measurement model errors. Combining 
the approaches used to generate Tables 5.13 and 5.14, ten days of undifferenced 
GPS carrier-phase ranges were generated by MSODP, at 60-sec intervals, using 
the interpolated micro-model radiation forces. After creating the DDHL 
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measurements, POD solutions were obtained for eight 30-hr arcs, using the 
nominal BOL macro-model parameters from Table 5.3a. The middle 24 hours of 
the propagated solution from each arc were differenced with the “truth” orbit. 
Table 5.15 summarizes the RMS for each of the RTN components of these 
differences, and their RSS, for the cases in Table 5.12. These results now include 
the errors associated with using the macro-model, but differ from those in Table 
5.14 by no more than ±0.1 mm. This suggests that any tuning of the macro-
model parameters during the mission may prove to be prohibitive, as the 
requisite error signals were clearly aliased to others and absorbed, presumably by 
the estimated atmospheric drag coefficients and/or the empirical forces. 
 
RMS Orbit Differences 
Case β′ Control Frame Radial Trans Normal 3D RSS 
1 +80º 1 147.9 371.6 145.4 425.6 
2 +50º 1 133.2 346.2 147.2 399.1 
3 +20º 0 125.1 327.8 138.5 377.3 
4 –5º 2 143.7 364.4 139.3 415.8 
5 –35º 3 131.5 335.9 135.6 385.4 
6 –65º 3 144.3 362.8 141.9 415.4 
Table 5.15.  Dynamic and Measurement Model Orbit Errors (mm):             





6.1 Evaluation Periods 
As of May 2007, the Geoscience Laser Altimetry System (GLAS) has 
completed 12 separate mapping campaigns, each typically lasting about 35 days. 
To evaluate the performance of the solar and Earth radiation force models in 
ICESat precision orbit determination (POD), eight-day intervals were selected 
from four of these campaigns. As shown in Table 6.1, each corresponds to one of 
the nominal attitude control frames, and to a particular orbit-Sun geometry, as 
characterized by the β ′  angle — defined in Section 3.4.2 — at the midpoint of 
the interval. 
 
Campaign Year Days of Year 
Control 
Frame Mode Yaw β′ 
Laser 3c 2005 158–165 2 Airplane 0º –9.4º 
Laser 3d 2005 299–306 1 Sailboat 90º +54.0º 
Laser 3f 2006 160–167 0 Airplane 180º +10.3º 
Laser 3g 2006 305–312 3 Sailboat 270º –47.8º 
Table 6.1. Post-Launch POD Evaluation Periods 
The campaign designation reveals which of the three GLAS lasers was being 
operated, and its relative order among the campaigns conducted with that laser. 
For example, Laser 3d denotes the fourth campaign (“d”) to use the third laser. 
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For each of these evaluation periods, double-difference high-low (DDHL) 
measurements were first derived from the Global Positioning System (GPS) 
carrier-phase data collected by the onboard receiver, as discussed in Chapter 1. 
These measurements were then processed by the Multi-Satellite Orbit 
Determination Program (MSODP) to obtain orbit solutions for eight overlapping 
30-hr arcs in each period. Following the strategy developed by Rim and Schutz 
(2002) for operational ICESat POD, the initial conditions for each arc were 
estimated, along with the following parameters: 
 
 An atmospheric drag coefficient for each orbit revolution 
 Empirical one-cycle-per-revolution (1-cpr) transverse and normal forces 
(per unit mass) for each orbit revolution 
 Ambiguity parameters for the DDHL measurements 
 Zenith-delay parameters for the GPS ground stations 
 The radial component of the ICESat GPS antenna offset from the 
satellite center of mass 
 
The GPS satellite ephemerides were fixed to the final solutions generated by the 
International GNSS Service (IGS). The dynamic and measurement models used 
were those defined by Rim and Schutz (2002), with the exception of the 
geopotential model. Currently, MSODP employs the GRACE Gravity Model 01 
(GGM01) (Tapley et al., 2004a) to compute the perturbations associated with 
the Earth’s gravitational field. This study, however, adopted the more recently 
released GRACE Gravity Model 02 (GGM02) (Tapley et al., 2005) for the post-
launch evaluation of the macro-model parameters. 
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Solar + Infrared 
Table 6.2.  Macro-Model Parameter Sets 
Six POD solutions were produced for each of the evaluation periods in 
Table 6.1, using the macro-model parameter sets in Table 6.2. The first three of 
these sets were obtained through least-squares fits to the micro-model forces, as 
discussed in Section 5.3. They consist of (1) the nominal beginning-of-life (BOL) 
solution, in Table 5.3a; (2) the attitude-specific solutions, in Tables 5.7a through 
5.10a; and (3) the nominal end-of-life (EOL) solution, in Table 5.11a. The 
remaining three sets in Table 6.2 were derived from the area-weighted average 
reflectivities in Table 5.2. They consist of (1) the solar spectral values, in the first 
column; (2) the infrared spectral values, in the second column; and (3) a 
numerical average of the solar and infrared spectral values. Mathematically, these 
sets correspond to substituting 1, 0, and 0.5, respectively, for χ in Equation (5.6). 
The following sections assess the relative performance of these macro-
model parameter sets by comparing the results obtained for various metrics 
typically used to evaluate POD solutions: (1) DDHL residuals, (2) orbit overlap 
differences, (3) satellite laser ranging (SLR) residuals, and (4) amplitudes of the 
estimated 1-cpr transverse and normal forces (per unit mass). The chapter 
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concludes with a look at the sensitivity of the POD solutions to changes in the 
macro-model parameters, gauged by differencing those generated with the 
nominal BOL parameters and those generated using each of the other sets.  
6.2 DDHL Residuals 
The POD solutions were obtained by processing the DDHL measurements 
in the MSODP epoch-state batch filter described in Chapter 1. Equation (1.29) 
furnished the corresponding observation residuals: 
 DDHL DDHLpq pql l l uw uwy Y Y
∗∗= − = −  (6.1) 
Each “computed” DDHL measurement, denoted by the asterisk, was determined 
from Equation (1.18), using the fixed GPS satellite positions, the estimated 
ICESat position, and the estimated DDHL ambiguity. After calculating the root-
mean-square (RMS) of these residuals for each arc, those for the eight arcs in 
each evaluation period of Table 6.1 were averaged to yield a mean RMS. Table 
6.3 summarizes these statistics for the POD solutions generated with the various 
macro-model parameter sets of Table 6.2. 
The results within each campaign exhibit only small variations, implying 
either that the differences among the macro-model sets had little impact on the 
DDHL residuals, or that the errors signals they produced were absorbed by one 
or more of the estimated parameters. Laser 3f displayed the most variability, 
while Laser 3g showed the least. Among the campaigns, the results differ at the 
sub-millimeter level, with Laser 3c yielding the lowest RMS values, and Laser 3f 
yielding the highest. Despite the small magnitudes of these differences, the 
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nominal BOL macro-model parameters performed best in the earlier Laser 3c and 
Laser 3d campaigns, while the nominal EOL parameters performed best for Laser 
3f and Laser 3g (along with the attitude-specific solution). This suggests that the 
surface radiative properties may have degraded during the mission, moving closer 
to their EOL values. All of the results in Table 6.3, however, are approaching 10 
mm, the noise level of the ICESat DDHL measurements, which, ultimately, limits 








EOL Solar Infrared 
Solar + 
Infrared 
Laser 3c 10.193 10.194 10.196 10.195 10.194 10.195 
Laser 3d 10.300 10.301 10.303 10.302 10.302 10.302 
Laser 3f 10.651 10.652 10.647 10.658 10.657 10.653 
Laser 3g 10.204 10.203 10.203 10.204 10.205 10.204 
Table 6.3.  Mean DDHL Residual RMS (mm) 
6.3 Orbit Overlap Differences 
Each 30-hr arc in an evaluation period overlaps adjacent arcs, as 
illustrated in Figure 6.1. The middle 24 hours constitute the daily POD solution, 
but the three hours before and after this interval create overlaps, which allow the 
independently determined ephemerides to be compared. Although not a direct 
indicator of orbit accuracy, these comparisons do provide a measure of the 
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consistency, and thus, the precision, of the POD solutions. For this study, the 
ICESat positions, from the two common solutions in each 6-hr overlap, were 
differenced at their respective 30-sec intervals, and then rotated from the 
International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) to a Radial-Transverse-Normal 
(RTN) frame, shown in Figure 4.6. After calculating the RMS for each 
component of the RTN differences in each overlap, those for the seven overlaps in 
each evaluation period of Table 6.1 were averaged to yield mean RMS values. 
Table 6.4 summarizes these statistics, along with their root-sum-square (RSS), 
































































































































































Table 6.4.  Mean Orbit Overlap RMS (mm):                                         
Radial (R), Transverse (T), Normal (N), 3D RSS (3D) 
Within each campaign, the results exhibit little to no variation, again 
implying either that the differences among the macro-model sets had little impact 
on the precision of the POD solutions, or that the error signals they produced 
were absorbed by one or more of the estimated parameters. Nonetheless, Laser 3c 
and Laser 3f, the two airplane-mode campaigns, produced similar results, as did 
the two sailboat-mode campaigns, Laser 3d and Laser 3g. This suggests that the 
precision may be influenced by satellite orientation, perhaps as it pertains to 




6.4 SLR Residuals 
Since the ICESat POD solutions are generated exclusively with the GPS 
data collected by its onboard receiver, any range measurements obtained from 
ground-based lasers constitute an independent set of observations with which to 
assess the accuracy of the GPS-derived orbits. Due to the sensitivity of the 
detectors in the GLAS instrument, such ranging to ICESat has been restricted to 
a relatively small number of stations in the International Laser Ranging Service 
(ILRS) network. This group has gradually expanded, as additional stations have 
demonstrated the ability to observe a 70º elevation limit during ranging, imposed 
to prevent sending laser energy directly into the GLAS telescope. Now numbering 
eight, these stations have steadily increased their tracking of ICESat over recent 
campaigns. 
Figure 6.2 illustrates the geometry associated with these SLR observations. 
Rim and Schutz (2002) define the measurement model for the “computed” range 
to be 
 slr s atm rel comr rρ δρ δρ δρ= − + + +  (6.2) 
where r  and sr  represent, respectively, the GPS-determined position vector of 
the satellite and the fixed position vector of the ground station. Both are 
represented in the International Terrestrial Reference Frame 2000 (ITRF2000) 
(Altamimi et al., 2002). The correction terms atmδρ , relδρ , and comδρ  account, 
respectively, for tropospheric delay, general relativity effects, and the offset of the 

















Figure 6.2.  SLR Observation Geometry 
The differences between the measured, or observed, ranges and those 
computed from Equation (6.2) represent a set of range residuals that can be 
determined for each pass over a ground station. For each evaluation period in 
Table 6.1, the number of observations from all of the ICESat passes was tallied, 
and the mean and the RMS of the resulting range residuals were computed. 
Table 6.5 summarizes these statistics for the POD solutions generated with the 























































































































Table 6.5.  SLR Residuals (mm): All Passes 
Some of these passes are considered to be “high-elevation” passes, in which 
the satellite approaches zenith, as seen from the ground station. Figure 6.2 shows 
that, if the satellite passes directly overhead, and thus, attains an elevation ( )El  
of 90º, the range vector from the station is nearly aligned with the satellite’s 
geocentric position vector. Consequently, the corresponding range residual 
provides a measure of the radial orbit error. Even with the elevation restrictions 
for ICESat, the range residuals obtained between 60º and 70º are a good 
approximation to this metric. The number of observations made at these 
elevations was tallied for each evaluation period in Table 6.1, and the mean and 
the RMS of the associated range residuals were computed. Table 6.6 summarizes 
these statistics for the POD solutions generated with the various macro-model 








































































































Table 6.6.  SLR Residuals (mm): High-Elevation Passes 
Although the results within each campaign, in both Tables 6.5 and 6.6, 
generally exhibit variations at the sub-millimeter level, they do show distinct 
differences. For Laser 3c and Laser 3d, the attitude-specific macro-model 
parameters yielded the lowest RMS values in Table 6.5. They only slightly 
underperformed the nominal BOL parameters in Laser 3f, while those for Laser 
3g generated a noticeably higher RMS than the nominal EOL parameters. 
Considering only the high-elevation passes in Table 6.6, the attitude-specific 
parameters produced the lowest RMS values for Laser 3c and Laser 3g, implying 
that they yielded the smallest radial orbit errors. Those for the other two 
campaigns, however, underperformed the infrared area-weighted reflectivities 
from Table 5.2 — slightly in Laser 3f, but more significantly in Laser 3d. Still, 
the maximum improvement obtained from any macro-model set with respect to 
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the nominal BOL parameters, which are currently in use for operational ICESat 
POD, was 0.24 mm, in Table 6.5, and 0.42 mm, in Table 6.6. Both of these 
results occurred in Laser 3g, the most recent of the evaluation periods, again 
suggesting that the surface radiative properties may have degraded during the 
mission. 
6.5 Empirical Forces 
In addition to the perturbations represented in Equation (1.12), empirical 
forces (per unit mass) can be estimated in MSODP to account for unmodeled, or 
mismodeled, forces within the dynamic model. These can take the form of 1-cpr 
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where u is the satellite’s argument of latitude. For each normalized force f, the 
subscripts c and s distinguish the coefficients of the cosine and sine components, 
respectively. Following the approach adopted for operational ICESat POD, only 
the coefficients for the transverse and normal components were estimated, once 
per orbit revolution, during each evaluation period in Table 6.1. The amplitudes 
were then computed from each pair of these coefficients, 
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Table 6.7.  Amplitudes of Estimated Empirical Forces (Per Unit Mass) (nm/s2):  
Transverse (T) and Normal (N) 
Table 6.7 summarizes the mean and RMS of the derived amplitudes for the POD 
solutions generated with the various macro-model parameter sets of Table 6.2. 
Generally, smaller amplitudes for these empirical forces (per unit mass) 
indicate that the dynamic models have more accurately represented the forces 
acting on the satellite. Accordingly, in Table 6.7, a smaller RMS for a particular 
macro-model set, within a given campaign, suggests that those parameters 
produced more accurate solar and Earth radiation forces. The RMS of the normal 
amplitudes, in all of the evaluation periods, displays significantly less variability 
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than that for the transverse amplitudes, implying that the latter is much more 
influenced by the macro-model parameters. Thus, considering only the RMS of 
the transverse amplitudes, the attitude-specific parameter sets outperformed the 
others in Laser 3d and Laser 3g, and only slightly underperformed the averaged 
solar and infrared parameter set in Laser 3c. For Laser 3f, however, these 
parameters produced a significantly lower RMS for the transverse amplitudes 
than the nominal EOL parameters. Nonetheless, as with the SLR residuals, the 
maximum improvement in these empirical forces, with respect to the nominal 
BOL parameters, was generally small — less than 0.1 nm/s2, in both Laser 3c 
and Laser 3d, increasing only to 0.38 nm/s2, in Laser 3g. The comparatively 
dramatic improvement observed in Laser 3f — 2.05 nm/s2 — clearly stands out, 
suggesting that errors in the nominal BOL parameters for the more exposed 
macro-model surfaces in this attitude orientation were larger than in the others. 
6.6 Orbit Differences 
Finally, to examine their sensitivity to the macro-model parameters, the 
POD solutions obtained with the nominal BOL set were differenced with those 
generated using the five other parameter sets in Table 6.2. For each evaluation 
period of Table 6.1, the middle 24 hours of each arc were extracted and 
concatenated. The ICESat positions, from the two eight-day solutions being 
compared, were differenced at their respective 30-sec intervals, and then rotated 
from the ICRF to the RTN frame. Table 6.8 summarizes the RMS for each 
component of these RTN differences, along with their RSS, for the POD solutions 
generated with the corresponding macro-model parameter set in Table 6.2. 
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Not surprisingly, the nominal EOL parameters, which differ most from the 
nominal BOL parameters, yielded the largest differences, at least in the first 
three evaluation periods. The infrared parameters from Table 5.2, however, 
generated the largest differences in Laser 3g, and substantial differences in Laser 
3d. Furthermore, the results from these two sailboat-mode campaigns display 
more variability than those obtained from the two airplane-mode campaigns, 
Laser 3c and Laser 3f, which suggests that their POD solutions were more 

















































































































Table 6.8.  RMS Orbit Differences from Nominal BOL Solution (mm):       






Prior to the launch of ICESat, Rim et al. (1999) conducted a detailed 
review of the dynamic models to be used in precision orbit determination (POD), 
and concluded that the overall orbit error would be dominated by geopotential 
and atmospheric-drag modeling errors. They estimated that the contributions 
from solar and Earth radiation force models would be limited to 1 mm in the 
radial component, and 2 mm overall. These results, however, were obtained by 
biasing and randomly varying the parameters of existing models, including a 
simplified representation of the satellite, designated the macro-model. This 
approach postulated that the actual radiation pressure environment could be 
characterized as a small perturbation of the modeled one. To evaluate this 
assumption, this study first developed a high-fidelity simulation of the solar and 
Earth radiation forces acting on ICESat, using a detailed model of the satellite, 
called the micro-model.  
Although developed by thermal engineers at the Ball Aerospace and 
Technologies Corporation (BATC), the ICESat micro-model also includes 
features of the onboard instrument, the Geoscience Laser Altimetry System 
(GLAS), adapted from a separate model designed by the Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFC). Created with the commercially available Thermal Synthesizer 
System (TSS), it consists of 950 surfaces, of different shapes and sizes, that have 
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been subdivided into 2058 nodes, 1124 of which can receive external radiation. 
The TSS software employs a Monte Carlo Ray Tracing Method (MCRT) method 
to calculate various quantities related to heat transfer. The current vendor, in 
consultation with the University of Texas Center for Space Research (UT/CSR), 
extended this approach to compute solar and Earth radiation forces. Using this 
modified software, these forces were generated for all of the anticipated ICESat 
attitude and orbit-Sun geometries. 
To model Earth radiation forces with the macro-model, a new subroutine 
was developed and implemented in the Multi-Satellite Orbit Determination 
Program (MSODP). Like its predecessor for solar radiation forces, this new 
model separately calculates, and then sums, the forces acting on each surface of a 
six-sided box, representing the satellite bus and instrument, and two wings, 
representing the two ICESat solar arrays. The area, diffuse reflectivity, and 
specular reflectivity for each of these surfaces were determined through an 
innovative least-squares method (LSEI), developed by Haskell and Hanson 
(1981), that incorporates linear equality and inequality constraints directly into 
the minimization problem. In fitting the forces generated by the micro-model 
simulation, these constraints ensured that the estimated macro-model parameters 
were feasible. Two of the solutions obtained spanned all satellite attitude and 
orbit-Sun geometries, one fitting the micro-model forces computed using the 
beginning-of-life (BOL) radiative properties, and the other fitting those derived 
with the end-of-life (EOL) radiative properties. A third solution actually 
comprised four different solutions, each uniquely determined for one of the 
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nominal ICESat attitudes, and based on fits to an appropriate subset of the 
micro-model forces. 
Finally, daily POD solutions were generated for selected eight-day 
intervals in each of four different ICESat campaigns, using these macro-model 
solutions. Each of these evaluation periods involved a different satellite attitude 
and orbit-Sun geometry. Three other sets of macro-model parameters were also 
considered, derived directly from the micro-model through area-weighted 
averaging of its component reflectivities. One of these sets relied exclusively on 
the solar spectral reflectivities, while another relied exclusively on the infrared 
spectral reflectivities. A third set numerically averaged these values. The POD 
solutions computed with these six macro-model parameter sets were assessed in 
terms of the Global Positioning System (GPS) double-difference high-low 
(DDHL) residuals, orbit overlap differences, satellite laser ranging (SLR) 
residuals, and the amplitudes of estimated empirical forces. In addition, their 
sensitivity to these parameters was investigated by comparing the orbit 
determined with the BOL macro-model parameters to those obtained with each 
of the other parameter sets.  
7.2 Conclusions 
The MCRT algorithm developed to determine the solar and Earth 
radiation forces acting on ICESat proved to be a robust and flexible approach. 
Although prohibitive in its computational intensity, this method allowed for the 
modeling of arbitrarily complex shapes, and implicitly accounted for the 
shadowing of surfaces by others within the satellite model. Furthermore, its 
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random sampling of the Earth, as a distributed radiation source, provided a 
detailed rendering of the terminator, and enhanced the resolution of the planet’s 
albedo and emissivity. These advantages combined to yield improved predictions 
of the radiation forces experienced by a satellite in low-Earth orbit, relative to 
previously available techniques. 
The implementation of the LSEI algorithm to determine the ICESat 
macro-model parameters resulted from frustration with an earlier Bayesian least-
squares method, in which the a priori covariance required periodic adjustment to 
achieve a feasible solution. The unambiguous approach offered by this new 
formulation greatly simplified the search for physically realistic parameters. 
Despite the mathematical contortions involved with its solution, the algorithm 
proved to be highly efficient, allowing for rapid parameterization. This, combined 
with the direct framing of the constraints, significantly increased the number of 
cases that could be considered. 
In the pre-launch assessment, the attitude-specific macro-model solutions 
produced considerably better fits to the micro-model forces than the nominal 
BOL solution for the two airplane-mode orientations, but slightly worse fits for 
the orthogonal sailboat modes. The post-launch analysis, however, revealed that 
these solutions actually performed better in the latter, at least in terms of the 
amplitudes of the estimated empirical forces. This incongruity suggests that the 
micro-model simulation may not have sufficiently characterized the actual solar 
and Earth radiation forces, most likely due to inaccurate, or incomplete, data 
regarding the radiative properties of the micro-model surfaces. In particular, the 
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assumption made regarding specularity, in the absence of available 
measurements, may have introduced unanticipated errors. 
Alternatively, the discrepancy between these pre-launch and post-launch 
results may indicate that the macro-model parameters were not robust enough to 
fit the micro-model forces adequately in the sailboat modes. Due to the limited 
motion of the solar arrays in these orientations, the parameters may simply be 
less observable than in the airplane-mode attitudes. The post-launch evaluation, 
however, also revealed that the POD solutions from the sailboat-mode campaigns 
were more sensitive to changes in the macro-model parameters. This could reflect 
a deficiency in the structure of the macro-model, perhaps related to the use of a 
single set of diffuse and specular reflectivities to compute the solar and Earth 
radiation forces acting on each surface. By not distinguishing between reflective 
characteristics for solar and infrared radiation, the macro-model reflectivities 
effectively average, in some sense, both of them. With significantly less area 
exposed to infrared radiation in the sailboat-mode attitudes, these reflectivities 
could be significantly biased in favor of solar radiation. 
An important question is whether the macro-model parameters obtained 
by fitting the micro-model forces outperformed those derived through area-
weighted averaging of the micro-model reflectivities. Even after discounting the 
time required to develop the methods needed to simulate the micro-model forces, 
significant time and resources were expended in the generation of those data sets. 
The post-launch evaluation indicated that, as a group, the fitted parameters did 
perform slightly better than the averaged parameters, as measured by the SLR 
residuals and the amplitudes of the estimated empirical forces. In particular, the 
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performance of the attitude-specific macro-model sets suggests that unique 
parameters for each campaign may be optimal, tailoring the modeled solar and 
Earth radiation forces to a particular satellite attitude and orbit-Sun geometry, 
while accounting for any degradation in radiative properties with time. 
Ultimately, though, the impact of the macro-model parameters on the 
accuracy of ICESat POD was limited to the sub-millimeter level, as measured by 
the SLR residuals. The frequent estimation of empirical forces, along with 
atmospheric drag coefficients, undoubtedly absorbed some of the error signals 
generated by the different macro-model sets, leading to a relative lack of 
differentiation in their overall performance. Given that such parameters are 
necessary to mitigate geopotential and atmospheric drag errors, they will remain 
an essential feature of ICESat POD. Consequently, any adjustment of the macro-
model parameters will likely have only a limited impact on the accuracy of the 
resulting orbit solutions. Furthermore, since the SLR residuals indicate that that 
accuracy is currently at the 2-3 cm level, well within the mission requirements, 
no change to the nominal BOL macro-model parameters is warranted. 
7.3 Recommendations 
Although tuning the macro-model parameters may do little to improve the 
accuracy of ICESat POD solutions at present, the process itself provides insight 
into the factors affecting the observability of those parameters, and their 
relationships to others within the dynamic model. As orbit accuracy requirements 
for geodetic satellites increase, such lessons may prove useful for future missions, 
in which tuning becomes necessary. Marshall and Luthcke (1994b) succeeded in 
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doing this for a subset of the TOPEX/Poseidon macro-model parameters, using 
only SLR and Doppler tracking data. Kubitschek and Born (1999) later modified 
the representation of the solar array in that model to account for thermally 
induced warping and deployment deflections, further improving its performance. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, however, the lower altitude of ICESat 
significantly increases the geopotential and atmospheric drag perturbations, along 
with the orbit errors introduced by their models. Despite the availability of 
global GPS tracking data, simulations prior to launch suggested that the frequent 
estimation of empirical parameters, required to compensate for such errors, would 
likely absorb, or corrupt, the comparatively small macro-model error signals, 
making any tuning of its parameters nearly infeasible. Recently, however, 
atmospheric drag at the ICESat altitude has declined so dramatically, in response 
to the periodic cycle of solar activity, that solar radiation now represents the 
dominant non-gravitational perturbation acting on the satellite. This, combined 
with the release of the GRACE Gravity Model 02 (GGM02) by Tapley et al. 
(2005), offers a unique opportunity to revisit the tuning of the ICESat macro-
model parameters. A preliminary study by Rim et al. (2007) looked primarily at 
the reflectivities of the solar arrays, as they were expected to undergo the most 
significant change during the mission. Their results indicate that such tuning is 





GLAS Laser Reference Point 
 
The laser reference point (LRP) of the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System 
(GLAS) coincides with the origin of the body-fixed GLAS coordinate system 
(GCS), which is attached to the optical bench of the instrument. Equation (1.11) 
defines its position in the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) as a 
function of time, ( )icrflrpr t . The accuracy of this knowledge depends on errors from 
several sources: 
 
 Precision orbit determination (POD) of the ICRF position of the 
satellite center of mass (COM), ( )icrfcomr t  
 Pre-launch measurement of the position of the LRP in the spacecraft 
coordinate system (SCS), scslrpr  
 Modeling of the SCS position of the COM, ( )scscomr t   
 Pre-launch alignment and attitude determination components of the 
SCS-to-ICRF transformation, ( )icrfscsT t  
 
The following sections demonstrate that the last three sources have errors that 
combine to contribute less than 1.3 cm to the total error in the ICRF position of 
the LRP. Thus, its accuracy is essentially determined by the first source, the 
POD techniques used to estimate the ICRF position of the satellite COM.  
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A.1 Laser Reference Point (GCS) 
Prior to the launch of ICESat, Sun and Marzouk (2003) measured the 
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 (A.1) 
with an accuracy of ± 0.6 mm in each axis. The vector from the SCS origin to 
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Since the pre-launch range bias of Equation (1.10) was measured with respect to 
the LRP, any error in its GCS position would produce a residual range bias 
requiring calibration in orbit. 
A.2 Center of Mass (SCS) 
Also prior to launch, the Ball Aerospace and Technologies Corporation 
(BATC) conducted a series of verification tests that included the measurement of 
the COM for the combined ICESat bus and GLAS instrument configuration, in 
the SCS. Subsequent error analyses concluded that this measurement had an 
accuracy of ± 2 mm in the scsx+  and the scsy+  axes, and ± 3 mm in the scsz+  
axis (Debevec, 2002). After launch, as orbit maintenance maneuvers are 
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performed and propellant is expelled, the COM moves gradually, and mainly, 
along the scsz+  axis. Using models developed by BATC, the Laboratory for 
Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP) at the University of Colorado at Boulder 
updates its SCS position following each maneuver. These values are input 
directly into the Multi-Satellite Orbit Determination Program (MSODP). 
Iacometti (2002) estimated that these modeled positions have an accuracy of ± 5 
mm in each axis, which includes the above uncertainties in the original 
measurement. 
A secondary, periodic motion of the satellite COM in the SCS occurs due 
to the motion of the solar arrays, whose own centers of mass are offset from their 
rotation axes. Pre-launch analyses concluded that, at the start of the mission, 
this effect would be limited to ± 0.68 mm along the scsx+  axis and ± 1.36 mm 
along the scsz+  axis. By the end of the mission, they predicted that these values 
would be ± 0.74 mm along the scsx+  axis and ± 1.47 mm along the scsz+  axis. 
Consequently, the solar array contribution was not modeled in MSODP. 
A.3 SCS to ICRF Transformation 
Equation (1.11) makes use of ( )scsicrfT t , the transformation from the ICRF 
to the SCS. This matrix is the transpose of the satellite attitude, which can be 
decomposed into two separate rotations, 
















Figure A.1. Relative SCS and GCS Orientations 
In Equation (A.3), ( )icrfgcsT t  represents the time-series of attitude solutions 
describing the ICRF orientation of the GCS, which are routinely generated 
through ground-based precision attitude determination (PAD). gcsscsT , on the other 
hand, is a constant rotation matrix, characterizing the alignment of the SCS and 
the GCS. The idealized, relative orientation of these two frames are shown in 
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In reality, the GCS axes are not precisely parallel to those of the SCS. 
Expressing Equation (A.4) as a 3-2-3 combination of elementary rotations, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )180 90 0gcsscs z y zT R R R= −  (A.5) 
and allowing each of the angles to be perturbed by a small value, the nominal 
SCS-to-GCS transformation becomes 
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 (A.7) 
Multiplying these matrices per Equation (A.6), and applying trigonometric 
reductions, yields 
 gcsscs
C S C S S S S C C S C C
T C S S S C S S S C C C S
C C S C S
ψ θ ϕ ψ ϕ ψ θ ϕ ψ ϕ θ ϕ
ψ θ ϕ ψ ϕ ψ θ ϕ ψ ϕ θ ϕ
ψ θ ψ θ θ
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⎢ ⎥= − − − −⎢ ⎥
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where C and S represent the cosine and sine, respectively, of the associated 
perturbation angle (e.g., cosCψ δψ= ). Hill et al. (2002) inferred these angles 
from pre-launch measurements made using alignment cubes placed on the GLAS 












A.4 Combined Errors 
Substituting Equation (A.3) into Equation (1.11), the second term on the 
right-hand side becomes 
 ( ) ( )[ ]icrf icrf gcs scs scsgcs scs lrp comcom lrpr T t T r r t→ = ⋅ −  (A.10) 
which represents the offset of the LRP from the COM in the ICRF, as computed 
by MSODP for ICESat POD. In this context, errors introduced by the ( )icrfgcsT t  
matrix in Equation (A.10) are negligible, given the 1.5-arcsec accuracy 
requirement imposed on — and achieved by — the PAD processing. The 
remaining terms constitute the LRP offset from the COM in the GCS, 
 ( )[ ]gcs gcs scs scsscs lrp comcom lrpr T r r t→ = −  (A.11) 
For this calculation, MSODP uses the idealized SCS-to-GCS transformation from 
Equation (A.4). The SCS position of the LRP is obtained by multiplying the 
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Assuming that the propellant is fully depleted at the end of the mission, denoted 
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Combining the SCS-to-GCS transformation of Equation (A.4), the SCS LRP 
position of Equation (A.12), and the SCS COM position at 0t  from Equation 
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The errors associated with using the idealized SCS-to-GCS transformation 
can be determined by comparing the offset from either Equation (A.15) or (A.16) 
to the result computed with the transformation of Equation (A.8). First, 
expressing Equation (A.11) as 
 ( )gcs gcs gcs scsscs comcom lrp lrpr r T r t→ = − ⋅  (A.17) 
Combining the GCS LRP position of Equation (A.2), the transformation of 
Equation (A.8), and the SCS COM position at 0t  from Equation (A.13), 
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Differencing Equations (A.18) and (A.15), and Equations (A.19) and (A.16), 
yields errors with magnitudes of 4.47 mm at the start of the mission, and 4.79 
mm at the end. To assess the impact of other errors in Equation (A.11), all 
combinations of the uncertainties in the GCS LRP position, and in the modeling 
of the SCS COM position, were applied, along with the known mismodeling 
introduced by ignoring the solar array articulation in the latter. In each case, the 
result from Equation (A.11) was differenced with the corresponding value from 
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either Equation (A.18) or (A.19). The magnitudes of the largest errors were 11.87 
mm at the start of the mission, and 12.19 mm at the end. In both cases, most of 
this error lies along the gcsz+  axis, implying that it would contribute to radial 
orbit error. The estimation of a COM offset along this axis during POD, 
however, should substantially reduce its impact. As a result, the accuracy of the 






Box-Wing Earth Radiation Pressure 
Partial Derivatives 
 
The need to differentiate the equation of motion with respect to the state 
vector parameters is implicit in the epoch-state batch filter, described in Section 
1.3. Collectively, these partial derivatives constitute the matrix ( )A t , as defined 
by Equation (1.25), and through Equation (1.27), they dictate the state 
transition matrix ( )0,t tΦ . At each observation time t, Φ  maps the partial 
derivatives of the observation equation, defined as the matrix ( )H t  by Equation 
(1.31), to the epoch time 0t , yielding the matrix H in Equation (1.34).  
Not all of the state vector parameters of Equation (1.19) appear in each of 
the perturbation models on the right-hand side of Equation (1.12). Some are 
common to several, or all, of the models. For these parameters, the corresponding 
partial derivative must be accumulated from the contributions made by the 
relevant models. Others are limited to a single model, so the partial derivatives 
do not need to be accumulated at a given observation time. This appendix 
provides the equations for the contributions from the Multi-Satellite Orbit 
Determination Program (MSODP) Box-Wing Earth Radiation Pressure 
(BWERP) model, including derivatives with respect to the satellite position, the 
macro-model surface properties, the Earth radiation scale factors, and the 
coefficients that appear in the albedo and emissivity models.   
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B.1 Satellite Position 
Following the approach adopted by Knocke (1989) in the implementation 
of the MSODP Earth Radiation Pressure (ERADP) model of Equation (3.23), 
several simplifications were made in the BWERP subroutine to compute the 
Earth radiation contribution to the partial derivative of the equation of motion 
with respect to the satellite position. For this calculation only, the visible portion 
of the Earth is treated as a single surface, rather than divided into area elements. 
The subsatellite point lies at the center, and through Equations (2.36) and (2.37), 
its latitude dictates the albedo a and the emissivity e, which are then assumed to 
be uniform. Consequently, for 1N =  in Equation (3.26), the force per unit mass 
reduces to 
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In this modified geometry, the normal to the single Earth element ˆin⊕  is the 
geocentric unit position vector r̂ , and the unit source vector îs⊕ , from the 
satellite to the element, is the opposite, r̂− . Furthermore, the cos kθ  term has 




To obtain the derivative with respect to the satellite position, Equation 
(B.1) can first be written as 
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The projected attenuated area of Equation (3.18) is now simply 
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Neglecting the contributions made through the cos kθ  terms, the derivative of 
Equation (B.3) with respect to the satellite position vector r  is 
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After substituting Equations (B.4) and (B.5), applying the definition of maxθ  
from Equation (3.19), computing the necessary partial derivatives, and collecting 
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 (B.7) 
B.2 Macro-Model Surface Properties 
The macro-model properties for each surface k consist of an area kA , a 
diffuse reflectivity kδ , and a specular reflectivity kρ . Since these parameters also 
appear in the MSODP Box-Wing Solar Radiation Pressure (BWSRP) subroutine, 
the partial derivatives of Equation (1.12) with respect to each include two 
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Those from the solar radiation pressure perturbation S  are computed by the 
BWSRP subroutine, so only the Earth radiation pressure contributions are 
detailed here. The derivatives of the full BWERP model of Equation (3.26) with 
respect to each kA  are 
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where 1kt  and 2kt  are defined by Equation (B.2). The derivatives with respect to 
each kδ  and kρ  are 
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B.3 Earth Radiation Scale Factors 
The albedo scale factor aγ⊕  and the emissivity scale factor eγ⊕  appear only 
in the MSODP BWERP subroutine, so the partial derivatives of Equation (1.12) 

















Taking derivatives of the full BWERP model of Equation (3.26) with respect to 
aγ⊕  and eγ⊕ : 
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where 1kt  and 2kt  are defined by Equation (B.2). 
B.4 Albedo Model Coefficients 
The albedo model of Equation (2.36) relies on the coefficients 0a , 0c , 1c , 
2c , and 2a  to determine the value ia  for each Earth area element. Since they are 
used only in computing the Earth radiation pressure perturbation, the partial 






























Taking derivatives of the full BWERP model of Equation (3.26) with respect to 
each albedo-model coefficient: 
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where 1kt  and 2kt  are defined by Equation (B.2). 
B.5 Emissivity Model Coefficients 
Similarly, the emissivity model of Equation (2.37) relies on the coefficients 
0e , 0k , 1k , 2k , and 2e  to determine the value ie  for each Earth area element. 
They are also used only in computing the Earth radiation pressure perturbation, 






























Taking derivatives of the full BWERP model of Equation (3.26) with respect to 
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MSODP Box-Wing Earth Radiation Pressure 
Source Code 
    
 
   SUBROUTINE BWERP (ET, R, RDOT, R1, NOPART, ACC, & 
       DADR, DADP) 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  MSODP1/BWERP(1.0) 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE THE ACCELERATION DUE TO EARTH 
!           RADIATION PRESSURE USING BOX-WING MODEL 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  INPUT PARAMETERS: 
! 
!  ET     = DOUBLE PRECISION JULIAN DATE 
!  R,RDOT = SATELLITE POSITION AND VELOCITY IN J2000 SYSTEM 
!  R1     = MAGNITUDE OF R 
!  NOPART = TRUE IF PARTIALS DESIRED, FALSE IF NOT 
!  DADP   = ACCELERATION PARTIALS WRT COMMON DYN PARAMETERS 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
! 
!  ACC    = EARTH RADIATION PRESSURE ACCELERATIONS 
!  DADP   = AUGMENTED PARTIALS WRT DYN PARAMETERS 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  INPUT COMMON PARAMETERS (MODULE NAME): 
! 
!  PLANPS(1:3,10) = EARTH-SUN POSITION VECTOR (M_PLANET) 
!  PLANPS(  4,10) = MAGNITUDE OF EARTH-SUN POSITION VECTOR 
!  Z2NORM         = UNIT VECTORS NORMAL TO BOX-WING MODEL  
!                   SURFACES (M_BWCONT) 
!  RMASS          = SPACECRAFT MASS (M_SOLRAD) 
!  NRING          = NUMBER OF RINGS TO BE USED IN ERP MODEL 
!                   (M_ERADPR) 
!  AEFF           = EFFECTIVE RADIUS OF EARTH (M_SOLRAD) 
!  HG             = TRANFORMATION MATRIX FROM J2000 TO 
!                   BODY-FIXED (M_MATRIX) 
!  NFACE          = NUMBER OF BOX-WING MODEL SURFACES  
!                   (M_BWCONT) 
!  BWAREA         = BOX-WING MODEL SURFACE AREAS (M_BWCONT) 
!  BWSPEC         = BOX-WING MODEL SURFACE SPECULAR  




!  BWDIFF         = BOX-WING MODEL SURFACE DIFFUSE  
!                   REFLECTIVITIES (M_BWCONT) 
!  NAEMAX         = MAXIMUM DEGREE, LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL  
!                   (M_ALEMPR) 
!  AUS2           = 1 ASTRONOMICAL UNIT SQUARED, METERS^2 
!                   (M_EPHBLK) 
!  ISOLAX         = SOLAR PANEL AXIS ORIENTATION FLAG 
!                   (M_SAMAMT) 
!  SOLAX          = SOLAR PANEL AXIS ORIENTATION (M_PANEL) 
!  IRNFPIT        = RANDOM PITCH ANGLE ERROR FLAG(M_RNFPIT) 
!  PITERR         = PITCH ANGLE ERROR (M_ATTERR) 
!  TWOPI          = 2 * PI (M_CONVRT) 
!  IBWSTA         = BOX-WING SURFACE AREA ESTIMATION FLAG  
!                   (M_BWCONT) 
!  IBWA6          = AREA PARTIALS LOCATION IN DADP 
!                   (M_BWCONT) 
!  IBWSTD         = BOX-WING DIFFUSE REFLECTIVITY ESTIMATION  
!                   FLAG (M_BWCONT) 
!  IBWD6          = DIFFUSE REFLECTIVITY PARTIALS LOCATION  
!                   IN DADP (M_BWCONT) 
!  IBWSTS         = BOX-WING SPECULAR REFLECTIVITY 
!                   ESTIMATION FLAG (M_BWCONT) 
!  IBWS6          = SPECULAR REFLECTIVITY PARTIALS LOCATION  
!                   IN DADP (M_BWCONT) 
!  NUMALE         = NUMBER OF ESTIMATED ALBEDO AND  
!                   EMISSIVITY PARAMETERS (M_NUMALE) 
!  NUMAL          = NUMBER OF ESTIMATED ALBEDO PARAMETERS 
!                   (M_NUMAL) 
!  NUMEM          = NUMBER OF ESTIMATED EMISSIVITY  
!                   PARAMETERS (M_NUMEM) 
!  NSBASC         = NUMBER OF SUBARCS FOR ALBEDO SCALE  
!                   FACTORS (M_ERADPR) 
!  ALSCL          = SUBARC ALBEDO SCALE FACTORS (M_ERADPR) 
!  NSBESC         = NUMBER OF SUBARCS FOR EMISSIVITY SCALE  
!                   FACTORS (M_ERADPR) 
!  EMSCL          = SUBARC EMISSIVITY SCALE FACTORS  
!                   (M_ERADPR) 
!  TDAY           = INTEGRATION TIME, DAYS PAST ARC EPOCH  
!                   (M_TMJDNOW) 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  COMPUTATIONAL VARIABLES: 
! 
!  REFERENCE: P KNOCKE, EARTH RADIATION PRESSURE EFFECTS 
!  ON SATELLITES, PHD DISSERTATION, APPENDIX A, 1989 
! 
!  RSUNU   = EARTH-SUN UNIT VECTOR 
!  RSATU   = EARTH-SATELLITE UNIT VECTOR 
!  UN      = UNIT VECTORS NORMAL TO BOX-WING MODEL SURFACES 
!  SOLAR   = SCALED ALBEDO CONSTANT (= ES/MC) 
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!  EARTH   = SCALED EMISSIVITY CONSTANT (= MB/MC = ES/4MC) 
!  ALPHA   = HORIZON ANGLE CENTERED AT S/C CENTER-OF-MASS,  
!            MEASURED FROM S/C NADIR TO RING BOUNDARY (ZETA) 
!  BETA    = CENTRAL ANGLE CENTERED AT EARTH CENTER-OF-MASS,  
!            MEASURED FROM S/C NADIR TO RING BOUNDARY 
!  NS      = TOTAL NUMBER OF RING ELEMENTS 
!  BSTAR   = CENTRAL ANGLE IDENTIFYING RING CENTERS (BETA*) 
!  REU     = UNIT VECTOR FROM EARTH CENTER TO SEGMENT CENTER 
!  RSU     = UNIT VECTOR FROM SEGMENT CENTER TO SPACECRAFT 
!  WEIGHT  = RING SEGMENT PROJECTED ATTENUATED AREA (A') 
!  COS0    = SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (= THETA-S) 
!  SLAT    = SEGMENT CENTER LATITUDE, FOR ALBEDO SUBROUTINE 
!  AL0,AL  = ALBEDO COEFFICIENTS OF CAP AND RING SEGMENTS 
!  EM0,EM  = CAP AND RING SEGMENT EMISSIVITY COEFFICIENTS 
!  CTHETA  = COSINE OF ANGLE BETWEEN SOURCE VECTOR AND  
!            SEGMENT SURFACE NORMAL 
!  PLAREA  = PROJECTED AREA OF BOX-WING MODEL SURFACE 
!  ISBARCA = CURRENT ALBEDO SCALE ARC NUMBER 
!  TARCA   = DAYS FROM START OF CURRENT ALB SCALE ARC 
!  KAPPA   = ALBEDO SCALE FACTOR FOR CURRENT ARC 
!  ISBARCE = CURRENT EMISSIVITY SCALE ARC NUMBER 
!  TARCE   = DAYS FROM START OF CURRENT EMISS SCALE ARC 
!  KAPPE   = EMISSIVITY SCALE FACTOR FOR CURRENT ARC 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  HISTORY: 
!   
!  APR 2002  ORIGINALLY CODED BY C. WEBB 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  MODULES 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
   USE M_PAR_BW 
   USE M_ALEMPR 
   USE M_ATTERR 
   USE M_BWCONT 
   USE M_CONTRL 
   USE M_CONVRT 
   USE M_EPHBLK 
   USE M_ERADPR 
   USE M_MATRIX 
   USE M_NOWSAT 
   USE M_ORIENT 
   USE M_PANEL 
   USE M_PAREST 
   USE M_PLANET 
   USE M_RNFPIT 
   USE M_SAMAMT 
   USE M_SOLRAD 
   USE M_TMJDNOW 




   IMPLICIT NONE 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  DECLARE INPUT VARIABLES: 
 
   DOUBLE PRECISION ET 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3) :: R, RDOT, ACC 
   REAL :: R1 
   LOGICAL :: NOPART 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3,3) :: DADR 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3,1) :: DADP 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  DECLARE LOCAL VARIABLES: 
 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3) :: RSUNU, RSATU, RSS, RSU 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3) :: RE, REU, DUM 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3) :: SUMA, US1, US2, UX, OP, DPC 
   REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: BETA, BSTAR 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3,3) :: RTN, DUM1, DUM2, DUM3, DUM4  
   REAL, DIMENSION(3,3) :: DUM5, SCC, DADR_ERP 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3,MAXFACE) :: UN 
   REAL :: SOLAR, EARTH, ALPHA, COSINE, W0, GAMMA, WEIGHT 
   REAL :: COS0, SLAT, ALFCTR, EMFCTR, FCTR, SUMB, PLAREA 
   REAL :: TERM1, TERM2, DW, Q1, Q2, Q3, D, H, S, DELTH 
   REAL :: CB, SB, CT, ST, CTMP, AL0, EM0, AL, EM, TEMP 
   REAL :: TARCA, TARCE, KAPPA, KAPPE 
   INTEGER :: NSEG, I, J, K, II, KK, IM6, ISBARCA, ISBARCE 
 
   INTEGER, SAVE :: NR, NS, NUMAL, NUMEM 
   REAL, SAVE :: APRES, EPRES 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  DECLARE PARAMETERS: 
! 
   REAL, PARAMETER :: HALFPI = 1.5707963267949E+0 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3,3) :: XI = RESHAPE((/ 1., & 
     (0., I=1,3),  1., (0., I=1,3), 1. /), (/3,3/)) 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  COMPUTE CURRENT SUBARC ALBEDO SCALE FACTOR (KAPPA) 
 
   IF (NSBASC(NOWSAT) > 1) THEN 
     ISBARCA = INT(TDAY/ARCASC(NOWSAT)) + 1 
     IF (ISBARCA < 1) ISBARCA = 1 
     IF (ISBARCA > NSBASC(NOWSAT)) ISBARCA = NSBASC(NOWSAT) 
     TARCA = TDAY - ARCASC(NOWSAT) * (ISBARCA-1) 
   ELSE 
     TARCA = TDAY 
     ISBARCA = 1 
   END IF  




!  COMPUTE CURRENT SUBARC EMISSIVITY SCALE FACTOR (KAPPE) 
 
   IF (NSBESC(NOWSAT) > 1) THEN 
     ISBARCE = INT(TDAY/ARCESC(NOWSAT)) + 1 
     IF (ISBARCE < 1) ISBARCE = 1 
     IF (ISBARCE > NSBESC(NOWSAT)) ISBARCE = NSBESC(NOWSAT) 
     TARCE = TDAY - ARCESC(NOWSAT) * (ISBARCE-1) 
   ELSE 
     TARCE = TDAY 
     ISBARCE = 1 
   END IF  
   KAPPE = EMSCL(ISBARCE,NOWSAT) 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  NORMALIZE THE EARTH-SUN AND EARTH-SATELLITE VECTORS 
 
   RSUNU(1:3) = PLANPS(1:3,10) / PLANPS(4,10) 
   RSATU(1:3) = R(1:3) / R1 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  DETERMINE NORMAL VECTORS FOR ALL BOX-WING MODEL SURFACES 
!  (SCCROT CALLS GLASNORM TO COMPUTE Z2NORM AT TMJD) 
 
   CALL SCCROT(TMJDYAW, R, RDOT, NOWSAT, 0, SCC) 
   DO I = 1, NFACE(NOWSAT) 
     UN(1:3,I) = Z2NORM(NOWSAT,I,1:3) 
   END DO 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  COMPUTE UNIT NORMAL TO SOLAR PANEL SURFACE IN SCC SYSTEM 
!  NOTE THE IMPLICIT ASSUMPTION THAT THE +Y SOLAR ARRAY IS 
!  SURFACE 7 (FRONT) AND SURFACE 8 (BACK), AND THAT THE -Y 
!  SOLAR ARRAY IS SURFACE 9 (FRONT) AND SURFACE 10 (BACK) 
 
   CALL M3331 (SCC, UN(1,7), US1) 
   IF (IORIENT(NOWSAT) == 5) CALL M3331 (SCC, UN(1,9), US2) 
   IF (ISOLAX(NOWSAT) > 0) THEN 
     CALL CROSS (SOLAX(NOWSAT,1:3), US1, UX) 
     CALL CROSS (UX, SOLAX(NOWSAT,1:3), US1) 
     CALL NORM3 (US1, US1) 
     IF (IORIENT(NOWSAT) == 5) THEN 
       CALL CROSS (SOLAX(NOWSAT,1:3), US2, UX) 
       CALL CROSS (UX, SOLAX(NOWSAT,1:3), US2) 
       CALL NORM3 (US2, US2) 
     ENDIF 
   ENDIF 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  INCLUDE THE PITCH ANGLE ERROR (PITERR) IF REQUESTED 
 
   IF (IRNFPIT(NOWSAT) > 0) THEN 
     OP(1) =  US1(1) * COS(PITERR) + US1(3) * SIN(PITERR) 
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     OP(2) =  US1(2) 
     OP(3) = -US1(1) * SIN(PITERR) + US1(3) * COS(PITERR) 
     CALL VMOVE (OP, US1, 3) 
     IF (IORIENT(NOWSAT) == 5) THEN 
       OP(1) =  US2(1) * COS(PITERR) + US2(3) * SIN(PITERR) 
       OP(2) =  US2(2) 
       OP(3) = -US2(1) * SIN(PITERR) + US2(3) * COS(PITERR) 
       CALL VMOVE (OP, US2, 3) 
     ENDIF 
   ENDIF 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  ROTATE UNIT NORMAL VECTOR BACK TO J2000 SYSTEM 
 
   CALL M33T31 (SCC, US1, UN(1,7)) 
   UN(1:3,8) = -UN(1:3,7) 
   IF (IORIENT(NOWSAT) == 5) THEN 
     CALL M33T31 (SCC, US2, UN(1,9)) 
     UN(1:3,10) = -UN(1:3,9) 
   ENDIF 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  INITIALIZE ACCELERATIONS 
 
   SUMA(1:3) = 0.0E+0 
   ACC(1:3)  = 0.0E+0 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  ADJUST ALBEDO AND EMISSIVITY PRESSURES BASED ON EARTH 
!  DISTANCE FROM THE SUN 
 
   SOLAR = -APRES/RMASS(NOWSAT)/PLANPS(4,10)/PLANPS(4,10) 
   EARTH = -EPRES/RMASS(NOWSAT)/PLANPS(4,10)/PLANPS(4,10) 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  CALCULATE LIMITS OF EARTH SURFACE VISIBLE FROM SATELLITE 
 
   ALPHA = ASIN(AEFF/R1) 
   BETA(NR) = HALFPI - ALPHA 
   COSINE = COS(ALPHA) 
   W0 = 2.0 * (1.0 - COSINE) 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  DIVIDE VISIBLE SURFACE INTO CAP + RINGS, IF REQUESTED 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
   IF (NRING > 0) THEN 
 
     !...CALCULATE LIMITS OF CENTRAL CAP 
 
     COSINE = (COS(ALPHA) + NS - 1) / NS 
     IF (ABS(COSINE) > 1.0E+0) COSINE = SIGN(1.0E+0,COSINE) 
     ALPHA = ACOS(COSINE) 
     GAMMA = ASIN(R1*SIN(ALPHA)/AEFF) 




     !...CALCULATE RING BOUNDARIES 
 
     IF (NRING > 1) THEN 
       J = 1 
       DO I = 2,NRING 
         J = J + 6*(I-1) 
         ALPHA = ACOS(J*COSINE - J + 1) 
         GAMMA = ASIN(R1*SIN(ALPHA)/AEFF) 
         BETA(I) = GAMMA - ALPHA 
       END DO 
     END IF 
 
     !...CALCULATE RING CENTERS 
 
     DO I = 2,NR 
       BSTAR(I) = (BETA(I) + BETA(I-1)) / 2.0 
     END DO 
 
   END IF 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  CALCULATE RADIATION PRESSURE DUE TO CENTRAL CAP 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
 
   !...COMPUTE WEIGHT (PROJECTED ATTENUATED AREA) 
 
   WEIGHT = 2.0*(1.0 - COSINE) 
 
   !...COMPUTE COSINE OF SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE 
 
   COS0 = DOT_PRODUCT(RSATU(1:3),RSUNU(1:3)) 
   IF (COS0 < 0.0E+0) COS0 = 0.0 
 
   !...COMPUTE ALBEDO AND EMISSIVITY 
 
   SLAT = DOT_PRODUCT(HG(3,1:3),RSATU(1:3)) 
   CALL ALBEDO (ET, SLAT, AL0, EM0) 
 
   !...COMPUTE ALBEDO, EMISSIVITY AND TOTAL FACTORS 
 
   ALFCTR = KAPPA * SOLAR * COS0 * WEIGHT 
   EMFCTR = KAPPE * EARTH * WEIGHT 
   FCTR = AL0 * ALFCTR + EM0 * EMFCTR 
 
   !...INTIALIZE SUM TO BE USED FOR PARTIALS 
 





   !-------------------------------------------------------- 
   !  SUM OVER ALL SURFACES IN BOX-WING MODEL 
 
 
   DO 40 I = 1, NFACE(NOWSAT) 
 
     !...COMPUTE COSINE OF ANGLE BETWEEN SURFACE NORMAL AND 
     !...SOURCE VECTOR (NOTE THAT -RSATU IS USED) 
 
     CTHETA(NOWSAT,I) = DOT_PRODUCT(UN(1:3,I),-RSATU(1:3)) 
     IF (CTHETA(NOWSAT,I) .LE. 0.0) GO TO 40 
 
     !...COMPUTE PROJECTED AREA AND REFLECTIVITY TERMS 
 
     PLAREA = BWAREA(NOWSAT,I) * CTHETA(NOWSAT,I) 
     TERM1 = 2.0*(BWDIFF(NOWSAT,I)/3.0 + &  
       BWSPEC(NOWSAT,I)*CTHETA(NOWSAT,I)) 
     TERM2 = 1.0 - BWSPEC(NOWSAT,I) 
 
     !...COMPUTE SUMS FOR USE IN ACCELERATIONS AND PARTIALS 
 
     SUMA(1:3) = SUMA(1:3) + PLAREA * (TERM1*UN(1:3,I) - & 
       TERM2*RSATU(1:3)) 
     SUMB = SUMB - PLAREA * TERM2 
 
     !...COMPUTE REQUIRED ACCELERATION PARTIALS WRT SURFACE 
     !...AREA, DIFFUSE AND SPECULAR REFLECTIVITIES.  NOTE  
     !...THAT THEY ARE COMPUTED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE SAME  
     !...PARTIALS FROM THE BWSRP MODULE. 
 
     IF (NOPART) GO TO 40 
 
     !...SURFACE AREA 
 
     IF (IBWSTA(NOWSAT,I) > 1) THEN 
       IM6 = IBWA6(NOWSAT,I) 
       DPC(1:3) = FCTR * CTHETA(NOWSAT,I) * & 
         (TERM1*UN(1:3,I) - TERM2*RSATU(1:3)) 
       DADP(1:3,IM6) = DADP(1:3,IM6) + DPC(1:3) 
     END IF 
 
     !...DIFFUSE REFLECTIVITY 
 
     IF (IBWSTD(NOWSAT,I) > 1) THEN 
       IM6 = IBWD6(NOWSAT,I) 
       DPC(1:3) = FCTR * PLAREA * (2.0/3.0) * UN(1:3,I) 
       DADP(1:3,IM6) = DADP(1:3,IM6) + DPC(1:3) 




     !...SPECULAR REFLECTIVITY 
 
     IF (IBWSTS(NOWSAT,I) > 1) THEN 
       IM6 = IBWS6(NOWSAT,I) 
       DPC(1:3) = FCTR * PLAREA * & 
         (2.0*CTHETA(NOWSAT,I)*UN(1:3,I) + RSATU(1:3)) 
       DADP(1:3,IM6) = DADP(1:3,IM6) + DPC(1:3) 
     END IF 
 
   !  END OF SURFACE LOOP 
   !-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
   40 CONTINUE 
 
   !...COMPUTE ACCELERATION DUE TO CENTRAL CAP 
 
   ACC(1:3) = FCTR * SUMA(1:3) 
 
   IF (NOPART) GO TO 60 
 
   !...COMPUTE REQUIRED PARTIALS WRT SATELLITE POSITION 
   !...(BASED ONLY ON CAP) 
 
   IF (COS0 == 0.0) AL0 = 0.0 
   DW = -2.0 * (AEFF/R1)**2 / SQRT(R1**2-AEFF**2) 
   Q1 = DW * (KAPPA * AL0 * SOLAR * COS0 + & 
     KAPPE * EM0 * EARTH) 
   Q2 = W0 * KAPPA * AL0 * SOLAR 
   Q3 = W0 * (KAPPA * AL0 * SOLAR * COS0 + & 
     KAPPE * EM0 * EARTH) * SUMB 
 
   DO I = 1,3 
     DO J = 1,3 
       DUM1(I,J) = SUMA(I) * RSATU(J) 
       DUM2(I,J) = SUMA(I) * RSUNU(J) 
       DUM3(I,J) = RSATU(I) * RSATU(J) 
       DUM4(I,J) = (XI(I,J) - DUM3(I,J)) / R1 
     END DO 
   END DO 
   CALL M3333(DUM2,DUM4,DUM5) 
 
   DADR_ERP(1:3,1:3) = Q1 * DUM1(1:3,1:3) + & 
     Q2 * DUM5(1:3,1:3) + Q3 * DUM4(1:3,1:3) 








   !...COMPUTE REQUIRED PARTIALS WRT ALBEDO AND EMISSIVITY 
   !...SCALE FACTORS 
 
   IF (IASCST(NOWSAT) > 0) THEN 
     IM6 = IALBSCM6(NOWSAT) + IASCST(NOWSAT) * (ISBARCA-1) 
     DADP(1:3,IM6) = AL0 * SOLAR * COS0 * WEIGHT * SUMA(1:3) 
   END IF 
 
   IF (IESCST(NOWSAT) > 0) THEN 
     IM6 = IEMSCM6(NOWSAT) + IESCST(NOWSAT) * (ISBARCE-1) 
     DADP(1:3,IM6) = EM0 * EARTH * WEIGHT * SUMA(1:3) 
   END IF 
 
   !...COMPUTE REQUIRED PARTIALS WRT ALBEDO AND EMISSIVITY 
   !...PARAMETERS 
 
   IF (NUMALE > 0) THEN 
     KK = IALEM7(NOWSAT) 
     IF (NUMAL > 0) THEN 
       DO II = 1,NUMAL 
         KK = KK + 1 
         DADP(1:3,KK) = ALFCTR * SUMA(1:3) * DADALP(II) 
       END DO 
     END IF 
     IF (NUMEM > 0) THEN 
       DO II = 1,NUMEM 
         KK = KK + 1 
         DADP(1:3,KK) = EMFCTR * SUMA(1:3) * DEDEMP(II) 
       END DO 
     END IF 
   END IF 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  CALCULATE RADIATION PRESSURE FROM RINGS 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
   60 IF (NRING > 0) THEN 
 
   !...COMPUTE RTN TRANSFORMATION 
 
     CALL RTNROT (R, RDOT, RTN) 
 
   !-------------------------------------------------------- 
   !  SUM OVER RINGS 
 
     DO 140 I = 2, NR 
 
       D = AEFF*SIN(BSTAR(I)) 
       H = AEFF*COS(BSTAR(I)) 
       S = 1.0/SQRT(AEFF**2 + R1**2 - 2.0*R1*H) 
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       NSEG = 6*(I-1) 
       DELTH  = TWOPI/NSEG 
       DUM(1) = H 
       CB     = COS(DELTH) 
       SB     = SIN(DELTH) 
       CT     = 1.0 
       ST     = 0.0 
 
     !------------------------------------------------------ 
     !  SUM OVER SEGMENTS IN RING 
 
       DO 140 J = 1,NSEG 
 
         !...INITIALIZE ACCELERATION SUM 
 
         SUMA(1:3) = 0.0 
 
         !...COMPUTE J2000 EARTH-CENTERED VECTOR TO SEGMENT  
         !...CENTER (RE) 
 
         DUM(2) = D*CT 
         DUM(3) = D*ST 
         CTMP   = CT 
         CT     = CT*CB - ST*SB 
         ST     = ST*CB + CTMP*SB 
         CALL M33T31 (RTN, DUM, RE) 
 
         !...COMPUTE SEGMENT-TO-SPACECRAFT UNIT VECTOR (RSU) 
 
         REU(1:3) = RE(1:3) / AEFF 
         RSS(1:3) = R(1:3) - RE(1:3) 
         RSU(1:3) = RSS(1:3) * S 
 
         !...COMPUTE COSINE OF SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE FOR  
         !...SEGMENT 
 
         COSINE = DOT_PRODUCT(REU(1:3),RSUNU(1:3)) 
         IF (COSINE < 0.0E+0) COSINE = 0.0 
 
         !...COMPUTE ALBEDO AND EMISSIVITY FOR SEGMENT 
 
         SLAT = DOT_PRODUCT(HG(3,1:3),REU(1:3)) 
         CALL ALBEDO (ET, SLAT, AL, EM) 
 
         !...COMPUTE ALBEDO, EMISSIVITY AND TOTAL FACTORS 
 
         ALFCTR = KAPPA * SOLAR * COSINE * WEIGHT 
         EMFCTR = KAPPE * EARTH * WEIGHT 
         FCTR = AL * ALFCTR + EM * EMFCTR 
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         !-------------------------------------------------- 
         !  SUM OVER ALL SURFACES IN BOX-WING MODEL 
 
         DO 130 K = 1, NFACE(NOWSAT) 
 
           !...COMPUTE COSINE OF ANGLE BETWEEN SURFACE  
           !...NORMAL AND SOURCE VECTOR (NOTE THAT -RSU IS  
           !...USED) 
 
           CTHETA(NOWSAT,K) = DOT_PRODUCT(UN(1:3,K), & 
             -RSU(1:3)) 
           IF (CTHETA(NOWSAT,K) .LE. 0.0) GO TO 130 
 
           !...COMPUTE PROJECTED AREA AND REFLECTIVITY TERMS 
 
           PLAREA = BWAREA(NOWSAT,K)*CTHETA(NOWSAT,K) 
           TERM1 = 2.0*(BWDIFF(NOWSAT,K)/3.0 & 
             + BWSPEC(NOWSAT,K)*CTHETA(NOWSAT,K)) 
           TERM2 = 1.0 - BWSPEC(NOWSAT,K) 
 
           !...COMPUTE SUM FOR ACCELERATIONS AND PARTIALS 
 
           SUMA(1:3) = SUMA(1:3) + & 
             PLAREA * (TERM1*UN(1:3,K) - TERM2*RSU(1:3)) 
 
           !...COMPUTE REQUIRED PARTIALS OF ACCELERATION WRT  
           !...SURFACE AREA, DIFFUSE AND SPECULAR  
           !...REFLECTIVITIES 
 
           IF (NOPART) GO TO 130 
 
           !...SURFACE AREA 
 
           IF (IBWSTA(NOWSAT,K) > 1) THEN 
             IM6 = IBWA6(NOWSAT,K) 
             DPC(1:3) = FCTR * CTHETA(NOWSAT,K) * & 
               (TERM1*UN(1:3,K) - TERM2*RSU(1:3)) 
             DADP(1:3,IM6) = DADP(1:3,IM6) + DPC(1:3) 
           END IF 
 
           !...DIFFUSE REFLECTIVITY 
 
           IF (IBWSTD(NOWSAT,K) > 1) THEN 
             IM6 = IBWD6(NOWSAT,K) 
             DPC(1:3) = FCTR * PLAREA * (2.0/3.0) * & 
               UN(1:3,K) 
             DADP(1:3,IM6) = DADP(1:3,IM6) + DPC(1:3) 




           IF (IBWSTS(NOWSAT,K) > 1) THEN 
             IM6 = IBWS6(NOWSAT,K) 
             DPC(1:3) = FCTR * PLAREA * & 
               (2.0*CTHETA(NOWSAT,K)*UN(1:3,K) + RSU(1:3)) 
             DADP(1:3,IM6) = DADP(1:3,IM6) + DPC(1:3) 
           END IF 
        
         !  END OF SURFACE LOOP 
         !-------------------------------------------------- 
 
         130 CONTINUE 
 
         !...COMPUTE AND ACCUMULATE ACCELERATIONS DUE TO  
         !...SEGMENT 
 
         ACC(1:3) = ACC(1:3) + FCTR * SUMA(1:3) 
 
         !...COMPUTE AND ACCUMUALTE REQUIRED PARTIALS WRT  
         !...ALBEDO AND EMISSIVITY SCALE FACTORS 
 
         IF (IASCST(NOWSAT) > 0) THEN 
           IM6 = IALBSCM6(NOWSAT) + IASCST(NOWSAT) * & 
             (ISBARCA-1) 
           DPC(1:3) = AL * SOLAR * COSINE * WEIGHT * & 
             SUMA(1:3) 
           DADP(1:3,IM6) = DADP(1:3,IM6) + DPC(1:3) 
         END IF 
 
         IF (IESCST(NOWSAT) > 0) THEN 
           IM6 = IEMSCM6(NOWSAT) + IESCST(NOWSAT) * & 
             (ISBARCE-1) 
           DPC(1:3) = EM * EARTH * WEIGHT * SUMA(1:3) 
           DADP(1:3,IM6) = DADP(1:3,IM6) + DPC(1:3) 
         END IF 
 
         !...COMPUTE AND ACCUMULATE REQUIRED PARTIALS WRT  
         !...ALBEDO AND EMISSIVITY PARAMETERS 
 
         IF (NUMALE > 0) THEN 
           KK = IALEM7(NOWSAT) 
           IF (NUMAL > 0) THEN 
             DO II = 1,NUMAL 
               KK = KK + 1 
               DPC(1:3) = ALFCTR * SUMA(1:3) * DADALP(II) 
               DADP(1:3,KK) = DADP(1:3,KK) + DPC(1:3) 
             END DO 





           IF (NUMEM > 0) THEN 
             DO II = 1,NUMEM 
               KK = KK + 1 
               DPC(1:3) = EMFCTR * SUMA(1:3) * DEDEMP(II) 
               DADP(1:3,KK) = DADP(1:3,KK) + DPC(1:3) 
             END DO 
           END IF 
         END IF 
 
     !  END OF SEGMENT LOOP 
     !------------------------------------------------------ 
 
   !  END OF RING LOOP 
   !-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
   140 CONTINUE 
 
   END IF 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  RETURN 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
   RETURN 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
!  ENTRY POINT TO INITIALIZE EARTH RADIATION PRESSURE MODEL 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
   ENTRY BWERP0 
 
   IF (MODE == 1 .OR. MODE == 4) THEN 
     NUMAL = NALEST + 2 * NPTALE 
     NUMEM = NEMEST + 2 * NPTEME 
   ELSE 
     NALEST = 0 
     NEMEST = 0 
     NPTALE = 0 
     NPTEME = 0 
     NUMALE = 0 
   END IF 
 
   !...CALCULATE TOTAL NUMBER OF RING ELEMENTS 
 
   NR = NRING + 1 
   NS = 1 
   DO I=1,NR 
     NS = NS + 6*(I-1) 





   !...INITIALIZE COEFFICIENTS FOR LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL  
   !...RECURSION FORMULA 
 
   DO I = 3, NAEMAX 
     TEMP = FLOAT(I-1) 
     AN(I) = (2.0*TEMP - 1.0) / TEMP 
     BN(I) = (TEMP - 1.0) / TEMP 
   END DO 
 
   !...SCALE SOLAR PRESSURE AT 1 AU 
 
   APRES = SPRES * AUS2 
 
   !...EMISSIVITY PARAMETERS WILL BE SCALED BY THE AVERAGE  
   !...IR FLUX OF THE EARTH (ASSUMING COMPLETE ABSORPTION  
   !...AND UNIFORM RERADIATION) 
 
   EPRES = SPRES * AUS2 / 4.0 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 
   RETURN 
 
!----------------------------------------------------------- 









MSODP GLAS Solar Array Source Code 
 
 
   SUBROUTINE GLASSA(TMJD, X, V, SCC, ISAT, IFORCE, & 
     ANGLE1, ANGLE2) 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  MSODP1/GLASSA(1.0) 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  PURPOSE: TO COMPUTE SOLAR ARRAY ORIENTATION ANGLES 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  INPUT PARAMETERS: 
! 
!    TMJD    MODIFIED JULIAN DATE 
!    X       SATELLITE POSITION VECTOR, J2000 COORDINATES 
!    V       SATELLITE VELOCITY VECTOR, J2000 COORDINATES 
!    SCC     ROTATION MATRIX FROM J2000 TO SATELLITE 
!            CENTERED COORDINATES 
!    ISAT    SATELLITE SEQUENCE NUMBER 
!    IFORCE  ALLOW UPDATE OF STOP ANGLE (= 0), 
!            OTHERWISE AVOID (> 0) 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
! 
!    ANGLE1   +Y ARRAY ANGLE FROM BODY Z-AXIS, 
!             POSITIVE TO +X AXIS (RAD) 
!    ANGLE2   -Y ARRAY ANGLE FROM BODY Z-AXIS, 
!             POSITIVE TO +X AXIS (RAD) 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  HISTORY: 
! 
!  OCT 2000   ORIGINALLY CODED BY H. RIM 
!  APR 2002   SEPARATED FROM GLASATT BY S. YOON 
!  APR 2002   ARTICULATION MODE FROM SOEFIL BY S. YOON 
!  DEC 2002   ARTICULATION INHIBITION MODEL BY C. WEBB 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  MODULES 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
   
   USE M_BTP, ONLY: BETAPRIME 
   USE M_CONVRT, ONLY: RAD, TWOPI, PI, DEG 
   USE M_GMVALU, ONLY: GM 
   USE M_MATRIX, ONLY: HG 
   USE M_ORIENT, ONLY: YAWLIM1, YAWLIM2 
   USE M_PERIOD, ONLY: PERIOD 
   USE M_PLANET, ONLY: PLANPS 
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   USE M_REFGEO, ONLY: BEA, GFLAT 
   USE M_SOE 
!----------------------------------------------------------   
   IMPLICIT NONE 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  DECLARE INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES 
 
   INTEGER :: ISAT, IFORCE 
   REAL :: TMJD, ANGLE1, ANGLE2 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3) :: X, V 
   REAL, DIMENSION(3,3) :: SCC 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  DECLARE LOCAL VARIABLES 
 
   INTEGER :: ISOE, I, CUR_MODE, CUR_IDX 
   REAL :: XLAT, DUM, RSUNX, RSUNZ 
   REAL :: A, E, XINC, OM, CAP, XM, ARG, XMDOT 
   REAL :: ARG_PASS, TPASS 
   REAL, DIMENSION (3) :: XBF, RSOL, RSUN, RPASS 
   REAL, DIMENSION (3)ONPASS, RSOL_PASS, RSUN_PASS 
   REAL, DIMENSION (6) :: TEMP 
   REAL, DIMENSION (3,3) :: SCC_PASS 
   DOUBLE PRECISION :: TJD_PASS 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  SAVE VARIABLES (RETAINED BETWEEN SUBROUTINE CALLS) 
 
   LOGICAL, SAVE :: FIRST = .TRUE. 
   REAL, SAVE :: STOP_ANGLE 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  ASSIGN EARTH-SUN POSITION VECTOR TO LOCAL RSOL 
 
   RSOL = PLANPS(1:3,10) 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  ROTATE SATELLITE POSITION TO EARTH BODY-FIXED FRAME 
!  AND OBTAIN GEODETIC LATITUDE 
 
   CALL M3331 (HG, X, XBF) 
   CALL REFELL (XBF, BEA, GFLAT, .TRUE., XLAT, DUM, & 
     DUM, DUM) 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  NOTE: IT IS ASSUMED THAT SCCROT IS CALLED BEFORE THE 
!  CALL OF THIS SUBROUTINE AND THAT BETAPRIME HAS THE  
!  CURRENT VALUE 
!----------------------------------------------------------   
!  IF REQUESTED, GET THE CURRENT SOLAR ARRAY MODE FROM  




   IF (JSOEFIL(ISAT) > 0 .AND. JSOEFIL(ISAT) < 3) THEN 
 
     ISOE = IND_SOE(ISAT) 
     IF ((MODE_SA(ISOE,1,1) > TMJD) .OR. & 
       (MODE_SA(ISOE,1,1) == 0.)) THEN 
       PRINT *, '  ERR: SOLAR ARRAY ARTICULATION MODE & 
         &IS NOT FOUND' 
       PRINT *, '       AT ', TMJD, ' FOR SATID = ', ISAT 
       CALL ABORT() 
     END IF 
     
     DO I = 1, IND_SA(ISOE) 
       IF (MODE_SA(ISOE,I,1) == 0. .OR. & 
         MODE_SA(ISOE,I,1) > TMJD) EXIT 
       CUR_MODE = INT(MODE_SA(ISOE,I,2)) 
       CUR_IDX = I 
     END DO 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  OTHERWISE, DETERMINE THE CURRENT SOLAR ARRAY MODE 
!  USING THE BETA-PRIME ANGLE 
 
   ELSE 
 
     IF (ABS(BETAPRIME(ISAT)*RAD) < YAWLIM2(ISAT)) THEN 
 
       !...ARRAYS ARE NOT FIXED 
 
       IF (ABS(XLAT*DEG) >= 60.0) THEN 
 
         !...ARRAYS ARE INHIBITED 
 
         CUR_MODE = 2 
         IF (FIRST) THEN 
 
           !...NO PRIOR STOP ANGLE AVAILABLE 
    
           !...COMPUTE POLAR PASS START TIME (TPASS, MJD) 
 
           TEMP(1:3) = X 
           TEMP(4:6) = V 
           CALL ORBELM (TEMP, GM, A, E, XINC, OM, CAP, & 
             XM, ARG) 
           XMDOT = TWOPI * 86400.0 / PERIOD  ! RAD/DAY 
           IF (XLAT > 0.0) THEN 
 
             !...NORTH POLAR PASS, ARGLAT = 60 DEG 
 




           ELSE 
 
             !...SOUTH POLAR PASS, ARGLAT = 240 DEG 
 
            ARG_PASS = 4.0 * PI / 3.0 
 
           END IF 
           TPASS = TMJD + (ARG_PASS - ARG) / XMDOT 
 
           !...COMPUTE NORMALIZED POSITION VECTOR AT PASS  
           !...START (USE CURRENT XINC AND CAP) 
 
           RPASS(1) = COS(CAP) * COS(ARG_PASS) & 
             - SIN(CAP) * SIN(ARG_PASS) *COS(XINC) 
           RPASS(2) = SIN(CAP) * COS(ARG_PASS) & 
             + COS(CAP) * SIN(ARG_PASS) *COS(XINC) 
           RPASS(3) = SIN(ARG_PASS) * SIN(XINC) 
 
           !...COMPUTE ORBIT NORMAL (USING CURRENT XINC 
           !...AND CAP) 
 
           ONPASS(1) = SIN(XINC) * SIN(CAP) 
           ONPASS(2) = -SIN(XINC) * COS(CAP) 
           ONPASS(3) = COS(XINC) 
 
           !...COMPUTE SCC MATRIX AT PASS START 
 
           SCC_PASS(1,:) = RPASS 
           IF (ABS(BETAPRIME(ISAT)*RAD) & 
             <= YAWLIM1(ISAT)) THEN 
 
             IF (BETAPRIME(ISAT) <= 0.0) THEN 
               SCC_PASS(2,:) = -ONPASS 
             ELSE 
               SCC_PASS(2,:) = ONPASS 
             ENDIF 
             CALL NORMALIZE(SCC_PASS(2,:)) 
             CALL CROSS(SCC_PASS(1,:), SCC_PASS(2,:), & 
               SCC_PASS(3,:)) 
             CALL NORMALIZE(SCC_PASS(3,:)) 
 
           ELSE 
 
             IF (BETAPRIME(ISAT) <= 0.0) THEN 
               SCC_PASS(3,:) = ONPASS 
             ELSE 
               SCC_PASS(3,:) = -ONPASS 
             ENDIF 
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             CALL NORMALIZE(SCC_PASS(3,:)) 
             CALL CROSS(SCC_PASS(3,:), SCC_PASS(1,:), & 
               SCC_PASS(2,:)) 
             CALL NORMALIZE(SCC_PASS(2,:)) 
           END IF 
 
           !...COMPUTE SUN POSITION AT PASS START 
 
           TJD_PASS = 2400000.5D+0 + DBLE(TPASS) 
           CALL EPHEVL (TJD_PASS, .FALSE., 0) 
           RSOL_PASS = PLANPS(1:3,10) 
 
           !...COMPUTE SUN-POINTING ANGLE AT PASS START  
           !...(STOP ANGLE, RADIANS) 
 
           RPASS = A * RPASS 
           RSUN_PASS = RSOL_PASS - RPASS 
           CALL NORMALIZE(RSUN_PASS) 
           CALL M3331(SCC_PASS, RSUN_PASS, RSUN_PASS) 
           STOP_ANGLE = ATAN2(-RSUN_PASS(1), -RSUN_PASS(3))  
 
         END IF  
 
       ELSE 
 
         !...ARRAYS ARE ARTICULATING 
 
         CUR_MODE = 0 
 
       END IF 
 
     ELSE 
 
       !...ARRAYS ARE FIXED 
 
       CUR_MODE = 1 
 
     END IF 
 
   END IF 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
!  COMPUTE SOLAR ARRAY ANGLE BASED ON CURRENT MODE 
 
   IF (CUR_MODE == 0) THEN  
 
     !...COMPUTE SATELLITE TO SUN VECTOR 
 
     RSUN = RSOL - X 




     !...SUN VECTOR IN S/C BODY FRAME 
 
     CALL M3331(SCC, RSUN, RSUN) 
 
     ! ROTATION ANGLE ABOUT Y-AXIS 
     ! 0 DEG WHEN PANEL FACE IS TOWARD -Z-DIRECTION 
     ! ROTATION IS POSITIVE SUCH THAT ANGULAR RATE 
     ! VECTOR IS CONCIDENT WITH +Y 
 
     ANGLE1 = ATAN2(-RSUN(1), -RSUN(3))    ! RADIANS 
 
     !...UPDATE STOP ANGLE 
 
     IF (JSOEFIL(ISAT) == 0 .OR. JSOEFIL(ISAT) > 2) THEN 
 
       ! FOR NOMINAL MODEL, UPDATE ONLY IF POLAR PASS 
       ! IS DEFINITELY OVER (EQUATOR HAS BEEN CROSSED) 
 
       IF ((XLAT > 0.0 .AND. V(3) > 0.0) .OR. &                
     (XLAT < 0.0 .AND. V(3) < 0.0)) STOP_ANGLE = ANGLE1 
 
     ELSE 
 
       ! ALWAYS UPDATE WHEN USING SOE FILE 
 
       STOP_ANGLE = ANGLE1 
 
     END IF 
     
   ELSE IF (CUR_MODE == 1) THEN 
 
     ANGLE1 = 0.0 ! RADIANS 
 
   ELSE 
 
     ANGLE1 = STOP_ANGLE 
 
   END IF 
 
   ANGLE2 = ANGLE1 
   IF (FIRST) FIRST = .FALSE. 
 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
   RETURN 
 
!---------------------------------------------------------- 
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